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Abstract 
Mapping the Mundane 

Although there are differences between [community] buildings, 
in terms of age, size and location, the issues and difficulties their 

management committees face - such as the comparative 
invisibility to both local communities and policy-makers -

are to a great degree shared. 
_Paul Marriot1 

The Community Centre in Canada has a unique condition in both 

its architecture and its organizational structure. Aside from the 

administrative upkeep of social, recreational, and educational 

activities, these centres are also noticeably susceptible to inordinate 

amounts of public use and change. Due to this continuously 

shifting nature, the Community Centre embodies - and implies for 

architecture - a specific need for lifecycle and future use planning. 

Notes. 
1. Paul Marriott, Forgotten Resources? 

The role of community buildings in 
strengthening local communities 
(York: Joseph Rowritree Foundation, 
1997), 1. 

2. Lars Lerup, Building the Unfinished: 
Architecture and Human Action (Bev
erly Hiils, Caiifomia. Sage Publica
tions, Inc. 1977), 136. 

From Alan Twelvetrees (Community Associations and Centres) to 

Jeremy Till (Architecture Depends) there is a shared belief that 

society in general - and architectural theory, especially - have 

been far too passive in their judgment of the conventional world: 

an environment in which buildings like the common Community 

Centre exist. How can the architect avoid this prejudgment? In 

pursuit of lifecycle planning and all its inherent contingencies, 

perhaps a reassessment of communication, collaboration, and 

ultimately learning from people and their spatial environments is 

our most useful task. 

To take somebody's position or point of view is to become 
actually immersed in that somebody - to become one with the 
dweller. This may be impossible, but the goal is so desirable 
that we should attempt it, because even a slight improvement 

... might prove extremely satisfying for both parties. 
_Lars Lerup2 
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Is architecture a free-floating object or is it embedded in some context? 
_K- Michael Hays 

Michael K. Hays, Theory, Media, and the Question of 
Audience," Assemblage, No. 27, Tutane Papers: The 

PofiUcs of Contemporary Architectural Discourse (Aug., 
1995): 43, accessed October 6,2011, http-7/www.jstor 

org.proxy.library.carteton.ca/stable/pdfpJus/3l7l428. 
pdf?acceptTC=true. 
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Prologue 
Building Lifecycles, Liquid Times 

"A1.1. ARf.HITF.CTIIRF IS RUT WASTF. IN TRANSIT!!"1 \t was 

quite a perplexing discovery at the time. Did I understand this 

FOLIO I statement as some profound truism that all buildings eventually 
h - - - - - - - - -  -  ̂  

change and transform into an inevitable waste - a decree to the 

obvious? Or was it more likely that these words revealed my 

suppressed enjoyment in seeing someone so harshly 'stick-it' to 

architecture? Why would I be so interested in someone's attack on / 
O ' 

architecture?* Whatever the true message behind this sentence, 

it strikes me now that these interpretations are in fact the same. 

J i  O  W  B U l l U I N ' t i S  I . K A R N  

What f lappers af ter  they're byi ts 

-e FIGURE 2. Book cover, 
How Buildings team (1994). 
"This inescapable thought subcon
sciously brought me to the likes of Stew
art Brand, founder of the Whole Earth 
Catalogue and author of a journalistic 
book on architecture and more import
antly, its use by society [shown above] • 

FIGURE 1. Photo collage, Waste in Transit, by A.Slade. 

From the daily architecture blog to the standard classroom 

lecture, it can appear that there is a lack of discussion around 

popular architectural theories, and even a lack of genuine concern 

for the future, use of conventional buildings, structures, and 

spaces. Even though the majority of our built-world consists of 

this fabric, both the conceptual and practical fields of architecture 

seem to be preoccupied by 'more important' themes surrounding 

the ephemeral qualities of artificial strangeness, technical and 

structural idealism, sustainable recognition, or financial and 

ergonomic efficiencies, to name a few.* 

Accepting this observation, why does architectural theory so 

forcibly seem to resist our conventional reality? Is our reality too 

ordinary, too mundane, too obvious per se, to show concern? Or, 

is it in fact the opposite? Is our world becoming too challenging, 

too complex to comprehend? Does the professional architect feel 

trapped by these complexities? Why is it so difficult for us to see 

this external world as a realm of possibility and opportunity?2 

•TERMS. 

Artificial Strangeness. 
A term designed to question the 
apparent strategies of many popular 
media architects; composed by, Aude-Une 

Duiiere and Clara Wong in. Once upon a time... 

Monsterpieces of the 2000s! (Pt Reyes Station. 

California: ORO Editions 2010). 15. 

idealism. 
Affirms imagination and attempts to 
realize a mental conception of beauty, 
a standard of perfection. (Wikrpedia) 

Sustainable Recognition, ('green-wash'): 
Is the misplaced value of seeking credit 
for sustainable design, rather than 
simply creating sustainable designs 
for the benefit of the building and 
environment. See Ted Bcwen, "IEEO green-

bu3ding program oonfronts critics and growing pains." 

2010, httpyAwAv.grist.Ofg/articte /ieedl/, (accessed 

November 23,2010). 

Ergonomics. 
The field of study that deals with the 
relationship between people and their 
working environment (Oxford: Canadian 
Dictionary). 
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FIGURE 3. Diagram, Shearing layers 
of change, Donald Ryan. • 
"In response to the accusations to
wards 'Magazine Architecture', Brand 
offers a more transformative way of 
thinking about buildings. 

Should we not seek the revitalization of conventional architecture 

instead of avoiding it? Of course, there are many questions which 

we can pose. 

However, this does not necessarily mean that 1 have lost hope in 

architectural practice; but rather I have always felt somewhat dis

satisfied with those who negate or passively dismiss its humanistic 

qualities. Why have 1 grown tired of those who have abused and ex

hausted architectural theory without taking a step beyond its com

fortable academic boundaries? Perhaps biologist and interdisciplin-
o 

ary researcher Stewart Brand can explain this feeling best, 

Most buildings.. . strenuously avoid any relationship whatever 
with time and what is considered its depredation. The very worst 

are famous new buildings, would-be famous buildings, imitation 
famous buildings, and imitation imitation buildings. 

Whatever the error is, it is catching.3 

*Autonomous Realm. 
Architect and philosopher, Jeremy Till 
extensively argues in his book en
titled Architecture Depends, (2009), 
that too many architects attempt to 
'capture' ideas from reality only to dis
sect and analyze them within the self-
referential world of architecture. In 
school especially, these transplanted 
ideas - be it via disguise by metaphor, 
an obscure yet seductive analogy, or 
simply enough, the superficial use 
of another discipline's terminology -
shelter students from a connection 
with people and thus, reality. Jeremy 

Till, Architecture Depends (Cambridge. Massa-

s: The MIT Press. 2009). 14-15. 

•Luddite. a person resisting progress. 
(Oxford: Canadian Dictionary) 

technocracy 
"[A] hypothetical form of government 
in which science would be in control 
of all decision making . . . [the term] 
was originally used to designate the 
application of the scientific method 
to solving social problems, in counter 
distinction to the traditional economic, 
political or philosophic approaches". 
(Wikipedia) 

>' *For an elaborated discussion N 
i on ageing processes, see Appendix • 
• 01; Andrew Stade. "Weathering Architecture: «... 

» The effects of deterioration over time," Ottawa. « 

* Canada: Cartetort University. 2010. ' 

'Waste in Transit'? Our ageing buildings stand before us and 

brave the tests of time. As architects, we have an extremely 

unique opportunity to learn from these wonderful artifacts, 

yet we often choose to look elsewhere, often autonomously and 

internally within our discipline instead.* 

In defense of sounding like yet another architectural-Luddite;* 

I must confess there is something much stronger driving my 

interest than the scientific analysis of building lifecycles and 

future use. Although there are many benefits associated with 

the understanding of material transformations, mechanical and 

functional efficiencies, or structural flexibilities, as discussed 

by, for instance, Mohsen Mostafavi and David Leatherbarrow [On 

Weathering) or Tatjana Schnieder and Jeremy Till (Flexible Housing), the 

concentrated study of these ageing processes can often lead us 

to a technocratic fixation.*4 In contrast, my concerns here are 

more focused on the social and political limitations of future use 

and lifecycle planning.* How do these ongoing processes affect 
, 4 
architecture - as profession and theory - and its reciprocal place 

in society? Can I connect these contingent, flexible, and open-

ended ideas of lifecycle planning with the public's humanistic and 
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experiential understanding of buildings? Perhaps the insightful 
O — 

words of architect and educator Giancarlo De Carlo can help 

guide such questions. In 1969, during an influential lecture in '« 

Liege entitled "Architecture's Public", De Carlo explained, 

"[Identifying with the users' needs does not mean planning 'for' 
them," - which the scientific prediction of lifecycles attempts -

"but planning "with' them," instead.5 

As De Carlo goes on to suggest, collective-participation, 

interdisciplinary collaboration, and communication are dynamic 

and fluid forms of creating ideas.6 Perhaps this explains why so 

many students would rather work in groups instead of on their 

own nowadays.7 Consciously or not, this generation inherently 

understands the importance of rapid production that comes from 

the flexible social associations we form with one another. It is 

such thoughts that led me to wonder; is there a public demand for 

more contingent and collaborative approaches to architecture? 

If this is true, then what stands in our way? Why does it seem, 

as Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman suggests, that society is 

often fragmented by the multifarious opportunities our global 

culture permits?8 Bauman explains that society has experienced 

a "collapse [in] long-term thinking, planning and acting ... to 

which concepts like 'development', 'maturation', 'career* or 

'progress' (all suggesting a preordained order of succession) 

could be meaningfully applied."9 

• O FIGURE 4. Photo, Delta Shelter, 
Tom Kundig (1998-2002). 
'Architect Tom Kundig explores these 
building lifecycle properties with the 
use of naturally ageing materials, per
sonally manoeuvrable wall systems, 
and expandable structures. 

predatory 

. . .  v ^ , <  

rv, 
• • • • 

FIGURE 5. Photo, book cover, 
Predatory Equity. 
*The image above is reminiscent of an 
analogy used by Bauman: "capitalism 
is like a snake that feeds on its own 
tail." What this photo also illustrates 
is that this snake has quite the choke-
hold on society - and buildings - in the 
meantime. Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Times: 
Living in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 2007), 27. 

Can our current generation - my generation - maintain long-

term collaborations or is this public condition heavily burdened 

by its vulnerability to apathy? Is this overwhelming numbness 

possibly an adverse reaction to our expanding connectivity; to 

a shrinking and globalizing world, to endless and ungraspable 

bodies of information, to targeted and aggressive marketing 

techniques, or simply put, to rampant forces of consumerism and 

corporate corruption?* Zygmunt Bauman has spent the majority 

of the last two decades exploring these questions through his 

research on Post Modern consumerism. In Liquid Times (2007) 

he explains that... 

*Rampant, or Rapid Consumerism. 
Terms used to describe the current 
economic state of the world; borrowed 

from the BBC Documentary: 3-part series, .The 
Power of Nightmares: The Rise of the Politics of 

Fear, (2006), by Adam Curtis. 
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FIGURE 6. Photo, Zygmunt Bauman o -
*Bauman illustrates these versions of 
Utopia through the analogy of a gar
dener and hunter. While the gardener 
acts conservatively and cautiously in 
pursuit of creating a better world, the 
hunter believes that we already live in 
Utopia, it is found within the very act 
Of Chasing the dream. UquW Tones: LMng 
in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity Press, 
2007). 108. 

. . .  s o c i e t y  h a s  b e g u n ,  
"the passage from the 'solid' to a 'liquid' state phase of moder

nity: that is, into a condition in which social forms (structures 
that limit individual choices, institutions that guard repetitions of 

routines, patterns of acceptable behavior) can no longer (and are 
not expected) to keep their shape for long, because they de

compose and melt faster than the time it takes to cast them, and 
once they are cast for them to set."10 

As Bauman continues, if society no longer aspires to 

constructing Utopia, our only hope for an end to our dilemma 

is replaced with another dream: a never-ending Utopia.* This 
O 

idea may seem motivating or even inspiring at first; however, as 

Bauman warns, this incessant task might not be as easy as one 

thinks: "If you don't want to sink, keep surfing, and that means 

changing your wardrobe, your furnishings, your wallpaper, your 

look, your habits - in short, yourself - as often as you can manage 

it."11 Whatever one's outlook might be, this burden often leaves 

us with confusion and emptiness, a feeling that nothing can be 

done. And so we naturally ask ourselves, why bother? 

FIGURE 7. Photo, Falling Water 
House, architect Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Pennsylvania, USA, (1935). 

FIGURE 8. Photo, Vanna Venturi 
House, architect Robert Venturi,, Phi
ladelphia, USA, (1961-1964). 

This introduces a significant question probed by this thesis: 

does architecture - its professionals, educators, or critics - share 

in this self-pity, or do we merely use this globally collective 

emotion as an alibi for something else? As architectural theorist 

K. Michael Hays suggests in his an essay entitled, "Theory, 

Media, and the Question of Audience," the belief in architectural 

autonomy exists because there is a sincere concern for the 

fragility and survival of the profession in the external world.12 

However, I would like to extend this, even counter this, and sug

gest that this reliance on autonomy is merely an excuse to continue 

to practice architecture without more serious ethical concerns. 

* 

It is well known that architectural discourse and theorizing 

have changed much in a relatively short time; from the now-

deserted idealistic canons of Modernists, such as Frank Lloyd 

Wright and Le Corbusier in the early-to-mid 20th Century, to 

the critical analysis of Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and 

Steven Izenour by the late 1970's, who in turn, unintentionally 
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and indirectly, influenced the work of many alleged, prominent 

'media architects' of today.13 Nevertheless, the same questions 

still remain: what is architecture, and how can we define it? 

Perhaps for us here though, a more intriguing question would be: 

who are we defining it for? 

Around the same time that Robert Venturi et al., were research

ing and writing their influential book. Learning from Las Vegas 

(1976), architectural historian Reyner Banham released a simi

lar book entitled, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies 

(1971). It was apparent that both these texts revealed a level of 

attention devoted to the study of the 'everyday'.* The 'everyday', 

though arguably very interesting, had up until that time not par

ticularly been considered architecture - at least in terms of a cap

ital A.14 Banham began to question the motives of architecture; 

not what is architecture, but who is it for? And what is it doing? In 

other words, what is the agency behind architecture? 

'The 'Everyday'. 
In Banham's case, this term can 
be explained by his reaction to the 
thoughts of his academic predeces
sor: "Nikolaus Pevsner's proposition 
that Lincoln Cathedral is architecture 
and a bicycle shed is not. . . fis] not 
only a piece of academic snobbery 
that can offend a committed cyc
list like myself, but also involves a 
supposition about sheds that is so 
sweeping as to be almost racist." 
Reyner Banham. "A Black Box: The Secret Pro

fession of Architecture,* A Critic Writes, comp. by 

Mary Banham (Los Angeles: University of California 

Press, 1996). 293. 

Where does the notion of Agency come from and why is it 

useful for us? In Banham's critical essay, A Black Box: The Secret 

Profession of Architecture (1990) he concludes with a convincing, 

yet speculative proposal; if architecture was seen as an analogy 

of a Black Box, 

It could permit itself to be opened up to the understandings of 
the profane and the vulgar, at the risk of destroying itself as an 

art in the process. Or it could close ranks and continue as a con
spiracy of secrecy, immune from scrutiny, but perpetually open to 
the suspicion, among the general public, that there may be noth
ing at all inside the black box except a mystery for its own sake. '5 

Relatively little has changed over the years; the tendency for 

architectural academia to isolate itself into its own discourse still 

remains at large today.16 Fortunately, it seems as if a shift towards 

Banham's critique has recently ascended. The term agency* has 

been suggested and although it may be slightly difficult to define, 

its objectives are far from vague. Unlike meditation for example -

a process which can be often described as politically annulled or 

predetermined by 'others'17 - agency implies a cause and effect; 

an ethical stance.18 Such a notion not only allows architects 

* Agency. 
"It is an awareness of this relation
ship between individual action and 
the bigger picture; the issues of scale; 
of knowingly exploiting and working 
with cause and effect; of a knowledge 
of the 'system' and how to intervene, 
transgress and exploit one's advan
tage; and of realising the power and 
transformative potential of connec
tion, between subjects, disciplines 
and people." Florian Kossak, et a)., eds. 
Agency: Working with Uncertain Architectures 

(Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge. 2010). 1. 
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*Research Centre Agency: 
The founding members consist of 
architects and authors like Jeremy Till 
and Sarah Wigglesworth, Peter Blun-
dell Jones, Fiorian Kossak, Ooina 
Petrescu, Tatjana Schneider, etc. The 
majority teach at Sheffield University, 
United Kingdom. Florian Kossak, etal., eds. 

Agency. Working with Uncertain Architectures 

{Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2010). viu. 

to be more self-reflective, but it also provides a medium, a 

connection to the external world. It permits architects to openly 

question those famous and imitation famous buildings described 

by Stewart Brand or, more importantly perhaps, listen to the 

collective-public feedback, as Giancarlo De Carlo explains, that so 

commonly upsets all the formal (and often arcane) architectural 

ways of doing things.19 

By looking through the lens of agency, are we able to reassess 

the duties architects have to society and the roles they perform; 

are we also able to explore the opportunities in conventional 

architecture and its future use through a hybrid of academic rigor 

and hardcore reality? 

I cannot pretend to define which architecture is modern, post

modern, and non-modern, nor can I even begin to tell you what 

architecture is. 

I would much rather learn again what architecture can do. 
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J  Andrew S!ada. "Moving Waste: J  

J A student-operated "waste" (re) 

• movrng program," Carleton Uri- J 

»% versity, Ottawa. Ontario. 2010. * 

'technocratic fixation' 
a hypothetical form of government in which science 

would be in control of all decision making 
wn pfcd:a.arj.'w;i< /Techrtecacy 

. . .  a f t e r  a b o u t  a  y e a r  a n d  a  h a l f  o f  s t u d y i n g  a g e i n g  
processes, techniques, and various approaches to architectural 

longevity, I eventually realized that these concepts prove beneficial to 
almost any form of bujldinq-^venthemqsUe^ 

of structures.* The real question of value behind this thought was to 
understand which buildings were more susceptible change, or better 

yet, which buildings require a need to anticipate such transformations. 

"Lifecycle Assessment. 
Is a technique to assess environ
mental impacts associated with 
all the stages of a product's life 
from-cradle-to-grave. For ex
ample, from raw material extrac
tion through materials processing, 
manufacture, distribution, use, 
repair and maintenance, and dis
posal or recycling. (W kipad.a) 

This self-reflective thought helped me understand and value 
the roles of agency and reassessment inherent in such a socially and 
politically charged question. AGENCY: could my research be useful 

to someone other than myself; something other than architecture? 
REASSESSMENT; could this methodology bring me closer to the 
humanistic values of the transformative architecture that I sought? 
These questions initiated a first ASSESSMENT of many to follow. 

ASSESSMENT 01. is based on a quick case study of my 

home town, Thombury, Ontario, to identify and analyze what types of 

buildings that are typically planned for longevity by the municipality 

and the reasons why. Many of the buildings that drew my attention 

exist to provide educational, political, or social needs, such as the 

town hall, health centre, and library. The municipal council clearly 

sees value in supporting the long-term development of these programs 

as most of these buildings are either (1) built well from the beginning 

and maintained carefully over the years, or (2) are the result of new 

proposals that have been recently made. 

X 

o 
o 

(source: 'Vava 



ASSESSMENT 01. A Taste of Architectural Agency 

Nevertheless, there is one specific building not included 

in this selection. This building has arguably one of the most 

significant long-term cultural impacts on the community and provides 

educational, social, and even recreational services, yet for some 

reason it is commonly neglected in comparison to the attention 

and support these other institutions receive from the municipality. 

Although this is not the case everywhere, in Thombury and many 

other small towns and urban environments scattered across Ontario, 

this is the description of the Community Centre. 

Stayner Arena and Community Centre 

Creemore Community 
Centre and Arena 

Minesing Community Centre 

Community Centres across Ontario 
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Less is More 
Mies van der Rohe 

Less is a Bore 
_Robeit Venturi 

I am a Whore! 
_Phillip E. Johnson 

More is More 
_Mark Wigley 

Yfes is More 
_Bjarke Ingles 

Mess is the Law • 
_Jeremy Till i 

I 
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Less and More ; 
_Anthony VidlerJ?] i 
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More or Less? '• 
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Introduction 
Less and More 

In a recent interview entitled, "53 Questions, 265 

Answers," conducted by Luca Farinelli, several popular 

architects were asked a deceivingly simple question: "Less 

or More?"1 Although this question may seem completely 

vague to the non-architectural reader, it actually refers to a 

heavily codified and cryptic discussion that involves many 

generations of theoretical debate. 

*For a preview of the interview de
scribed above, see; Luca Farinelli, 
"53 Questions, 265 Answers", Archi
tecture & Writing, October 2011. http:// 
www.lucafarinelli.eom/#2164890/2-
7_53-Questions-265~Answers. 

Without going into further detail, we can say that on 

one extreme, there is the German pioneer of Modernism, 

Mies van der Rohe in support of Less - a guiding principle 

of Modern Architecture, and on the other, there is the 

later scholar-architect Robert Venturi in support of More 

- a component of a certain Post Modern Architecture. 

Where the selectiveness of content and language were 

both strengths as well as limitations of Modernism, the 

complexity and contradiction of Post Modernism was often 

misunderstood as arbitrarily ironic rather than admired 

for the paradoxically truthful environment it sought2 

I like complexity and contradiction in architecture. I do not like the 
incoherence or arbitrariness of incompetent architecture nor the 

precious intricacies of picturesqueness or expressionism... Ev
erywhere, except in architecture, complexity and contradiction have 
been acknowledged, from Godel's proof of ultimate inconsistency in 
mathematics to T. S. Eliot's analysis of "difficult" poetry and Joseph 

Albers'definition of the paradoxical quality of painting. 
_Robert Venturi3 

With the exception of the architect Stephen Holl - who 

supported Less, and Anthony Vidler - whom we will return 

to - many of the remaining contemporary architects, sided 

with the quest for More. But if complexity and contradic

tion is what we seek today, how do we ensure it does not 

become false, as Venturi forewarned over forty years ago? 
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Perhaps, to clear our minds of these inflated dualities, we can 

step outside this architectural discussion for a moment What if 

we look towards an author like Edward Tufte, who is also a stat

istician and professor of political science, statistics, and comput

er sciences at Yale University? Through Tufte's didactic research, 

as displayed in Envisioning Information (1990), we can begin to 

understand how to balance such Less or More extremes both 

clearly and efficiently without omitting any information at all* 

FIGURE 9. Map, Guide for Visitors to Ise Shrine, Ise, Japan, no date. *Tufte quickly begins Envisioning Information with an argument stating that all 
communication between readers and image makers takes place on a two-dimensional surface. The image above marks the beginning of chapter one, 
"Escaping Flatland" which explores a variety of design strategies that sharpen 'information resolution' and its 'resolving power' in an attempt to avoid 
these dimensional restrictions. The Japanese travel guide of Ise Shrine is a great example of how to manage complexity and contradiction. For ex
ample, on the left, we see the mountainous range of Ise Shrine in a calming watercolour representation which not only illustrates distance and time, but 
elevation and cultural context as well. On the right, the map changes to a diagrammatic representation so that it can incorporate the scale-difference 
inherent in the nearby national railroad system. Different contexts require different informational representations. Sameness, or 'consistency' — as we 
so often praise in architecture and other design-based programs - does not always add to an experience. 

From Tufte's examples, it appears that complexity and 

simplicity work quite well together* - or as Vidler playfully 

suggested in regards to the Less or More query - maybe it is okay 

to have "a little bit of both."4 

'Conceivably, one could argue that 
Tufte's work only involves the flat 
space of two-dimensions and there
fore cannot property address the 
complexities of the third and fourth 
dimensions that designers endure. 
However, this interpretation fails to 
appreciate his point. /Ml disciplines 
have communication barriers and 
gaps, be it the abstract notion of cat
egorization in statistics or the abstract 
depiction of spatial layouts in archi
tectural drawings. Every profession 
has a duty to communicate its work 
to the public. Why make excuses; 
should architecture be exempt? 

^Escaping this flatland is the essential 
task of envisioning information — for 
all the interesting worlds (physical, bio
logical, imaginary, human) that we seek 
to understand are inevitably and happily 
multivariate in nature. Not flatiands." Ed
ward R. Tufte, Br/iskrmg information. (Cheshire, 
Connecticut Graphics Press, 1990). 12-13. 

Less and More. Contradictory perhaps: unless we think of these 

philosophical motivators in constant flux In fact everyone ofthese 

interviewed architects must balance between these extremes 

to some degree From programming to sketching, conceptual to 

schematic design, design to construction drawings, and so on; 

could we not propose that all architecture does this more or less? 

As one can see, representing 'open-ended complexity' 

coherentfy is clearly no easy task; however this thesis sets out to 

demonstrate the importance 'coherency' has for both architects 

and the public domain. 
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THE CONTENTS. (THESIS- COMMENTARY -APPENDIX) 

For the sake of simplicity, or readability rather, the chap

ters follow a linear progression; with only a few exceptions 

to this where the reader is offered a choice to continue fur

ther in the COMMENTARIES. Part 1 begins with the history, 

background, and on-going development associated with 

Community Centres. (CH.01 - Agencies of Re[formJ). 
FIGURE 10. Photo collage, Empty 
roan for adL/t education, A Slade. 

FIGURE 11. Computer rendering, 
Weathering Materials, A. Slade. 

CH.02 - Confronting the Prejudice Project attempts to test the 

limits of a typical architectural proposal based on the 'gen

eral understanding' retained from a broad study of Commu

nity Centres. After trial and error. Part I concludes with an 

introduction to the Heron Park Community Association; an 

open-minded organization interested in design assistance 

for the development of a new Community Centre. The re

maining second half of the thesis surrounds this rapport 

Part II begins with a reassessment of the initial questions 

set out by the thesis. In fact, a sequence is written to the 

original abstract to describe the shift in thinking generated 

by certain findings in the previous chapters. It is a shift for 

the potentially unprejudiced architect towards listening. 

2 
FIGURE 12. Diagram, Position No. 1, 
Lars Lerup. 

CH.03 - Contingent Frameworks reinforces two main conceptual 

ideas designer and critic Lars Lerup adopts from Heinz Von 

Foerster and John Berger: (1) "we must act if we want to see,"5 

and (2) "in order to know an object we must embrace, study, 

all its sides."6 It is through the understanding of these concepts 

that we can then begin to evaluate the social and physical va

lidity of longevity in its relation to the Community Centre. 

\T 
, . A 

FIGURE 13. Sketch, Things: Author's 
interpretation0, A. Slade. 

CH.04 - Participation and Beyond identifies and critiques stan

dard practices of lifecycle planning, such as that recognized 

as that Post-Occupancy Evaluation process and other public-

participation methods. It cautions us about the different 

motives behind certain types of interactive design yet con

cludes with some engaging examples of collaborative design 

methodologies employed by various architectural practices. 

© ! 
I I  

Si (A fll 

FIGURE 14. Diagrams, Post-Occupancy 
Evaluation Questionnaire, A. Slade. 
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.a « 

* 
FIGURE 15. Diagrams, Channels of 
Communication, A. Slade. 

FIGURE 16. Diagrams, The Un
prejudiced Project 2, A. Slade. 

It is important to note here how we begin to ac

cept the role of contradiction within our thesis. 

At the risk of appearing unorganized or mis

guided, it feels necessary to explain how 'occa

sionally conflicting thoughts' are either a result 

of (1) public-participation I contamination, or (2) 

personal reassessments.* Both examples may 

slightly change the course of our exploration at 

times; in fact, this explains why the thesis has 

been separated into two consecutive parts - the 

latter is meant to be understood as a reassess

ment and continuation of the former. Never

theless, a central focus remains consistent 

throughout the entirety of the thesis. 

^ * Public-Participation / Contamination. 
A term pertaining to tie effect public 
invotvement has on traditional ways 
of practicing architectural design. (The 
different opinions on this discussion 
first appear in CH.02 and are explored 
by the thesis projects) for the remain
ing second part of the thesis). 

* Personal Reassessments. 
Various types of ASSESSMENTS, are 
indicated throughout the thesis as a 
means of testing arguments. 

CH.05 - People Meet Agency denotes the beginning of the 

emerging architectural project(s) and goes on to explain 

several interactive projects which parallel different methods 

of participatory design techniques. These projects can be 

understood as 'Channels of Communication' as they are all 

designed to (i) simplify architectural language and drawings, 

and (ii) experiment with new ways of learning from 'others'. 

The intent is to help close the communication gap between 

architects and the public - while also energizing standard 

ways of conducting Post-Occupancy Evaluations. 

The final chapter, .06 - The [Unjprejudice Project 2, documents a 

fundraising event at Heron Park, Ottawa, showcasing a design 

proposal guided by the interactive process introduced in the 

previous chapter. The proposal was shown to the Heron Park 

community with the aim of achieving further participation 

through the collection of public comments and feedback. The 

intention of this event suggests - yet cannot conclude - that 

this process is a valid way of performing an unprejudiced 

approach of architectural agency. 

In homage to Edward Tufte's Less and More attitude, 

all further and supplementary information related to 

these chapters is disseminated through the means of two 

separate documents; COMMENTARY and APPENDICES. The 

COMMENTARY provides elaborated material in support of the 

regular thesis chapters. This content is often denser; yet, more 

theoretically relevant to the structure of the corresponding 

projects). The APPENDICES are somewhat different than 

the norm in the sense that they do not exclusively contain 

'additional' material in support of a certain idea or concept, 

but also include legitimate alternatives to collaborative design 

proposals, links to various open-source online programs, 

and extended documentation for the use of Heron Park 

community members. The hope is that this organization will 

not only help one read, but more importantly, use this thesis in 

variety of different ways. 
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PART 1. 
worlds apart: a brief his/story 



Community centers (centres) and associations have played 
a significant part in the life of many local communities and 

networks. Yet relatively little has been written about their 
history, theory, and practice. 

_Mark K. Smith 
Marti K. Smith. "Community centres 

(centers) and associations * The 
encyclopedia of informal education, 

accessed on March 12,20ii.www.mfed. 
0 org/associata>n/b-comcen,htm. 1. 

0*341077087-8 

"jB^uiNS" 1946-4-7. 

Constructing a history of the 
Community Centre 

http://www.mfed
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01 | Agencies of Re [form] 
Vanishing Communities Centres: Who Cares? 

The community centre, which was bom in the slums and spent 
its infancy in the dark valley of the dole must be brought out into 
the sunlight of healthy social life... Above all it should become 

the possession of the community. Once it is their possession, 
it will presently be their pride. 

_United Kingdom Ministry of Education1 

We have all experienced or used a Community Centre at 

some point in our lives, and if not, it is presumably safe 

to say that most are - at the very least - aware of these 

associations and their inherent purpose. Unfortunately, 

due to our conventional understanding, we often assume 

we know what these associations are all about. The conse

quence here is that even if we generally accept the under

lying purpose of these associations, we tend to overlook 

the struggles that many of them commonly face; their need 

for local support is virtually invisible to the public eye.2 

However, to recall Zygmunt Bauman's harsh depiction 

of the contemporary world: a cyclical maze of uncertainty 

often propelled by fear and risk - or Capitalism, to be 

blunt - it could appear that the Community Centre is one 

of the last places left in our cities and towns where hope 

for social improvement* is still a primary focus. In contrast 

to other more focused (and often government-established) 

public facilities that commonly tend to single affairs, the 

Community Centre is one of few places that still keeps its 

doors open to any person of any status of any need; the 

young and old, sick and healthy, rich and poor. 

*Social Improvement 
Is to be understood in the widest 
sense for we often tend to differentiate 
social issues and thus divide social 
programs accordingly, even though 
many of these associations could 
arguably be much more connected. 

In a politically-charged capital, like Ottawa for instance, 

it is perhaps best for these community associations to keep 

such bureaucratic formalities to a minimum, as these often 

over-structured administrative procedures can turn away 

new community members.3 From the inquisitive child 
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FIGURE 17. Image from book cover, 
Liquid Times (2007). 

* Stranger. 
Zygmunt Bauman defines this charac
ter as, "an agent moved by intentions 
that one can at best guess." These 
people are the unknown factor in 
our daily scenario calculations, often 
resented to some degree because of 
their unpredictability. Zygmunt Bauman, 
Liquid Times: Living in an Age of Uncertainty 

(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007) 85. 

who wanders by after school, to the recently-settled family 

looking for a place to meet new friends, these anonymous 

newcomers with unpredictable motivations provide 

interesting opportunities which change and mature the 

outlook of the community association on a daily basis. 

Ironically perhaps, this receptive, yet somewhat unshielded 
O 

acceptance of 'the stranger'* is both the Community 

Centre's beauty and detriment. 

Nevertheless, what brings these people together, and in fact 

also describes the reasons for the Community Centre's initial 

conception, is the collective understanding and appreciation 

for individual and communal needs, causes, or quite simply, 

ideas seen as worth doing. Or, as C. J. Bushnell wrote nearly 

a centuiy ago in an International Journal of Ethics article 

entitled, "The Community Centre Movement as a Moral Force," 

It is, "a deliberate effort to bridge the widening chasm between 
social classes - to help all classes overcome invidious and 

abnormal class distinctions, and participate freely and effectively 
in all of society's elementary social functions. 

"Reform. 
"means to put or change into 
an improved form or condition." 
Interestingly enough, when this 
term is used to describe something 
physically formed again (such as the 
putting together of a building) the 
proper term is 're-form' which alludes 
to a much larger reassessment of the 
loaded architectural word, 'form*. The 
appreciation of 'form* is a topic that 
will be reviewed again in the following 
sections; however, the alternate title 
in mind for this chapter, 'Agencies of 
Hope', may have more value in the 
sense that it brings us much closer 
to the deep philosophical causes and 
purposes guiding the Community 
Centre. {Wikjpedia) 

In North America, the origins of the Community Centre 

can be traced back to the acknowledgement by settlement 

workers and other activists that there was little use for 

school buildings after regular working hours. Adult educa-
-- O 

tion was an ideal fit. Over a short period of time, the popu

larity of this practice grew until 1911, when a landmark 

conference in Wisconsin, USA, was held to endorse these 

schools and other early social centres as 'agencies of re

form'.5* Even though this idea was slightly uncomfortable 

to many politicians - due to the possibility that activities 

transpiring within these buildings could cause the develop

ment of alternative political voices - the idea was pursued.6 

By 1916, these formally termed social centres evolved with 

the establishment of the National Community Center As

sociation and in two years there were Community Centres 

in 107 cities throughout the United States and Canada.7 
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In 1945, the United Kingdom Ministry of Education released 

a report on Community Centres to address the need for and 

proper understanding of'leisure space'* as recent mechanisms 

in the industry sector had significantly reduced the average 

amount of daily working hours.8 The report defined these 

centres as places for social, recreational, and educational 

activities for individuals and groups in local areas and firmly 

stated that, "everything possible should be done to dispel [the] 

institutional atmosphere which tends to repel young and old 

alike."9 In addition, the report continued to argue that. 

*Leisure space. 
A place conditioned to support people 
to build skills and talents as they 
please. The space therefore must 
be flexible, adaptable, inspiring, pro
visional, accessible, and most import
antly stimulating and proactive. 

"Nearly all other social agencies tend to draw people together 
on a corporate basis. In a community centre ... [people] 

should meet as individuals and not as members of a church, a 
trade or a political party.""3 

Such egalitarian views have nearly vanished today. In fact, 

we might even question if that goal is still achievable; can the 

current capitalist system permit such flexible and open ideas of 

buildings and space without incurring hidden costs? Indeed, one 

can find some form of'leisure space' in a Starbucks™/MC lounge; 

however, this comfort comes at a steep price* and one will 
O * 

quickly discover that this space is definitely not designed to help 

expand personal skill sets; the expansion of one's skills being an 

essential goal of the Community Centre's ideology for leisure 

space.11 Interestingly enough, over the years, many community 

associations have employed alternative economic models to cope 

with such global pressures. In fact, in the most successful cases, 

these alternative methods have allowed associations to become 

financially autonomous, permitting them to bypass (or at least 

be selective of) a certain amount of corporate advertising.12 This 

general philosophy and type of operation allows for a 'leisure 

space' that can grow culturally, based on qualities taken directly 

from the local people rather than the globally operated* world. 

»FIGURE 18. Photo, Relaxing at 
Starbucks, punkwalrus. 
"The price of a Venti Frappuccino®* 
is currently around $4.57 - As ob
served in Ottawa, Ontario and shared 
across North America according to, 
WikiAnswers. "How much are small frappua-

a'rw's at Starbucks?" in Answers.com, http-Ji 
wiki.answers.com/Q/How_much_are_smaH_ 
frappucdno%27s_at_Start>ucks, (accessed Nov
ember 12, 2011). 

*Global Operators. 
-or, international corporations as 
Bauman explains, understand that 
the playground of real 'power' is con
trolled through cyberspace (i.e. global 
realm); however, politics of cities are 
situated in the local realm and there
fore quite powerless by comparison. 
Governments, being tied to their 
boundaries, are, "defenseless against 
the global whirlwind," and therefore 
why would this global power have 
any, "reason to fear the defense-
less[?J" Zygmunt Bauman. Liquid Times: Liv
ing in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity 

Press, 2007), 82-64. 

U nfortunately, over the past forty years, a number of British 

Community Centres* have struggled with their public 

identity because (attimes) they became focused around their 
- - - O 
bars, developing an image of a working men's club.13 Even 

*One could reason that this claim 
applies to North America as well. As 
Mark K. Smith explains, research and 
documentation on Community Centres 
is relatively scarce; this is especially true 
for Canada and even the United States. 
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,'" "'"For" a" "rougfi ~ comparison" * \ 
! of how many different community \ 
Sbuildings exist in Ottawa in relation! 
Sto Community Centres, please see;!" 
•Appendix 03. Community Buildings; 
* jn Ottawa, Ontario. 

*Tbatcherism. 
Derives from conviction politics which, 
"refers to the practice of campaigning 
based on a politicians' own fundamental 
values or ideas, rather than attempting 
to represent an existing consensus or 
simply take positions that are popular 
in polls." Margaret Thatcher, an obvious 
proponent of the theory, explains, "It was 
successful because it was based on 
dear, firmly-held principles...". However, 
these clear-sighted objectives did not 
provide much help for the undear cir
cumstances surrounding the Community 
Centre and its cause. (w&fcedia) 

though this reality has begun to change, community centers 

still receive very little attention and funding in comparison 

to other similar single-programmed facilities such as day 

cares, recreation centres, or social service centres, due to 

the lack of homogeneous identity.* The issue is that these 
• 4 

other educational and cultural programs often forget the 

idea of 'relieving loneliness';14 a notion one might argue 

is more important than ever today as we each experience 

the competitive, and sometimes impersonal, nature of our 

global world. This lack of attention can perhaps also be 

attributed to the fact that such ambiguous social concepts, 

like 'relieving loneliness' for instance, were previously 

overlooked - especially in UK Community Centres - largely 

due to the rise and philosophical reach of Thatcherism* 

which transpired in the early 1980's. This, plus a combined 

deficiency in administrative documentation from the 

Community Centre which is often now an unquestionable 

requirement for policy-makers to obtain in order to verify 

the significance and cause of any building or association.15 

FIGURE 19. Photo, Sunset Community 
Centre, Bing Thorn Architects, (2007). 

FIGURE 20. Photo, Glebe Community 
Centre, (last renovation, 2004). 

As a result of these conditions, Paul Marriotts 1997 research 

paper on Community Centres across England and Wales, For

gotten Resources, explained that many of these associations 

felt it was becoming increasingly difficult to expand and de

velop their activities to meet the changing needs of the com

munity.16 In numerous small towns and certain pockets of the 

city, the Community Centre was the only building available for 

public use and as Marriot reported, many volunteers felt that 

these spaces were already working at full capacity.17 

Although we might think of 'the flashy and extravagant' 

Community Centre when someone mentions these facilities 

today, such as the Sunset Community Centre in Vancouver 

or perhaps something a little more humble yet also very 

successful, like the Glebe Community Centre in Ottawa, the 

truth is that these buildings are regrettably a very small 

minority. In light of Marriofs more accurate depiction, it 

important for us to listen to his closing request. 
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Access to quality, practical, relevant support from a local 
development agency or local authority or relevant national body, 

particularly providing help with planning and trouble-shooting, 
can be vital to success of a [community] building.18 

We return to our thesis probe: can architectural agency 

respond to such a calling? In 1976, Alan Twelvetrees 

compiled a thorough analysis on four Community Centres 

in the Edinburgh, Scotland region in his book entitled, 

Community Associations and Centres: A comparative study. 

In the concluding chapters, Twelvetrees loosely constructs 

an image of a character that he defines as the (professional) 

'enabler'.19 Like Marriot, Twelvetrees' closing thoughts 

also request a need for professional agency; however, he 

takes this notion a step further by beginning to describe 

what sorts of tasks this role might entail.* 

They are also reluctant to become community workers. If large con
ventional community centres continue to be provided, wardens require 
first-class secretarial and administrative help. In "youth and community 
centres' a full-time youth.worker should be employed as well as a warden. 

Above til/community groupslof all types, and.not just community 
.. .. , associations; require the help of professional 'enablers'V'-
i"i i'Mt-nWOikawasnhey are™ now coming "to be called'in"'Biilaiii.1 It ;>c£iiii.'a>luga» 

conclusion that many of the functions which community associations at 
present fail to fulfil effectively could better be fulfilled with the help of 
such workers. The function of these workers, whose role has already been 
comprehensively set out in Working with Community Groups* would be 

ft . To encourage the formation and foster the growth ot different V 
community groups and help them take action to meet a range of/ 
community needs. -

/2. To help overcometh^mmere which exist between such fti'uUM^- — 
3»JaiaH2£ljm£ll|SSSlsSa^aL£fflSmitB[£j^gwith 'non-joiners'. 
V. To discover community needs and devise ways ot meeting tnem 
^whichdojiotplacejjar^ 

j5. T5"I15!sebetwMnaifferen^tahUor^an^voIiintary bodies thus" 
^rendering co-ordination^ctive rather than passive 

r6. To encourage the emergence of local leaders and to help train them 
i .in. such tasks as runnmg.a.committe.1 

. TO strive to keep a community association outward looking? 
analysing its problems from an objective viewpoint, preventing it 
from becoming a clumsy bureaucracy or an inward-looking social 
club and generally helping it to evolve in such a way as to benefit 

^communit; 
In fact—ior some years a variety of publications have stressed the 
importance of this 'enabling' or social development function particularly 
in relation to new housing areas.2 

Ways and means must also be found to overcome the problems created 
by the image of a community association and to discover the felt needs of 
the residents of an area. This task would appear to require both pains-

FIGURE 21. Excerpt from Community Associations and Centres: A Comparative Study, 'The 
Enabler', modified by A. Slade. 
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Is this a role that architects could take on? Of course an 

architect would like to take on the commendable title of 

professional 'enabler' but perhaps the reality is they must 

first accept their role as a 'stranger'. However, as Bauman 

warns, the stranger appears most treacherous when they 

cannot comprehend.20 Is there something we can gain 

by looking at architecture's (self-referential and theory-

driven) language barriers before we begin? 
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A few architects,... pursue architecture despite the lack of public motivation, 
assisted by support from wealthy clients. These architects benefit from 

architecture's relative autonomy, and maintain considerable vitality by practicing 
as creative archaeologists, resurrecting and reinventing the past. I respect this 

persistence: it keeps architecture alive, even if with artificial respiration. 
Lars Lerup 

Lars Lerup, Building die Unfinished: Architec
ture and Human Action (Beverly Hifls. Califor

nia: Sage Publications, inc. 1977). 168. 
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02 | Confronting the Prejudiced Project 
(Speaking) of Architects 

Anyone who accepts Libeskind's explanation of the slashes 
on the walls of the Jewish Museum might be surprised to find 

them making another appearance, this time in his design for an 
extension to the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Canada. 

John Silber' 

FIGURE 22. (left) Photo, Jewish Museum, Berlin, Germany, architect Daniel Libeskind, FIGURE 23. (right) Photo, Royal Ontario Museum 
(ROM), Toronto, Canada, architect, Daniel Libeskind. 

Take a moment, close your eyes, and imagine what it 

would feel like to discover the symbolic and expressive 

buildings we encounter today as ancient ruins in a distant 

future. How would we discuss, interpret, and describe these 

architectural trends if society no longer relished such 

concerns for iconicity?* o - -

This foretelling scenario is borrowed from a recent 

essay entitled, Once upon a time...Monsterpieces of the 

2000s! (2010), by two Harvard University architectural 

design graduates, Aude-Line Duliere and Clara Wong. 

The premise of their argument is demonstrated through 

the work of future archeologists and paleontologists who 

are exploring the bewildering architecture conceived 

and constructed during the 21st century. Comparative to 

a bestiary - a compendium of records and descriptions 

Vconicity. 
Is the conceived similarity or analogy 
between the form of a sign (linguistic 
or otherwise) and its meaning, as 
opposed to arbitrariness, (wiwpedia) 

W 
' n o  

SIQ SKM-Urne EUIDINQ 

OR 

fm BUUTM S SON 

-o FIGURE 24. Diagrams, Big sign-fittie 
building or building as sign. 
•"Symbol dominates space. 
Architecture is not enough. Because 
the spatial relationships are made by 
symbols more than forms, architecture 
in a landscape becomes a symbol in 
space rather than a form in space." 
Robert Venturt. Denise Scott Brown and Steven 

Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas, (Cambridge: 

MIT Press, 1972), 10. 
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A Cireenhouse 

FIGURE 25. Diagrams, A Greenhouse, 
Aude-Line Duiiere and Clara Wong. 

of various medieval monsters - these hypothetical 

explorers must rely on rumors and stories to decipher 

the sculptural intentions of these buildings due to their 

'quasi-random' complexity.2 

The overall effect created by this far-sighted narrative 

is a humorous yet critical reflection on architectural 

practice. Duleire and Wong openly question a number of 

'famous contemporary buildings' - much like architect 

Daniel Libeskind's Jewish Museum or ROM (Royal Ontario 

Museum) for instance - in an attempt to understand how 

these (often subjective and ambiguous) designs could be 

used pragmatically over time. To explain, the archeologists 

come across the Seattle Public Library, a building designed 

by OMA (Office for Metropolitan Architecture) in 2004. 

In the future, this structure has been interpreted as some 

sort of communal greenhouse. Even though today one can 

read many articles describing how OMA worked rigorously 

with the public to devise a suitable environment for its 

inhabitants*, the explorers of the future simply cannot 
........... O 
believe the rumours that this space was once a library In 

fact, they ask the obvious instead, 

"For more on OMA's public-partici- o-
pation process, see Rem Koolhaas, 
Post-occupancy, (Milano: Domus 
d'Autore, 2006). 

Why would people in the 21st century need so much empty 
space in a glass volume? Some say it was for atmospheric 

storage. Others believe in the myth of social gatherings. 
Some even surmise on the potential storage of books.3 

What is happening here, is that our authors, Duiiere and 

Wong, are employing the innocence of their hypothetical 

'time-distant characters' to ask the most fundamental ques

tions concerning sustainable design: For example, are these 

symbolic (and often structurally complicated) buildings ad

equately prepared for future use? Or, better yet, do these 

designs sufficiently fulfill their stated functions even today? 

To take this question a step further, our disguised archeolo

gists continue to comment on lack of natural light, ventila

tion, and overall structural flexibility which is allegedly due 

to the hyper-expressive and opaque facades that the major-
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ity of these contemporary buildings include.4 Such bizarre 

findings might cause one to wonder; why have these build

ings neglected some of the most basic human needs? It seems 

odd indeed; for when the explorers compare these findings 

to previous notions of architecture - such as the 'machine-

for-living' metaphor as pursued by Modernists like Le Cor-

busier or Mies van der Rohe - these millennial 'monsters of 

architecture' appear much less efficient 

Machines have parts that work well together; monsters have 
parts that hardly work together.5 

What is peculiar here is that authors like Stewart Brand, 

and John Silber* (more recently), have been asking the 

very same questions as those addressed in Monsterpieces 

for some time now, but unfortunately, with relatively little 

response. However, the key difference here is that Brand 

and Silber have not buried their arguments within a 

'narrative' or 'poetic device'; or, as this thesis would argue, 

a 'linguistic coding' which keeps the discussion confined to 

the comfortable boundaries of its own academic territory. 

Instead, Brand and Silber - authors who have learned 

architecture through alternative backgrounds - recognize 

the same worrying trends as Duiiere and Wong, but they 

feel a need to inform the public because they are genuinely 

concerned about the outcome of these architectural events. 

The only problem is that it appears they are preaching to a 

relatively small audience.* 

*Stewart Brand's introduction to archi
tecture begins with 40 years of living 
and writing in San Francisco where he 
began to wonder, "What makes some 
buildings keep getting better, and other 
not? ... Since we create the buildings 
around us, you would think they'd be 
our servants, instead most of the build
ings we have force us constantly." Stew
art Brand, How Butingp Leem. Badrcnfc video, (fiscted by 

James Rmrie (BBC TV Series RJy Keatrt; 19971 ttpS 

(accessed Noenterft 201ty 

'John Silber is a professor of law and 
philosophy at Boston University. He 
learned how to read blueprints and 
specifications, relate elevations and 
plans at the age of eight from les
sons learned at his father's knee: Paul 
George Silber was an architect trained 
in Berlin, in the Beaux-Arts tradition. 

"To avoid yet another often-theorized yet 
seemingly underdeveloped conversa
tion regarding the existence of 'architec
ture without architects', let us assume for 
now that the genera! public, (at least in 
North America) does not normally follow 
such critical discussions on architecture 
in the same way as say, the 'artistically-
indined' and 'design-oriented' groups in 
society. Brand and Silber seek to reach 
this wider public audience in the hopes 
that they have some interests or con
cerns about architecture. 

Does architectural literature only respond to certain 

content using the right language; and by right it is argued 

this actually means safer queries that are non-detrimental 

to the profession's reputation? Did Libeskind ever respond 

to Silber's accusation of 'metaphysical spin-doctoring 

of senseless contrivances' in regards to the arguably 

meaningless slashes on the ROM's facade?6* Did I. M. Pei ever 

bother to defend against Brand's unforgiving criticism of his 

suspected poor design (and resulting poor construction) of 

•According to Silber's research, Libe-
skind's explanations keep changing 
for these abstract features. To explain 
they are merely sculptural would be one 
tiling, but Libeskind continually reasons 
different inscribed meanings for projects 
of incredible similarity in attempt to win-
over - or rather 'intimidate' as Silber ar
gues - various cultural-boards. John seber, 
How 'Genius' Disfigured a Practical An (New York: 
The Quantuck Lane Press, 2007). 63. 
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*For more detail on this building, see 
How Buildings Leam: Part 1 • Flow, for 
free online at ht»p:/A?kteo.tK>OQte.cornMdeoola 
v?doocfr=68395S5925486210852. Also, to fur
ther support Brand's open-mindedness 
and public stewardship, one might find 
the permission agreement Brand has 
described on this webpage very in
teresting, "Anybody is welcome to use 
anything from this series in any way they 
like. Please don't bug me with requests 
for permission. Hack away." 

FIGURE 26. Comic, Current Approach for 
Architectural Longevity? A. Slade. •-

, • sr. 
* *  . «  •  -
f.. 

FIGURE 27. Drawings, Fun Palace, 
architect, Cedric Price (1964). • -
*The purpose of this building was to 
illustrate the concept that, "the users 
could assemble their own learning and 
leisure environments, creating an im-
provisationaf architecture where they 
might escape from everyday routine 
and monotony of serial existence in a 
one-dimensional society, and embark 
on a journey of creativity mad individu
al fulfillment." Stan Matthews, •Cedric Price as 

Anti-Architect.* in Architecture and authorship, eds. 

Anstey. Tan, Katja Griltner, and Rotf Hughes. 143 

(London: Black Dog Publishing. 2007). 

the Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

in 1986; a building that arguably had a large impact on the 

creation of Brand's 1994 book. How Buildings Learn: what 

happens after they're builtI7* Even if these 'architectural 

heavy-hitters' did retort in some manner, these types of 

interdisciplinary conversations have in no way made it 

to the ranks of popular architectural discussions. Such 

observations could make one wonder if this discipline has 
O 

' really been critical yet, at least in non-architectural terms?* 

However, if Brand and Silber's straight-forward inquiries 

cannot reach both the public and the architects' attention, 

and on the other end, Duiiere and Wong's allegorical narrative 

tends to keep these discussions internal, then what method 

are we left to use? Maybe we do not need to be so distinct. 

What if the best way to approach this topic is to be bilingual; 

to at least pretend to accept the architects' poetic and esoteric 

fixations for a moment, and become the 'oh-so mysterious', 

(yet arguably superfluous) 'anti-architect' character? 

Since Cedric Price, a pioneer in interactive and participa

tory design commonly associated with his unrealized pro-
- - O  

ject. The Fun Palace (1965), relatively few have seriously 

tampered with the 'anti-architect' title. Nevertheless, there 

is a sizeable group of architects who have followed in his 

line of questioning: What is collaborative and authorless 

architecture? How does one challenge 'the singularity of 

intention'? What role does the user plays in shaping a de

sign7s Although the tone expressed by these architects may 

seem like academic smugger at first, it is perhaps best for 

us to look at the London based firm, FAT (Fashion Archi

tecture Taste) to understand the existing relationship be

tween architect and user. For it appears that FAT not only 

addresses the difficult questions, but also embodies the 

self-reflective yet witty hybrid-language which is arguably 

needed to express their concerns to both architectural and 

non-architectural audiences. 
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For example, in their 1996 essay, "Contaminating 

Contemplation," from the book Occupying Architecture, FAT 

seemingly supports the argument that architects should 

choose to ignore the user. They ask, quite facetiously, why 

would architects want to give up their elitist status of lone 

genius; the sole artist? 

Do we prefer, in the name of anti-elitism, to delude ourselves? 
... To make believe that we will happily give up architecture's 

hallowed status as a kind of art?9 

To the non-architectural reader - who is not used to the 

rhetoric games architects often play and thus unprepared for 

the sarcastic arrogance employed here - the statement could 

be interpreted quite offensively; Delude yourself of what, FAT? 

The thought that your perfect, pure, and uncontaminated 

ideals are no different than other professionals?! Nevertheless, 

upon further analysis, it seems more apparent that the words 

FAT uses have been carefully selected to provoke a specific 

reaction. By talking about the issue so bluntly - like Brand or 

Silber, to some degree - FAT has quite effectively struck a raw 

nerve; they have exposed architecture's imbedded prejudice. 

FIGURE 28. Photo, Soft Hercules. 
FAT architects. 

FIGURE 29. Photo, BBC Cardiff, 
Roath Basin, United Kingdom, (2011), 
FAT architects. 

In fact, have they actually gone a step further; has FAT 

put both architect and non-architect on the same side of 

the argument? The statement is spiteful to the users of 

course; however, is it not simultaneously embarrassing 

for the 'conscious' architect as well? FAT has made an 

announcement difficult for any architect to accept without 

first supporting the unbalanced argumentthat they deserve 

a privileged role in society. What is interesting here, is that 

instead of specifically reiterating the outsider persona of 

Price's 'anti-architecf, FAT has chosen to play the devil's 

advocate role so that they can exude the attributes of the 

'arrogant-architect': a character deeply rooted within the 

discipline - but one, we can assume for now, that most 

architects would not like to be associated with. 

*FAT explore a range of satirical artistic 
endeavours - including architecture 
- that humorously make statements 
about the sincerity of aesthetics on a 
level ail can relate too. 
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To return to FAT's question; what is the deluded alterna

tive to architecture's hallowed status? To start, perhaps we 

could ask, is it truly delusional; impossible for us to believe 

that architects can achieve modesty? According to Venturi 

et al., who played with this question many years ago. 

learning from popular culture does not remove the architect from 
his or her status in high culture. But it may alter high culture to 

make it more sympathetic to current needs and issues.10 

FIGURE 30. Photo, EIFS Cornice. 
'IKEA is one example of an affordable 
yet contradictive 'pop-culture high-de
sign'; however, we can see this virtually 
everywhere: From the Styrofoam cor
nices glued onto our strip malls, to the 
artificial stone pasted on our cottages 
and chalets. Both unauthentic details 
suggest a false status of wealth which 
many home and business owners 
unashamedly acknowledge because 
pseudo-high-design is actually more 
popular than the real. (It is more nor
ma!, thus socially acceptable, to have 
fake-expensive things than actual-
expensive.) 

*Taste-makers 
A few examples in the viral media world 
include: Jimmy Kimmel, Tosh. O, and 
various other celebrity status endors
ers much too ephemeral to even com
ment on. Every field has different, yet 
similarly influential icons and now that 
we are constantly bombarded with 
media, their messages - useful or not 
- are much more widespread. Kevin AJ-
loca, "Why videos go viral.* TEDYouth, htip^Awww. 

ted.com/latKs/kevin_aItooc3_why_vkJeos_so_viral. 

html., (accessed on February 28. 2012) 

Unfortunately, since the 1970's - when these remarks were 

made, the situation has become even more complex. Today's 

popular culture seems to heavily mimic high culture; from our 

pseudo-relatedness to the lives of celebrities as we obsessively 

follow them on Twitter, to our foolish belief that Youtube 

notoriety can provide a means to walk amongst them. 'High-

Design Architecture' today is pop culture - it is a perverse, 

incestuous loop * This is not meant to discredit these open-

source networks; in fact, these rather nascent technologies 

have allowed numerous digital communities the accelerated 

and abundant opportunities to collaborate on ideas and 

projects across the world - often with unprecedented 

success.11 However, the point is, that in reality the way we 

choose to use these technologies is not always as intended by 

their creators; instead, we are commonly influenced by the 

trendsetters, curators, global operators, or as Youtube's trends 

manager, Kevin Alloca describes, the 'taste-makers' of our 

society.* This social class - which can be extended to include 

our suspected media architects - might therefore be one of the 

most crucial roles to reexamine in our times. However, even 

if this is true, why should it be the architects' responsibility to 

show the public a world of opportunity beyond pop culture? 

Is it because, as FAT explains, the world of today strives 

for democracy - or at least pretends to - and therefore, 

architects simply cannot afford the risk of being perceived 

as an elitist, even if they want to be seen this way?12 Or, is it 

more likely, as Jeremy Till suggests, that our self-glorifying 

fame is simply a delusional facade? 
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[Architecture is] no longer seen as the mother of the 
arts, or the dominant mode of rational design, architecture... 
[instead,] appears as the exercise of an arcane and privileged 

aesthetic code.13 

It is through this humbling acknowledgement that the cri

tique of such famous architecture becomes less distant and 

much more personal to the entire discipline; Till's anti-archi

tectural claims help us realistically gauge our state of popular

ity. To cite architect and educator Lars Lerup, this thesis - to 

some degree - shares respect for the persistence of high-design 

architecture, but for how long can it keep the profession alive, 

and on what terms? Take a moment to think about this per

sonally: how often does one consciously reflect on architecture 

on a daily basis? How often are these thoughts positive, how 

often are they negative? In the long-term perspective, media at

tention is fleeting and unforgiving, and if one looks beyond this 

alleged architectural fame* the majority of other architecture 

is still rather permanent, time-consuming, and costly in its es

sential nature. How can we sustain such practices if we do not 

properly acknowledge our larger role in society? This is where 

we might consider 'agency*. 

Agency - although it may seem like yet another architec

tural 'buzz word'* - at the veiy least, reminds us of our pro

fessional duties to society; that we are not just dealing with 

media and people's tastes, but people's well-being, comfort, 

and even safety. At the very most, this notion could offer ar

chitecture a whole new playing field of opportunity, foreign 

to the bulk of previous theoretical and professional discus

sion. To reference Till once more, agency suggests we are not 

acting on behalf of architects, but on behalf of others.™ The 

argument may seem quite minute; or even trivial to some 

perhaps as we arguably already do this to some extent with 

all designer-client contracts, but this mindful shift towards a 

dependency on the other suggests that it is not only okay to let 

our moral and ethical intuitions guide us, but it is in fact nec

essary to follow these hunches sometimes in order to prop

erly evolve and cultivate a durable profession. 

*Starchitect 
An architect of international notoriety. 
Wikipedia has recently posted an 
entry listing the main figures that rep
resent this classification today. Some 
include: Jean Nouvel, Renzo Piano, 
Wolf Prix (Coop Himmelb(l)au), San
tiago Calatrava, Richard Rogers, 
Frank Gehry, etc. Ask a friend outside 
of the architectural discipline to see if 
these names mean anything to them. 

*Tom Davis's Buzzword Bingo 
(also known as Bullshit Bingo): 
Is a game where participants prepare 
bingo cards with buzzwords and tick 
them off when they are uttered during 
an event, such as a meeting or speech. 
The goal of the game is to tick off a pre
determined number of words in a row 
and then yell 'Bingo!', or 'Bullshit!' per
haps instead, (wupedia) 

A card pertaining to an architectural 
critique in school might look like: 

Concept Aesthetic Functior Form Synergy 

Sustain
able 

Space Place Grass-
honoer 

Ambiguous 

Narrative Sexy FREE CAD It Revit it 

Moment 
Connect

ivity CNC Poetics Interesting 

Juxta-
oosition 

Organic Iconic Perverse 
Architect

urally 
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Maybe Peter Zumthor - an architect of definite 'high-

status' yet arguably very different from the personas of 

Libeskind, Pei, Gehry or Hadid, to name a few15 - is on to 

something when he explains that, "[architecture, after all, 

is made for our use. It is not a free art in that sense."16 It is 

undeniable there may be some professional repercussions 

associated with stepping away from the popular 

methodology; there may also be sacrifices involved. 

However, as our Monsterpiece authors, Duiiere and Wong 

propose in the concluding thoughts of their novel, 

every (Revolution is preceded by a form of devolution. No 
progress can ever occur without regression; no forward 

movement can take place without recoil. In order to gain one 
thing, an organism has to lose something else.17 

Perhaps some form of sacrifice is necessary to reach an 

improved state of architecture. Perhaps we need to take a 

step back - just for a moment even - to simply reassess how 

we fit into this larger whole. But even if architecture could 

reach some improved state - like a broader professional 

field of opportunities and social development for instance -

how could we ensure our morals remain sincere? To take a 

lesson from Brand or Silber, or even FAT, Duiiere and Wong, 

perhaps the best questions are the most obvious ones: can we 

find a way to continually reduce the influence of our personal 

prejudices in our designs? As we follow our moral hunches, is 

there a way to remain open-minded and receptive to a wider 

audience beyond architecture? 

Prejudice, as we have seen, is a rather difficult topic to 

discuss, and presumably, it is even harder to choose a side 

to defend. Hovy do we confront this subject? Furthermore, 

how can we work with it, instead of denying the large role 

it plays within our professional agency? 
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Prejudice [!?] 

As we turn our attention towards the Community Centre 

in Ottawa, it may seem a bit extraneous to discuss these 

issues at such length; for aspirations of architectural 'fame 

and fortune' would seldom be the intentions prompting 

these frugal community organizations. Nevertheless, the 

fundamental concern here reaches beyond intentions; it 

suggests that there is something more than 'economic 

surplus' or 'professional survival tactics' influencing the 

architect today. Instead, it would appear our dilemma is 

much more rooted within our disciplinary training and 

(media-bombarded) inspiration; and thus, architects -

and many other disciplines for that matter - have a level 

of professional prejudice to address no matter what the 

typical circumstances or perceptions of a project might be. 

The problem here, for the Community Centre, is that if we 

do not address these intentional or unintentional biases 

before we provide assistance, our efforts could impair 

the design and growth of these culturally progressive yet 

trusting environments. 

* 

The Oxford Dictionary defines the term, prejudice as 

a, "preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or 

actual experience."1 From the most neutral perspective, it 

could be perceived as a set belief one holds prior to a more 

developed understanding. However, in reality, the term is 

often described as a form of discrimination because of its 

common use in racial, sexual, religious, and many other 

forms of humanistic misjudgement As Zygmunt Bauman 

explains through an elaboration on his definition of 'the 

stranger'; the act of 'clinging to groups' (segregation) - in 

both doing and thought-is a common pattern for individuals 

because it is much easier than fully understanding the 

other.2 Furthermore, he suggests that this habit becomes a 

FIGURE 31. (top) Photo, Hunt Club River
side Community Centre, (2012), FIGURE 
32. (bottom) Photo, Lusitarva Portuguese 
Recreation Centra, (2012). *A coupte of 
common Ottawa Community Centres. 

K H 
DEFINITIONS. 

Oxford Canadian Dictionary 

Prejudice, n 
1 a. a preconceived opinion. 

b. (foil, by against, in favour of) 
bias or partiality. 

c. dislike or distrust of a person, 
group, etc. 

2. harm or injury that results or 
may result from some action or 
judgment. 

v.tr. 

1. impair the validity or force of (a 
right, claim, statement, etc.). 

Prejudiced, adj. 

1. Not impartial; bigoted. 

Online Etvmoloov Dictionary 

mid-15c., "to injure or be detrimental 
to," from prejudice (n.). The meaning 
"to affect or fill with prejudice" is from 
c.1600. 

Cultural Dictionary 

A hostile opinion about some person 
or class of persons. Prejudice is so
cially learned and is usually grounded 
in misconception, misunderstanding, 
and inflexible generalizations. 

i, Liquid Times (2007) 

Mixophobia. 

Is the fear of constant mixing with 
multiple cultures . . . the fear of un
certainty ... the unknown. Bauman 
see this unsettling force "prompting" 
segregationist urges." (87) 

Mixophilia. 

Is the desire to go the city in pursuit 
of opportunities available via social 
variety. (90) 

'Both forces are self-perpetuating but 
Bauman supports the role of archi
tects and planners to have agency in 
shaping social phobias and philias. 
He believes that public spaces have 
the ability to bring people together. 
Can a Community Centre still achieve 
this sort of experience? Zygmuni 

Bauman, Uquid Times: Living in an Age of Un

certainty (Cambridge: Polity Press. 2007), 90. 
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'Eoreka! 

FIGURE 33. Diagram, Black-Box 
Designer, J. C. Jones. 
'This diagram was created in reac
tion to the way leading academics 
described the design methodology in 
the late 1960s. There still remains a 
lot of confusion regarding this discus
sion. (Modified by A. Slade to concep
tually illustrate testing and feedback 
processes). 

default for us because it provides immediate comfort in the 

assumption that 'visual arbitrary qualities' can describe 

some sort of moral characteristic.3 Although the social 

understanding of prejudice could provide some further 

insight to our architectural discussion, it will be more 

useful for us to confront this term in the wider sense, for 

instance, in its most conceptual form. 

To begin, we could ask, how is this notion commonly applied 

in architecture? We have presumably already exhausted the 

Prejudice as architectural-arrogance notion in the previous 

section by highlighting 'high culture' architects and their 

dismissive claims. But what happens when we continue to 

follow this observation a little further: what if these certain 

architects get put into a position where they feel pressured 

to explain an idea they truly do not have a valid explanation 

for? Could we make an academic argument that this so-called 

'wishy-washy* territory can sometimes lead us to the notion 

of prejudice as architectural-bullshit? 

We have all thought it before, and possibly even said it 

out loud amongst our colleagues, but to call 'bullshit!' on 

someone is not only an unpleasant task, but it is conceivably 

impossible for us to do so truthfully as well. Particularly in 

architecture, the term can be closely related to a definition 

described in Henry G. Frankfurt's essay. On Bullshit (2005). 

It reasons that humans have the ability to deceive - or less 

harmfully perhaps - misrepresent their information and be

liefs.4 In fact, Frankfurt argues that 'bullshit' is essentially 

the very combination of these two terms: 'deceptive' + 'mis

representation' = deceptive misrepresentation.5 Due to the 

combined effect of these psychological capabilities, one can 

truly never know if the other is telling the truth; and there

fore, we can only confirm our own opinions. 

When we extend this theory to architectural discussions 

on validity, purpose, or meaning for instance, how do we: 

(1) measure the appropriateness of someone's decisions in 
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relation to a given site, context, or reference, and [2) regis

ter the level of truth and sincerity inherent in their explana

tions?* When all reason and logic has been considered, we 

are still left with our subjective instincts to justify this sci

entifically unexplainable content Which brings us back to 

the quarrel between John Silber and Daniel Libeskind; it is 

impossible for Silber to prove that Libeskind is designing 

culturally-meaningless museums in pursuit of inappropri

ate sculptural prejudices - it is merely an opinion. Perhaps, 
O-

this is why an architect might reason it is pointless to re

spond? However, even though the discussion is unsolvable, 

Silber's charges of 'double-speak' and 'oddly-similar design 

features regardless of context or purpose' can surely make a 

few eyebrows rise. 

As one might notice, such uncertain claims could warrant 

an endless discussion of trivial prejudices. Therefore, how 

do we avoid this incessant banter? Perhaps we can stop 

pointing our finger at the other for a moment; what if we 

begin by confronting our own prejudices instead? Once 

we bring these claims onto ourselves, it is much easier 

to address them through a lighter lens. For example, we 

could ask, how is a prejudice any different from hypothesis? 

Or, more specifically perhaps, how can we understand the 

notion of prejudice as architectural-'process?' 

•John Zeisel, architect, sociologist, 
and president of an Alzheimer Care 
foundation who is now building intel
lectual bridges between neuroscience 
and architecture suggested over thirty 
years ago that in understanding an 
internal processes like design validity, 
"we are unfortunately constrained to 
studying its external manifestations: 

(1) how designers present their im
ages to others and to themselves and, 

(2) how their observable behaviour 
changes while developing internal im
ages of situations." 

The research he is conducting to
day suggests that we are now em
barking on ways to read such internal 
thoughts through neuroscience. John 

Zeisel, Inquiry by design: tods for environment-

behavior research {Belmont. California: Cam

bridge University Press. 1984), 10. 

• FIGURE 34. Photo, Modem Art is BuBshU 
This photo and caption explain the 
subjective inconsistencies of bullshit 
which are as inherent to art as they are 
to architecture. The issue is yet another 
contradiction in the fact that just like 
anyone can talk bullshit', anyone can 
'claim bullshit'. Not even a third-party 
referee of sincerity can rationalize this 
concept and thus we are left with yet 
another unavoidable prejudice opinion. 

The Oxford Dictionary defines the term hypothesis, as "a 

supposition or proposed explanation made on the basis of 

limited evidence as a 'starting poinf for further investigation."6 , 

On this basis, it seems as if hypothesis is simply a euphemism / 
O 

for prejudice - at least in a conceptual sense. When both 

definitions are reduced to their fundamental essence, 

they seem quite similar; just that hypothesis carries a lot of 

ethical disclaimers and more importantly, an emphasis on 

time, whereas prejudice does not Perhaps, once again, our 

focuses on definitions and dualities have blinded us from the 

complexities and contradictions inherent to time. What if, in 

light of architect and educator John Zeisel's research on design 

* Prejudice, n 

1 a. a preconceived opinion, 
b. (foil, by against, in favour of) 

bias or partiality. 
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•Shifting Visions of Final Product. 
'Designers continually modify predic
tions about their final result in response 
to new information and insight. The 
design process is thus a series of con
ceptual shifts and creative leaps." POM 
III from 'Five Design Characteristics* Table in John 

Zeisei, Inquiry by design: toois for environment' 

behavior msearth (Belmont. California: Cam

bridge University Press. 1964), 5. 

thought processes, we could propose that one definition 

sequentially follows the other? Perhaps, it is convincing 

to say that we are constantly fluctuating between the two 

processes.* Does it not seem logical to reason that we begin 

with a prejudice thought followed by a humbling hypothesis? 

Cmocctttt* 
itBtffpfCKOI 

FIGURE 36. Diagram, Design development 
spiral, John Zeisel. 

In 1981, John Zeisel compiled a pioneering text by 

the name of Inquiry by Design: Tools for Environmental-

Behaviour Research, which helped ontologically bridge 

research between sociology and architecture through the 

realm of testable knowledge. His book begins with the 

deduction that, "[t]he complex activity called "designing" 

interconnects three constituent activities: imaging, 

presenting, and testing."7 Zeisel explains that imaging 

- being one's ability to go beyond given information - is 

very similar to a researcher's working hypotheses in the 

sense that images are merely 'solutions in principle'. What 

makes a hypothesis different than a prejudice thought is 

that a hypothesis is intended to be refined and reassessed 

over time by means of communication (presenting) and 

scientific exploration (testing).8 To illustrate this process, 

Zeisel refers to a diagram by Barry J. Korobkin, author of 

Images for Design: Communicating Social Science Research 

to Architects (1976), which describes how these three 

processes are continuously intertwined with different 

forms of image, test, and empirical knowledge. 

Image information... 
provides a 'general 

understanding' of 
important issues and of 

physical ideas pertinent to 
their resolution, 

Test information . .. 
[is] directly pertinent to 

evaluating the 'good and 
bad points' of a given 

hypothesis design.9 

j Rcimgge | 

Empirical Knowledge 

•v. 

Present 

FIGURE 35. Diagram, Image Information, Test Information, John Zeisel. 
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Based on Korobikn's model, if we neglect the early and 

continual practices of testing, then what ensures that an 

idea will move forward or develop? Perhaps this is why so 

much architectural theory remains just that, theory - or as 

some have called it, Paper Architecture* The idea here is 

not to criticize the creative intentions behind this practice. 

Instead, it is directed to those who attempt to 'translate' 

these theories into the built-environment without first 

subjecting them to a diverse range of tests which -

according to Zeisel's model - permit such hypotheses to 

adequately transform. The notion of testing - which Zeisel 

describes as "[ajppraisals, refutation, criticism, judgments, 

comparisons, reflections, reviews, and confrontations"10 

- may exists on a level of academic debate for these 

buildings; however, as we have seen with Brand and Silber, 

these discussions are not usually extended to a wider 

audience until the building stands before us in its most 

concrete form; completely built and thus advantageously 

prepared for public scrutiny. The result is that many 

transformative tests which are presumably essential to the 

humanistic evaluation of the built and experienced world -

like comfort, use, and even 'contextually relative' aspects of 

culture, for example - are largely neglected. 

'Paper Architecture. 
"The phrase 'paper architecture' has 
often been used pejoratively to refer 
to architects making Utopian, dystopi
an or fantasy projects that were never 
meant to be built,"Nishat Awan, Tatjana 
Schneider, and Jeremy Till. "Spatial Agency; Pa

per Architects,* Spatial Agency, httpj/www.spati-

alagency.net/database/where/kn0wled9e/paper. 

architects., (accessed March 9.2012). 

Oddly enough, this is the way that most 'cultural build

ings' begin, with the judgment of an International Design 

Competition. However, in this system, are our ideas not 

destined to be prejudice? We often have no way of account

ing for their contextual accuracy, nor the opportunity to 

revise them based on external feedback. Realistically, how 

can the architect avoid this issue? Since our thesis probe 

seeks to explore the language barriers between architec

ture and the public, and more importantly, respect the 'so

cial adaptability' cherished by the Community Centre, it 

seems relevant to test this 'more-than-standard' competi

tion approach;* to not only expose the boundaries and limi

tations of this system, but to possibly reveal the opportuni

ties and benefits it may provide as well. 

TrbTe^hOTAhese ideas were 
tested in reality with the previ
ously established thoughts on 
building lifecycles and ageing 
processes, please continue to 
the COMMENTARY to read the 
following sections: Primary Resist
ance - ASSESSMENT 02. and The 
Prejudice Project: Cynlux of Agoing. 
Or, if you would rather move ahead, 
continue reading to hear about how 
the thesis began its rapport with a 
loo^Comrnunî  
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The 'Field House' 

. . .  a  m o v e  f r o m  t h e  i d e a  o f  a n  a r c h i t e c t  a s  e x p e r t  p r o b l e m -
solver to that of architect as citizen sense-maker; a move from a 

reliance on the impulsive imagination of the lone genius to that 
of the collaborative ethical imagination; from clinging towards 
notions of total control to a relaxed acceptance of letting go. 

_Jeremy Till1 

After spending some time contemplating other buildings* 

and reasoning alternative scenarios for this thesis, an oppor

tunity to work with the Heron Park Community Association 

[HPCA) merely came by chance. A fellow classmate had re

cently worked on a basement renovation for a man who just 

so happened to be on the HPCA Building Committee. After 

only a few short emails, discussions ranging from stories of 

previous fundraisers and activities, to the community's fu

ture needs and desires were happily shared* 

FOUO.4 

FIGURE 37. Photo, Heron Park Field House [used as Community Centre), Ottawa, Ontario, 
A.SIade, (2011). 

It is tempting to think that the reflections from the previ

ous encounters with community centres had provided the 

insight necessary to work with Heron Park* or that maybe 

it was due to the fact that our first discussion was over the 

phone, a medium in which we could only talk and listen to 

each other while avoiding the overwhelming presence of the 

idealized architectural 'image'. It was true that, by this time, 

the thesis had opened itself enough to accept external chan

ges and influences; however, the opportunity provided here 

realistically had nothing to do with these personal realiza-

TPIease see COMMENTARY, The ' 
Prejudice Project: Gyntox of Aging 
for a more detailed description of the 
important realization made from this 
^contemplative ASSESSMENT. 

*The community recently completed 
a large fund-raiser over the last two 
years and made $16,000, which 
went towards building various out
door playgrounds and fitness facili
ties. The total cost of the construction 
was $60,000 so former Ottawa City 
Councillor (2001-2010), Clive Doucet 
helped with the remainder. He worked 
very hard for the Heron Community; 
however, it was said that the associa
tion was unfortunately somewhat shy 
in acknowledging his contribution. 
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tions at all. Instead, timing, luck, and the trusting nature of 

the Community Centre were the unpredictable social condi

tions responsible. Nevertheless, the previous trial and error 

was far from useless, for it was well-understood this time 

around, that architecture could wait. 

SOCCER FIELD/ 
HOCKEY RINK 

BASEBALL DIAMOND OUTDOOR POOL 
BASKETBALL 

COURTS 

PRIMARY COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS COMMUNITY CENTRE 

FIGURE 38. Aerial photo, Heron Park, modified by ASIade. 'Although the Field House Is alledgedly not adequate enough for the community 
needs, the park itself is a beautiful luxury for this neighbourhood. From baseball and soccer, to walking trails by the river and easy neighbourhood 
access, Heron Park has a wide range of exterior amenities. Unfortunately, many of these programs require a suitable building to host these events. 

Conversations with Heron Park's treasurer, head organizer 

of ice rink activities, supervisor of the Wednesday Night Pro

gram, and avid writer for the Heron Park Herald, or simply, 

the 'Enabler,' as Alan Twelvetrees would call him - brought 

this thesis into a world of knowledge surrounding people, 

their needs, uses, and desires. Instead of a exploring a thesis 

question, we were now developing a thesis conversation. It 

seems that concerns of architectural language barriers are 

only an issue when words are spoken too soon. The preju

dice thought guiding the mock competition (as discussed in 

the COMMENTARY) was perhaps a useful test for plotting out 

general ideas about Community Centres and personal ex

pectations of public interaction; however, as will be debated 

for the remaining second half of thesis, can this approach be 
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"Contingency. 
'Unforeseen event' is the dictionary 
form of the word; however, a more 
relatable and memorabie understand
ing of the term might be as William 
Rasch explains: "Contingency is, 
quite simply, the fact that things could 
be otherwise than they are." wiiiiam 

Rasch. Niklas Luhmann's Modernity: The Para

doxes of Differentiation (Stanford: Stanford Uni

versity Press, 2000) in Jeremy Till, Architecture 

Depends (Cambridge, Massachusettes: The Mn 
Press. 2009). 45. 

*Consensus decision-making 
"Is a group decision making process 
that seeks the consent, not necessar
ily the agreement, of participants and 
the resolution of objections. Consen
sus is defined by Merriam-Webster 
as, first, general agreement, and sec
ond, group solidarity of belief or senti
ment." (Wikipedia) 

Both terms appear to have interesting 
relationships with the notion of archi
tectural prejudice. 

Introduction. 

1. John Silber, Architecture of the Absurd: 
How "Genius" Disfigured a Practical Art 
(New York: The Quantuck Lane Press, 
2007). 57. 

2. Aude-Line Duliere and Clara Wong. 
Once upon a time... Monsterpieces of 
the 2000s! (Pt Reyes Station, Califor
nia: ORO Editions, 2010). 18. 

3. Ibid. 28. 
4. Ibid. 20, 24,32,44. 
5. Ibid. 17. 
6. Silber, Architecture of the Absurd, 58. 
7. Stewart Brand, How Building Learn: 

Part 1 - Flow. Electronic video, di
rected by James Runcie (BBC TV 
Series: Roly Keating, 1997), http:// 
video.google.ca/videop!ay?doc 
id=8639555925486210852#, (Ac-

• cessed November 6, 2010). 
8. Stan Matthews, "Cedric Price as Anti-

Architect," in Architecture and Author
ship, eds. Tim Anstey, Katja Grillner, 
and Rolf Hughes, 142-144 (London: 
Black Dog Publishing, 2007). 

9. FAT, "Contaminating Contemplation," 
ed. Jonathon Hill, Occupying Archi
tecture: Between the Architect and the 
User (London: Routledge, 1998). 89. 

10. Robert Venturi, Oenise Scott Brown and 
Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Ve
gas, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1972), 161. 

11. Peter Diamandis, "Abundance is our 
future," TED: Ideas worth spreading, 
http://www.ted.com/talks/peter_dia-

exercised more efficiently once one begins to combine their 

initial ideas with others? "In other words," perhaps we can 

return to Giancarlo De Carlo's advice once again; "unlike au

thoritarian planning, which imposes final solutions from the 

start, process planning formulates a sequence of hypotheses 

aiming at (and launched by) participation."2 

What kind of effects would a critical exploration of 

'participation' have for architecture? For instance, what 

happens when we totally open ourselves to the public and 

embrace the opinions of others?3 What happens when we 

try to design a building with 40+ other people; people that 

know more about their community than you, people that 

have practical ideas, personal ideas, and even those that do 

not have an idea at all? 

At a certain point, it would seem these questions can 

no longer be justified by theory alone, and therefore, we 

can only wonder; how does one cope with the uncertain 

conditions that lie beyond? 

mandis_abundance_is_our_future. 
html (accessed March 1, 2012). 

12. FAT, "Contaminating Contemplation," 83. 
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Architecture and Public-Participation 

'Risk'(in the sense of not-knowing-what-the-outcome-might-be or l-might-
not-get-my-scheme-through) is seen not as a threat but as an opportunity. 

_Research Centre Agency' 
Notes. 

The definition above sheds light on a rather convoluted question, 1. Fionan Kossak, et ai„ eds. Agency: 
Working with Uncertain Architectures 

what is an architect supposed to do? It provides a new perspective, (Abingdon, oxon: Routiedge, 2010), 6. 

one that accepts contamination, and cheers the impure. It 

encourages one to struggle, improvise, and most importantly, be 

adaptive. Contemplating the potential of conventional architecture 

is useful, but not enough, for once we begin to interact with 

people through the corporeal realm of collaboration, it is quickly 

understood that even the most cautious, calculated, and analytical 

approaches to architectural thought are biased, fragile, and full of 

uncertainty. It is not effective to merely learn from buildings, but 

to learn from the people that use and inhabit these environments 

instead. Only here - in the act of listening via participation and 

interaction - can we begin to understand the values, limits, and 

boundaries that change and future use have with the Community 

Centre. Once we learn to let go of our prejudgment and immerse 

ourselves in this civil-labyrinth of social, political, and cultural 

realities, we may quickly realize how indistinguishable, yet vitally 

important architecture can be. 



It is too easy to think that external forces are so overwhelming 
that there is no room for manoeuvre. But in casting a critical 

eye over those forces and then projecting an ethical imagina
tion against them, gaps open up. 

_Jeremy Till 

Jeremy Till, Architecture Depends (Cam
bridge. Massachusetts: The MIT Press. 

2009). 193. 

Hard Space - Slack Space 
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03 | Contingent Frameworks 
Theory and Criticism 

. . .  T h e  i s s u e s  a d d r e s s e d  b y  t h i s  p r e s e n t e r  w e r e  d e s c r i b e d  
as 'slippery,' the texts referred to were coined as 'dangerous', 
but the resulting discussions generated from this presentation 

were more engaging than any other critique witnessed that day. 
Thank you for traveling this path; for exposing the complexities 

and opportunities of contingency.1 

To get rightto the point, itappeared the presenter's definition 

of'plan'* and 'contingency' had fallen way to inability.2 When 

asked, it was explained that 'plan' is only fiction - something 

that cannot actually be; yet architects remain fixed on the 

abstract image of its perfection.' They ignore contingency, 

tolerance, or room for unpredictable change; and therefore, 

this creates an early conclusion.3 Perhaps these thoughts 

sound a touch familiar? Let us not hide the fact that change, 

transformation, and uncertainty are shared concerns for 

many architectural professionals and students alike; however, 

we must be cautious in how we define our individual points 

of views. As a general statement of architecture's overarching 

mindset, this charge may be true of some, but in reality, a 

typical practicing architect may not agree with such a claim: 

'Plan' does not have to articulate an end. 

'Plan. 
Primarily described as the architec
tural floor plan'. This drawing can be 
explained as an orthographic (non~ 
perspectivai) view of a building with 
a sectional cut-line often indicated at 
about 4 feet above the floor surface in 
which it denotes. 

DEFINITIONS. 

Pyforti Qanaffan Pictignsry 

Contingency, n 

1. a possible future event of circum
stance regarded as potentially 
able to influence present action. 

2. a thing dependent on an uncer
tain event. 

Contingency Plan. n. 

1. a plan designed to take account 
of a possible future event or cir
cumstance. 

For instance, we could call upon John Zeisel again and 

how he describes the typical design process as a practice 

where 'appropriate groups review and approve' drawings 

to accordingly influence shifts and revisions towards their 

development; for example, programmatic, schematic, and 

design development stages of the plan.4 Or, if we were to 

focus on the allegedly fixed, construction drawings' 'plan' 

instead, we could pragmatically look towards our experience 

in the professional realm of architecture, as we do not need 

the Canadian Handbook of Practice: for Architects to tell us 

that there are virtually always revisions, addenda, change 

orders and directives that follow as the contingencies of 

construction begin.5 Yes, the perfect plan is ideal, thus 
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FIGURE-. Drawings: floor plans, Walt 
Dinsey Concert Hall, architect Frank 
O. Gehry, Los Angeles, (1999-2003). 

FIGURE 40. Photo, Funspace or Un-
space? Walt Dinsey Concert Hall, Los 
Angeles, (2010), A.SIade o 
'For all those that argue that Gehry's 
undulating creation provides potential 
for new ways of experiencing space, 
go to Los Angeles, and experience 
this building for yourself. Aside from 
the main celebretory space, see how 
these other (highly sculptural) spaces 
are used - in the widest sense of the 
word: visually, accoustically, physical
ly, functionally, phenominonemicaliy! 
The experience might not be as one 
would imagine. 

architects strive for it, but is it not also a fairly accepted 

notion that the plan is only a guideline or language device 

for the construction process? It is agreed, there is most likely 

some much needed room for improvement at this stage of 
O 

the design process, but is this actually the root of the issue? 

As for the definition of'contingency', our presenter seemed 

to focus on the associated idea of its 'unfinished-ness'; an idea 

that some could only see as incompletion. It is true for one 

to say architecture is in flux and the world is unstable, but 

this contingent condition - as our thesis argues - cannot be 

expected to do the work of architects on its own. Rather it is 

suggestively more like a framework; a fairly large component 

indeed, but among many other factors in design that we 

should respect in order to efficiently prepare our ideas for the 

unknown world around us. It is too easy for us to compare the 

term contingency to its apparent others; order and necessity.6 

As we see in Zygmunt Bauman's extension of the term to Post 

Modernity, he chooses to see the uncertainty of contingency 

as a threat; for he warns that, "nerves of steel [should be the] 

feature that the contingent being... needs most"7 

Such skepticism could make one apprehensive of the 

unpredictable future; on the contrary, the intensity of this 

opinion could also provoke us to wonder; does the 'unfinished' 

necessarily have to mean unresolved? This concern might 

be the single interpretation that caused many challenges 

throughout the structure of our presenter's argument 

For instance, during the final discussion pertaining to the 

unfinished nature of the presentation - in fact, it was titled, 

"Untitled" - the reviewers not only found this difficult to 

accept, but conceivably impossible to critically evaluate 

as well. Although our presenter's choice of title can be 

understood, given the set of contingent rules that they 

followed, the notion here came across as interesting, but 

ultimately undeterminable in its final proposal. As the title 

insinuates, how does one conclude a presentation without a 

position; or, paradoxically (yet more precisely perhaps), how 
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does one make an unfinished argument for the unfinished? 

The author's work sits in an interesting* state of limbo that is 

very hard to challenge. However, it seems that one following 

in the direction of such work must either continue in this 

research or dismiss these findings entirely. 

* 

The story above is particularly useful for us as we will 

now also embark on a contingent journey of our own. 

Where should we begin to discuss such philosophical 

material? Should we - or can weperhaps.be cautious of the 

'philosophical' paradoxes altogether? If we are to honour 

our original promise (as made in the INTRODUCTION) and 

explain such complicated issues in a coherent manner 

- to both architects and public - perhaps it is not to our 

benefit to look at this term so broadly. Sure, we could begin 

with Aristotle's coupling of contingency and necessity; 

however, this would presumably only lead us deeper into a 

discussion of reason, rhetoric, and irrationality.8 Or, more 

modern by comparison, we could look towards leading 

theorist Richard Rorty, author of Contingency, Irony, and 

Solidarity (1989) who much more relevantly argues in 

relation to architecture that, "without acknowledging and 

appropriating contingency, we are doomed to spend our 

conscious lives trying to escape from contingency."9 

It is a valid message; however, if we wish to focus our 

discussion on architecture per se, it is important to note 

that these thoughts have already been thoroughly expanded 

by Jeremy Till in his recent book entitled. Architecture 

Depends (2009). In his concerns for architecture and its 

continuous quest for autonomy, (and therefore its dismissal 

of contingency), the main premise of Till's book can be 

surmised by the claim that "Architecture," as both profession 

and discipline, "is dependent on others at every stage of its 

journey from initial sketch to inhabitation."10 We cannot 

avoid this dependence and therefore. Till proposes, we 

should embrace its opportunities instead.11 

*Interesting 
A term commonly used in architectur
al discussion because it has no real 
commitment to either liking or dislik
ing a subject, interestingly enough, 
it can also be said in a tone that re
leases its true feelings. 
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^^or^urtheTunderstandin^ nical " 
aspects associated with coping with and creating 
contingent frameworks, please continue to the 
COMMENTARY. The sections here will take 
a deeper took at how to physically 'plan' for 
contingency as suggested in, Traces of a 'Thing': 
A Lesson from Lerup, and aiso, how to socially 
allow this type design freedom to occur with 
others by focussing on improving our architectural 
communication skills: Our Space; Learning from 
Lefebvre. This is followed by a brief mapping 
exercise of the existing Heron Park Community 
Centre in attempt to see what types of contingency 
this building already contains: ASSESSMENT 03. 
Finding Contingency. These discussions will help 
prepare us to look at the next chapter with a critcaI 
perspective as we begin to analyze the typical 
forms of public-participation in architecture today. 
Please carry on if you are comfortable to make 

& 

Although the book continues to address some 

provocative and intellectually enlightening arguments 

for contingency's role in architecture, the majority of the 

content is philosophical in nature. Therefore, unlike some 

of Till's more indexical books where much attention is 

given to providing cases studies and examples to follow -

Spatial Agency (2011), for instance - Architecture Depends 

is perhaps more realistically a timely manifesto, which does 

not make it the most effective resource for our Community 

Centre discussion. Nevertheless, Till cannot remove his 

reference-layered style of writing, nor does he try to, and 

as a result, many valuable examples of Till's arguments can 

be discovered within his extensive annotated biography. 

In fact, it is through this process, that we are introduced to 

our first contingent frame of reference for the Community 

Centre: Lars Lerup. 

To recall the continuously changing and developing 

needs of our community associations,-it seems sensible 

for us to return to our notion of the 'unfinished'. However, 

this time, as Till points out, perhaps we can take some 

advice from Lerup; to learn to see the 'unfinished', "as an 

opportunity for spatial invention in which the user's voice 

is heard throughout the architectural process."12 From this 

approach, it is believed that we can begin to come down from 

our philosophical meanderings and begin to understand a 

more technical and literal translation of contingency and its 

role in architecture and the community. 

In pursuit of our revised thesis probe - a quest to learn 

from others and equally understand the Community Centre 

- how can we use contingency as a technique to assist us 

in listening; to help us devise more flexible 'plans'; to - in 

all optimism - lessen our architectural prejudices? Instead 

of falling wayside to the philosophic in[st]abilities of 

uncertainty, let us see what types of spatial opportunities 

we can uncover from the most practical, literal, and coherent 

understandings of contingency and design. 
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(Directions) 
CH.04 - PARTICIPATION AND BEYOND begins with a brief introduction 

and questionnaire regarding the Post-Occupancy Evaluation (P.O.E.) 
process which is designed to be answered prior to reading the rest of the 

chapter. The intent is to not only document the reader's prior judgment on 
the topic before they read the author's assessment, but also to emphasize 
the 'ongoing dialogue' between these two positions. In theory, the hope is 
that this very small 'game layer' that is incorporated throughout the chapter 

will help make the discussion a more engaging and interactive process. 

C".TrK'°v.r0 

Post-Occupancy Evaluation Questionnaire 
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04 | Participation and Beyond 
Making 'Fun'of P.O.E.'s 

In this case a viewer is invited to share in the development of 
the interpretive, analytic narrative connected to the artwork; to 
engage in the 'But what is this? How does it work? What does 

it mean?'line of enquiry. 
Harriet Harriss' o-

The title, 'Architecture and Participation' has a curious 

relationship * If we remove the quotations, the link seems 

trivialized; for it could imply nearly any form of public 

involvement If we remove the capitalization, there is no 

weight, or balance associated in these terms. However, when 

the terms are combined as they are above, we face a relatively 

challenging question; at what point does this label go beyond 

normal measures of social interaction between the architect 

client, and public, and begin to take-on something uniquely 

specific to a certain form of practice? Even more interesting 

perhaps: what value does this type of practice have for the 

other, the non-architectural crowd? 

• o FIGURE 41. Sculpture, Fountaine, 
artist Marcel Duchamp, (1917). 
'This piece, in a sense, represents 
the beginning of Conceptual Art. In 
fact, what makes it so unique is that 
in its time it was perhaps the most 
powerful artwork to not only ask the 
question, 'what is art?', but *who is 
it for?' as well. In its quest to upset 
the conventional standards of art 
there is a unique similarity with that 
of 'Architecture and Participation'. 
However, there are many differences 
between these examples as well. 

architecture and participation 

'architecture and participation' 

Architecture and Participation 

Peter Blundell Jones, is an avid contributor to a number of 

writingscenteringon the notions oMrc/i/tectureandPorG'dpofi'on, 

in fact in 2005, this was the very title of a book he co-authored 

with Doina Petrescu and Jeremy TilL In one of the history-based 

chapters, Jones explains that, "by the late 1960s architecture had 

reached its own crossroads. The Gropius-inspired modernist 

orthodoxy that had swept the world became moribund and 

bankrupt"2 Although the International-Style, (an early and 

formative version of Modernism), began with such liberating 

and inspiring motives, its resulting fixation on Functionalism* 

and other purist ideals led many misguided architects to design 

dull, hi^ily-rationalized, and ultimately economically-driven 

buildings. Understandably, the public reaction conveyed a desire 

for change; a radical and revolutionary call for expression in 

architecture. Coincidentally or not it was around this very time 

that Robert Venturi released his seminal book by the name of. 

Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (1966).3 

* Functionalism. 
In architecture, this idea is often at
tributed to the idea that 'form follows 
function', it is an idea adopted origi
nally by Louis Sullivan, (predecessor 
to Frank Lloyd Wright) which means 
that buildings must take the best 
shape for their in inherent function 
and use. (Wikipedia) 
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Even though it is difficult to distinguish the origins 

of 'Architecture and Participation', this relatively brief 

movement, (if we can call it that), is commonly associated 

with Venturi's analysis of the 'everyday' which opened 

the discussion for many Post Modern ideas to follow.4 

Nevertheless, there is a considerable number of architects 

who explored this alternative practice both before and 

after this time; such as Cedric Price and his interactive and 

user-definable proposals for the Fun Palace in 1961* - as 

we mentioned before - or Archigram, who in the following 

years began to describe architecture as something very 

different from a building; rather, a rethinking of the entire 

discipline and urbanism instead.5 

FIGURE 42. Photo, Yale Building 
Project, architect Charles W. Moore, 
New Zion, Kentucky, USA., (1967).°--' 
*C. W, Moore introduced the first 
'design-build' program to the Yale 
School of Architecture. The first build
ing was a Community Centre in New 
Zion, Kentucky. To this this day, the 
school still offers this studio program 
to first year students keen on learning 
firsthand about the building process. 
Florian Kossak, et al.. eds. Agency: Working with 
Uncertain Architectures (Abingdon, Oxon: Roul-

tedge, 2010). 21. 

FIGURE 43. Photo, Student Housing: 
Beuhausie, architect Peter Hubner, t 

Stuttgart, Germany, (1980). • 
'Peter Suizer and Peter Hubner spent 
two years working on a course plan to 
get their students designing on-site. 
Once some semi-serious needs for 
housing were identified by the stu
dents, the Dean approved their pro
posal. Today, Hubner continues to 
work with students in building schools 
and other community buildings. Peter 

Btundell Jones, Peter Hubner Budding as a Social 

Process (Stuttgart Edition Axel Meneges, 2007,9. 

Unfortunately, although these practices had picked-up 

some momentum, as Jones explains, "[b]y towards 1968, an 

obsession with architecture's political implications made 

the consideration of measureable or buildable space for 

many trivial."6 In combination with a worldwide student 

revolt and international controversies over the oil crisis of 

1973, these thoughts pushed many architects into a larger 

theoretical sphere which focused on duties of right and 

wrongs of the world and further away from the traditional 

concerns of architectural practice.7 Though many architects 

lost interest and faith in this approach due to its seemingly 

unfocussed direction, some, like Charles W. Moore (founder 
---•o 

of the Yale Building Project*) or Walter Segal, Peter Suizer 

and Peter Hubner, continued to explore the experimental 

opportunities of participative design through self-builds, 
O 

public-collaborations, and student-assisted designs. As time 

moved on, however, it seemed that the majority of these 

socio-political approaches to architecture hit their high point 

between the late 1960's and early 1970's.8 

Marty of these approaches are still around, but have become 
submerged into, and emasculated by, governmental policies; thus 

issues such as community consultation have become a tick box 
exercise rather than an opportunity for the production of a radically 

different conception of the built environment. 
_Awan Nishat, Tatjana Scheider, and Jeremy Till9 
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To explain the comments above, one should know that 

during the same time that architects began to explore 

methods of public-participation - in fact, before and 

definitely after to be precise - there was another, parallel 

movement by a group of Environmental-Behaviourists, 

architects who shared some relatively similar thoughts and 

beliefs. Both groups were undoubtedly interested in the 

idea of learning from others; be it the users, inhabitants, 

operators, or virtually anyone else associated with a 

building. However, there were some key differences that 

ultimately led Environmental-Behaviourists to what is now 

commonly referred to as the Post-Occupancy Evaluation 

Process (P.O.E.). 

In the simplest respect, as stated by the National Research 

Council in 2002, a Post-Occupancy Evaluation is "a process 

for evaluating a building's performance once it is occupied."10 

What this means is that the evaluation of a building's 

performance is generally dependent on the comments 

and responses collected from surveys and questionnaires 

completed by people that inhabit or operate within a certain 

building. The results are typically measured on the basis of 

productivity, profits and quite often, image as well - that is 

in the sense that the building appears to be is sustainable, 

accessible, adaptable to new uses, energy efficient, or cost-

effective, for example11 

Although the P.O.E. process uses a more scientific 

approach than the practicing and self-learning models of 

'Architecture-and-Participation', could one ._pro.p.os.e_that. 

architects like Wolfgang Preiser, the author of Building 

Evaluation (1989), or Jonathon Zeisel, the author of 

Inquiry by Design: Environment-Behavior Research 

(1981), or any other pivotal academics involved in early 

P.O.E. research were inspired by these participatory 

perspective. 
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FIGURE 44. Diagrams, P.O.E. has 
undergone a definition shift, from The 
evaluation of buildings" to "Serving the 
ClientB, Wolfgang Preiser. 
"These diagrams, put together around 
1989, were meant to accommodate the 
concerns from the client's perspective. 
P.O.E. has always been very receptive 
to all sides of research associated with 
its design. Wotfgang F. E. Preiser, Budding 

Evaluation, (New Yorit: Plenum Press, 1989), 20. 
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Planning, 

Widening 
governance* 

FIGURE 45. Diagram, The Nature of 
Literary Sources, Areas of Possible 
Literary Relevance, Paul Jenkins and 
Leslie Forsyth. • 
*As suggested in, Architecture, 
Participation, and Society (2010), 
P.O.E. practices take inspiration 
from natural literary sources such 
as 'Architecture', 'Environmental 
psychology', and 'Housing and 
inclusive public building design'. 
'Public participation' is included in this 
diagram; however, it does not appear 
to be directly connected to P.O.E. 
Paul Jenkins, and Leslie Forsyth, Architecture, 

participation and society. (London: Rout)edge, 

2010). 10. 

FIGURE 46. Magazine cover, Them^ 
Shape of Peace (November 6,1972). 
'For example, work conducted by 
Oscar Newman in 1972 was able 
to fink crime to housing as a form 
of "disposition, site design, and 

"circulation,""leadingthis^article'to'be" 
highly publicized throughout many 
disciplines: It even appeared in Time 
magazine! 

methods?* Or, perhaps more likely, was it simply a re-
O 

evaluation of 'Participation'; an assessment made in 

response to the increasingly theoretical and intangible 

directions of politically-charged architects of the 1960's? 

Is it not plausible that a few conservative yet still radically 

critical and innovative architects might have foreseen value 

in a more corporate understanding of public-participation? 

According to an analytical review of the P.O.E. process 

in 1991, by Barbara Acheson Cooper and a team of inter

disciplinary researchers, it was noticed that the majority 

of early P.O.E.'s conducted in the 1960's were by academic 

scholars who generally focused on the testing of student 

dormitories and other small-scale social patterns.12 It was 

not until around the 1970's that the practice began to take 

off, extending its principles to larger, (often government 

funded) projects. In fact, architects working during this de

cade provided some of the most significant data in support 

of sustaining this field of research. For first time in history, 

architects were beginning to develop academically-credi

ble techniques that could prove quantifiable links between 
c 

the built environment and the behavioral patterns of the 

people within.* By the 1980's, the process was basically 

a standard procedure for many government buildings and 

it was not much later that large developers, such as retail 

and hotels owners, began to adopt these methods as well. 

Unfortunately, even when Cooper wrote this article in the 

early nineties, there were already some noticeable reper

cussions forming in relation to the government's declining 

interest in P.O.E.'s and the private sector's steady demand 

in conducting them. Although this was encouraged by the 

federal agencies to some extent, the concern was that the 

private sector would be only interested in the quick eco- _ 

nomic benefits associated with the P.O.E. process. All other 

theoretical discussions impacting the architect (contractor, 

engineers and all other related consultants) - not to men

tion the people who actually inhabit and operate within 

these environments - were deemed to be secondary. 



Post-Occupancy Evaluation (P.O.E.) - Questionnaire 

***Please answer questions prior to reading this chapter*" 
(For those unfarmiliar with the P.O.E. process, please substitute to P.O.E. acronym for the word participation.) 

1/ Based on your knowledge of the Post-Occupancy Evaluation (P.O.E.) 
process, how would you rate the effectiveness of its overall approach? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

o o o o o o o o o o  

2/ To what degree should the P.O.E. process cater to the owner of the building 
as compared to the consultants advice or inhabitants needs? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

o o o o o o o o o o  

3/ On a scale of 1-10, how accountable should the architect be for ensuring 
quality building performance based on P.O.E. results. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O 

4/ Would you agree that the P.O.E. process could benefit from doing pre-
construction or even pre-design analysis? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  

5/ Do you believe there are equally efficient alternatives to the standard survey 
and questionnaire-based processes commonly used by P.O.E.'s? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  

6/ Do you think there is merit in collecting more subjective types of P.O.E. data? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  

7/ How important do you think it is to incorporate 'games play1 with P.O.E. processes? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  

"ST^slweernReMjE^wnern^cRitecf^SJonS^cforand (l)nhaBi!anf?ofa building, 
what percentage of design control should be given to each member? 

O A C I 
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Loss of Concern 

Surely any participation is better than none. Surely the very 
sensation of feeling ownership is a step towards actually having 

ownership? Surely, in the time-honoured Olympic platitude, 
the taking-part is as important as wining? But those Olympic 

platitudes are normally exhaled through gritted teeth of the 
disappointed athlete. 

_Jeremy Till' 

In principle, a Post-Occupancy evaluation can provide 

many valuable benefits in measuring the quality of a 

building's performance; however, due to its heavy reliance 

on participation - from both the responsibility of the 

architect and the interaction of the users and clients -

there are many questions of legitimacy and ethics that 

arise around this process. 

The intention of this chapter is to prepare a critical eval

uation on the Post-Occupancy Evaluation process, with the 

main focus of this discussion centering on its questionable 

relationship to 'Architecture and Participation'. Over time, 

it seems as if most architects have lost their understanding 

of (and perhaps care for) public-participation, yet on the 

contrary, it appears there is still substantial support for the 

Post-Occupancy Evaluation process even though it relies 

on this very understanding. Although there are many chal

lenging questions regarding long-term liability, the amount 

of lifecycle financing available, or the dependence on costly 

experts for building evaluations,2 it is argued that the main 

ethical concern for the Post-Occupancy Evaluation lies 

within the act of 'pseudo-participation.' The author of the 

term, political theorist Carole Pateman, defines it as "tech

niques used to persuade employees to accept decisions 

that have already been made."3 

FIGURE 47. Photo, Model building 
with pupils at the Hauptschule 
Deutchlandsberg, Graz during stage 4 
of education experiment, Eitfried Huth. 
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How could we let this happen? Architecture is a creative 

discipline in both its professional background and academic 

training; are there not-more secure techniques for gathering 

information from clients and communities than objective 

surveys, questionnaires, and seemingly predetermined 

interviews as used by standard P.O.E procedures? Can 

these methods help to fine-tune all the parts of buildings; 

or, are they only useful for the quantifiable and technical 

aspects associated with the design? There is little doubt 

that this process has the potential to improve the services 

we offer as architects, but can the narrow scope of true-

and-false questions or filling-in-the-blanks really capture 

the feedback and imagination from the people that work 

and dwell within our built environments? 

When we take a closer look at the P.O.E. process, it appears 

there are some vulnerable gaps between its rigid structure; 

openings apparently wide enough for others professionals 

to infiltrate with relatively little effort. Nevertheless, 

perhaps this openness is not so much a concern as it is an 

opportunity. Could this be an invitation for architecture to 

reemerge and suggest a more creative approach; a more 

engaging, respectable, and desired methodology amongst 

the public and architects alike? Perhaps there is a chance 

here for P.O.E. to learn from the forgotten practices of 

'Architecture and Participation' - quite possibly, once again. 

1/ Based on your knowledge of the Post-Occupancy Evaluation (P.O.E.) 
process, how would you rate the effectiveness of its overall approach? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  
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Situate Yourself 

It may seem like an odd question to begin with; however, 

it is important for us to figure out our position on who should 

pay for the Post-Occupancy Evaluation process before we dis

cuss the following issues. In a hypothetical condition, where 

there are unlimited benefits associated with the P.O.E. results 

for everyone, it would seem logical to evenly split the costs 

of this process between the developers, investors, consul

tants, construction teams, and quite reasonably the opera

tors, maintenance staff, and other corresponding users of the 

building as well.1 Realistically, the situation is more complex. 

In fact, the issue is brought up specifically in an opinion 

made by Jacqueline Vischer in a chapter she wrote for the 

Federal Facilities Council book on P.O.E.'s entitled Learning 

from our Buildings.2 Vischer's use of the term 'consumer" 

seems to come across as a bit of a generalization. Like in many 

other P.O.E. discussions, she explains that the inhabitants of 

the building are the recipients, "of services and products of 

those same building related professionals."3 The issue here is 

that when she extends the 'consumer' title to the public, it not 

only over-exaggerates the value they receive from the P.O.E. 

process, but it also undermines their ability to see the fun

damental marketing and research accumulation the owner 

of the building receives. It is true that the typical employee 

will benefit from better work environments; however, this is 

a minor benefit in relation to what the consultants and con

struction teams will gain from this process. These groups can 

profitably improve their business by using this data for future 

assessments or internal quality control; the employee cannot 

By drawing such a crude assessment, it would seem Visch

er's discussion only helps the architects and developers rea

son their financial demands. However, this is presumably 
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why she continues to explain that "it is necessary to clarify 

at the outset who are likely to be the consumers of the P.O.E. 

results and therefore [determine] how best to communicate 

these results to them."4 This leaves us to wonder: can we 

think of the 'improvement of employee's environments' as 

a deductible service; or, should we, (as discussed in a recent 

P.O.E. conference), expect that every building will require 

some 'tuning' after it is built?5 Perhaps it could be argued 

that people have a right to efficient work environments; that 

they should not feel as if they need to earn it Nevertheless, 

from the perspective of the architect, or any other consul

tants to that matter, these questions could lead us to ask: 

why bother using these P.O.E. methods at all? 

2/ To what degree should the P.O.E. process rely on a capitalist model in order 
to keep its momentum? 

1  2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

o o o o # o o o o o  

The complexities of this condition are not over yet, for as 

Vischer explains, "In commercial real estate circles, P.O.E. 

is not built into the architect's fee, the construction bid, the 

move-in budget, or the operating budget of the building." 

With no governing body endorsing the use of P.O.E.'s, it be

comes the architect's personal decision to educate the owner 

or developer to incorporate these processes into the project 

Luckily, the beauty of this process is that it has long trail of 

hard-evidence that supports it claims to improve and increase 

worker efficiency. It is a seductive sales pitch for any client 

However, this claim has some hidden risks involved. For ex

ample, how do the results gathered from this process reflect 

on the architectural quality of work? Is this a fair way to as

sess the design? By promising such a diligent performance 

review, might one be led to believe that a problem (formally 

outside of an architect's control) is now entirely their fault? 

As Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schnieder and Jeremy Till, authors 

of Spatial Agency (2011), have recently pointed out, it seems 

as if "all professional bodies, and the architectural ones are no 

different, are torn between public service and private protec
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tion, awkwardly criss-crossing the line between learned body 

and private club."6 As much as we want to improve the quality 

of design, we do not want these (sometimes unrealistic goals 

and unpredictable) reactions to devalue the efforts of our 

firms. But an architect cannot be incapacitated by fear of the 

unknown, as Till reminds us; indeed, our profession depends 

on it Is there not a better way to handle this dilemma? 

During a recent discussion at University of West England 

Bristol, it was advised by a group of professors, students, and 

stakeholders of the P.O.E. process that it "should be treated 

like divorce; no faults."7 Are they correct in saying that these 

detailed P.O.E. findings could very well entice the client, or 

even inhabitants, with an opportunity to sue? Although the 

cases of this happening are virtually none-existent so far, 

perhaps the 'no faults' is a valid proposal for the future. 

3/ On a scale of 1-10, how accountable should the architect be for insuring 
quality building performance based on P.O.E. results. 

As with most issues in architecture, the challenging ques

tions above are debatably all dependent on time. Within 

reason, how can one expect to integrate this extensive pro

cess into the tight timeline schedule of the contemporary 

construction project?8 Can the P.O.E. process receive the 

full attention it deserves after developers, contractors, and 

consultants have completed the building and moved on to 

newer projects? For instance, bringing trades and special

ists back on-site is a difficult task, especially for contrac

tors. Is this really the right time for public-participation, 

or could the P.O.E. process take a lesson from the earlier ex

amples of'Architecture and Participation' practices? Could 

the process actually begin before the design is complete? 

In 1986, federal agencies requested that the National Research 

Council appoint a committee to examine the P.O.E process and 

propose ways that it could better serve both the public and 
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{programming! 

private sector.9 The results interestingly suggested that 

the processes should become more integral and cyclonic, 

rather than, "being simply the end phase of a building 

project"10 The committee felt that this approach would 

provide more comprehensive results and subsequently 

be much more useful to many agencies and organizations. 

Perhaps, as Wolfgang Prieser and others have suggested 

for quite some time now, the idea of a Pre-Occupation 

Evaluation or Process-Oriented Evaluation might provide 

a more valuable outcome for the very diverse parties 

involved in the process.11 

FIGURE 48. Diagram, Building perform
ance evaluation: integrative framework 
for building delivery and life cycle, Wolf
gang F. E. Preiser. 
*!t appears the model above could func
tion very well in parallel to the design and 
construction processes by recording 
and analyzing decisions, changes, and 
various outcomes. Nevertheless, what 
role would the public have in this form 
of P.O.E? What if it was like having a 
commissioning agent supervise the en
tire project; however, the only difference 
being that the users and inhabitants of 
the building would be the ones reviewing 
the quality control of the project instead? 

*Commissioning Agents. 
Can be used to ensure that all subsystems 
(BuBding envelopes, HVAC, mechanical, 
electrical systems, etc.) in a new building 
meet the owner's standards. Many com
panies tend to focus on client cost-saving 
efficiencies or the achievement of environ
mental standings as well, (LEED - Leader
ship in Energy and Environmental Design, 
for example). Not often do they put an 
emphasis on pubSc use. if the users and 
inhabitants hypotheticaily took this position, 
wxjid this provide a more hcfistic alternative 
for community designs? (Wikipecfia). 

For the Heron Park Community Centre, which is cur

rently operating out of an existing field house in the park, 

the situation could be likened to that of a Post-Occupancy 

Evaluation based on their given conditions. However, as 

one could see from our previous review of this building, (as 

conducted in ASSESSMENT 03. - Finding Contingency), the cur

rent design is hardly adequate for the functions the Com

munity Association would like to offer to both its current 

members, and the new families and individuals they would 

like to attract in the future. To make a new proposal for a 

Community Centre design or renovation based on the eval

uation of this existing building might not be enough. 

The title. Post- or Pre-, to some extent becomes irrelevant 

for us here because Heron Park is more concerned with 

an overall needs assessment of the community that exists 

beyond the scope of the built-environment. Perhaps we 

could qualify for Preiser's Process-Oriented Evaluation, 

though it seems our interests lie within the technical 

processes these participatory methods use instead. 

4/ Would you agree that the P.O.E. process could benefit from doing pre
construction or even pre-design analysis? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O  O O O O O  
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Technical Difficulties 

Since the mid 1990s government policy has promoted greater 
social participation in the production and management of the 
built environment, including architecture. However, there has 
been limited direction given to the practising architect and no 

comprehensive review of the successes and failures of the past 
or of the conceptual bases for such participation. 

_Paul Jenkins and Leslie Forsyth' 

Like the description of 'Architecture and Participation' 

above, it is interesting for us to note that, although considerable 

amounts of reflective and academic research have been 

published on the P.O.E. process, there are surprisingly no 

prescribed tools or techniques associated with the term.2 

Conveniently, since there is no set way in conducting a P.O.E., 

we can legitimately apply this distinction to our work with 

the Community Centre and benefit from whatever value 

of professionalism it may suggest to a potential funding 

supporter, such as the City of Ottawa for example, or even - - see "APPENDDT -as. • TTPCA- - * 
. ... , ,--iMeeting Minutes - 11.3 - Molson i 

various other community incentive programs like the Molson y \£oorspotion F_u_n_d. 
i 

CoorsDonation Fund* 

Nevertheless, in reality, it is openly discussed by many P.O.E. 

researchers that the techniques utilized by these processes 

are not very personal, flexible, or subjective, but instead they 

try to generalize, simplify, and objectify information for easier 

tabulation purposes.3 Unfortunately, common approaches 

to conducting P.O.E.'s are often based on asking ultra-specific 

questions in regards to light-quality, utility noise-levels, quan

tities of storage, and other various features oriented around 

one's work space. It would appear these forms of participa

tion do not waste any time on subjectivity, but do these re

sponses not require a level of deep-thinking that quantifiable 

yes-and-no questions often omit? Perhaps it would be useful 

for us to look into a way of collecting, extracting, translating, 

and transmitting this type of knowledge as it seems it could 

provide a more sincere understandings of the Community 

Centre, or virtually any building for that matter* 

*A more technical building perform
ance evaluation is perhaps accept
able in buildings where a sense of 
community is secondary to business 
or research objectives, but when 
these values are superimposed onto 
buildings that have cultural, political, 
social, or even educational needs, it 
seems important to spend the neces
sary time interpreting these more sub
jective values. 
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11. Noise from the fir systems: 

12 3 4 
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• )Vi,Ri>T Trff'vwiTs *ttSf'B\.04W> OA'frit !KlWM\T OilJTlKk !f W! 
12. Noise from office lighting; 

1 
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IMSMMSMUU AM««> :«U; ,I -MIKK. ««u> WT»55 IT. 

13. Noise fio mo uiside the building: 

(T) 2 3 4 5 
DlSTUra N)u NOT A WOHLtM 

K^cr io !, Se^Ftt VNvKOiyV THM \LS\VE SO*. fc«€SZ£. 

14. Furniture arrangement in your workspace: 

1 2 3 4 5 
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15. Amount of space in your workspace; 

*(l J 2 3 4 5 
a. . LNfisCwHcULVI' *7 ADCOliAI'K 
** CovuO KwlftfS osv »*<«£ J 
16. Work stoa^e: 

2 3 4 5 
LNrilflTlClE.Vr AD£OUAJ'£ .0 LSfisLTTICKN 

eamlfile < <h 1?. Shared (teara)fUe storage: 

2 3 4 5 
_Y J.NeJLfW-'lCt&sfr ADtOLf-Vi't 

18. IVrsoaal storage 

1 2 3 4 5 
. 1-V^LWlClK-Vr AOHOLWt 

•*<-QlCW{ vMEti we tt&© TH\i SPKUc . . .  
19. Visual privacy id your wodkspace: 

1 2 D) 4 5 i 
L'MOJV-RjK'i'AB Lt _ — COViKJKl'ABLt j 

 ̂ V^»\T "WS Cy) .. IP \ \ ' 

AM S\$OC W frtf&PtlOfH V^VL ISM tT IS *TYt« 
ru. G*TT yieve*-» V* " ' 

FIGURE 49. Questionnaire, Reasoning with P.O.E. forms, A. Stade. *To have a little fun, the 
handwritten notes above were fictitiously provided by the author; however, they do make the 
point that there is arguably a good subjective, (or contextual, even logical) answer for each of 
these questions. Imagine answering thirty more pages of this without being able to make a 
reasonable comment because you know in the back of your mind that a computer will inevitably 
be Interpreting these answers anyway. 

Perhaps it is apparent by now that the form this approach 

takes is primarily due to the effects of the corporate sponsor 

steering the P.O.E. process. Nevertheless, it makes us 

wonder; has the reliance on such simplified-interfaces like 

surveys, questionnaires, multiple choice, or other endless 

paper-trails of analysis, misconstrued our understanding of 

human needs? Can these approaches be reconstructed in an 

open-ended, yet efficient fashion? Or, is there too much of a 
*As discussed in CH.03 -
contingent Frameworks. contradiction between these two goals?* 
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As Carol Pateman described earlier with her description 

of pseudo-participation, the underlying issue is that these 

techniques often try to pre-categorize reactions before they 

are even made. However, on the other end of the spectrum, 

as John Zeisel pointed out many years before in his book 

Inquiry by Design (1981), there is a level of exhaustion that 

can result from poorly organized questionnaires and other 

P.O.E. processes. Therefore, many of these techniques are 

specifically designed to reduce the range of interpretation.4 

Ultimately, we would like our answers to be more open-

ended, but does this mean the questions need to be sim

plified, or do they just need to be phrased and represented 

more clearly? A great contemporary and commercially suc

cessful model of this approach can be seen in the presenta

tions of architects Bjarke Ingles Group (BIG); however, they 

do not emphasize this process for public-participation so 

much as they use this method for creating an international 

understanding of their projects. They achieve a level of 

clarity by using very little words in combination with very 

diagrammatic - almost cartoonish - drawings. 

The reason why BIG is worth noting is that their 

diagrammatic approach is not only useful for an 
O - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

international form of diversity, but it works quite 

effectively on the local scale of the Community Centre as 

well. Although there is a variety of cultural backgrounds 

and languages spoken around the Heron Park community, 

the main form of diversity comes across in age. For 

example, questions about building drawings need to 

relate to the young and old alike; from the retired school 

teacher who envisions an ideal classroom for improving 

ways of learning, to the first-grader who might see the 

entire Community Centre as their favourite part school, 

a playground. Readability is the first step in allowing a 

participant to have a fair say in the discussion. 

FIGURE 50. Diagrams, Koutalakj Ski VB-
• lage, BIG architects, Levi, Finland. 2011. 
'The images above illustrate the con
ceptual development of the buildings' 
shape. This 'step-by-step' process 
gets its message across very quickly 
and effectively. 
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FIGURE 51. (above) Diagram, Possible 
[unit} negotiation, RAMTV architects, 2006. 
RGURE 52. Screenshot, Nike iD customize 
yourown shoe, interface.©2010. e—-
"For a great example that challenges 1 

this comment please see, Aljosa 
Dekleva et al„ negotiate my boundary! 
mass-customisation and responsive 
environment, ed. Brett Steele and 
[+RAMTV] (Basel, Switzerland: 
Birkhauser, 2006). This book is about 
a thesis project by five students at 
Architectural Association in London, 
England, that devised a housing 
community that could be completely 
designed via an online interface 
much like the ones Nike iD, or Dell 
Computers use. 

Perhaps, once a proper form of extraction for subjective 

information is discovered, these receptive methods will 

be more useful than the traditional objectified data that is 

commonly produced today. What if we could redesign the 

P.O.E. system to use slightly less specific questions? Could 

we allow for some measure of ambiguity, an interpretive 

tolerance (or contingency) which plans for an expansion in 

the quality of participants' responses? 

5/ Do you believe there are equally efficient alternatives to the standard survey 
and question-based processes commonly used by P.O.E.'s? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

O O O O O O O O O O  

Without doubt, architects have attempted to devise such 

methods in the past. Even in the 1987 report, Post-Occupancy 

Evaluations Practices in the Building Process: Opportunities 

for Improvement, many researchers were already exploring 

ways to use the internet and other electronic databases 

as open-ended forms of documentation. However, there 

are still numerous troubles associated with properly and 

efficiently disseminating the resulting information and 

creating effective non-human interfaces.5 As explained 

in Agency: Working with Uncertain Architectures (2010), 

, it seems we cannot simply rely on technology in itself;* 
o 

instead we need to go a step further and discover which 

interactive systems work well and which do not. 

machines are good at storing data and people are good at es
tablishing dialogue. There is no point in trying to mimic human 

abilities in the machine to make it responsible for agency. 
_Ana Paula Baltazar and Silke Kapp6 

What if, we were to look towards interactive and open-

source firms like 00:/, Architecture for Humanity, or 

WorldChanging, (formally known as Open-Architecture 

Network) who all take part in collaborative work around 

the world? Or, more specifically, since we are reviewing 

the technical aspects of digital participation, how could we 
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learn from Youtube, Facebook, Wikipedia, or other popular 

social media platforms? All three of these websites incor

porate a built-in level of excitement through the means of 

either user-rating or user-voting systems. Aside from their 

appealing (and perhaps addictive) content, people seem to 

be motivated by these systems due to the social connec

tions that transpire when others react to their comments. 

To apply these concepts to an architectural scenario, per

haps instead of retrieving fifty different reports saying, "Yes, 

the air-quality in the building is okay,' what would it be like to 

watch fifty short video responses describing intelligible con

versations between people, explaining how a single operable 

window might solve the apparent over-heating deficiency? 

Additionally, if this information could be published openly 

online - like the exemplar social networks described above 

- it could provide people with a means of communication ca

pable of reminding the building owners to put their thoughts 

and concerns to good use instead of seeing their feedback go 

ignored.7 Although the computer power required to decipher 

this type of information might not exist yet, a human inter

preter (in charge of watching these videos) would arguably 

always provide a better holistic understanding of these sub

jective, yet effectively descriptive forms of feedbacks. 

6/ Do you think there is merit in collecting more subjective types of P.O.E. data? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

o o o o o o o « o o  

Nevertheless, when we look at our current situation, 

the most obvious concern is that if a participatory process 

takes more time than standard approaches, then it simply 

will not get used. How do we cope with this paradox if we 

are unable to begin to develop and test these ideas in the 
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FIGURE 53. Photo, Michelle's House, 
Rural Studio architects, Greensboro, 
Alabama, (2006). 
*This project was a second year stu
dio. As we can see from this image, 
the community of people that worked 
on this project is extensive. 

"Power in numbers' is the underlying 
benefit of working with schools. 
According to a lecture presented at 
Caiieton University on November 15m, 
2011, by the Ontario Association of 
Architects' president, Sheena Sharp, 
out of about 3,100 practicing members 
in the OAA, there are 1,300 interns. 
Using some very rough math, one could 
propose that since there are 1,300 
interns, we could divide this number by 
the 3-year minimum timeframe it takes 
to complete the intern process, which 
in turn would provide us with a total of 
433 interns per year across Ontario. 
If we were to multiply this number by 
the 6 years a student typically spends 
in architectural school, we would get a 
total of 2,600 students allegedly eager 
to work in the practice, (and therefore, 
potentially interested in user-feedback 
based learning). 

first place? There is always potential, but perhaps before 

we take these methods to the professional markets sur

rounding most P.O.E. situations, we can revisit the alterna

tive thinking of the radical Post Modern architects of the 

late 1960's once again. What if - like Moore, Hubner, or 

Sulzer, for example - we ask students for assistance? 

Government funding and organizations could definitely 

help encourage proper POE's; however, as we have seen, 

it is becoming increasingly difficult to rely on these types 

of support Although it might be difficult for academic 

institutions like universities and colleges to escape their 

substantial ties to federal and provincial legislatures, could 

we look toward using P.O.E.-based experience as a form of 

education? A successful modern example of experience-

based learning can be seen in the work of Rural Studio, at 

Auburn University in Alabama, U.S.A. The students here 

actively work with the community as they conceive and 

eventually build their collaborative designs.8 What if, even 

as a very modest prototype, we could translate this process 

into a single course on P.O.E.'s here in Ottawa?* Would 

there be any student interest in hearing about how the 

public-body experiences space? 

However, such a proposal inevitably raises the question of: 

what kind of student would be interested in the P.O.E. process if 

it continues to be a tedious and repetitive task of deciphering 

abstracted information? It is an important concern indeed and 

thus brings us to the final section of this chapter. 
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Engaging Patrticipation 

It appears readability and open-endedness may be the 

properties necessary to create a fair P.O.E. for the user, 

but to encourage an active participant, a certain level of 

engagement is required. To receive true participation, it 

would seem architects must simply work harder than has 

been the norm to obtain this type of information.1 After 

all, is this not the case for the worker, dweller, or any other 

person that is asked to think outside their regular comfort 

zone to help provide these design-oriented reviews on their 

built-environments? 

From an architect's perspective, expecting people to 

tell P.O.E. evaluators everything they love and hate about 

a building might seem like an easy task; in fact, they might 

even believe that most people have these brilliant sugges

tions buried within them waiting for an opportunity to be 

heard. Ironically, when you think about this a little further, 

it is could be taken as a fairly condescending view of ar

chitecture. If it was so easy to detect these design-oriented 

needs, then why would a process like P.O.E. even exist? 

Would people even need architects at all? Of course, these 

questions are a tad facetious, but the point they raise is that 

issues of comfort and performance evaluation are rarely 

simple discussions: Interpreting and translating ideas is 

a challenging process* Therefore, if we wish to request 

this type additional work from our participants, how do we 

make this process less gruelling and more enjoyable, even 

empowering perhaps, so that people can continue to ad

dress these design issues in the future on their own? 

'Even when the user is asked what 
they do and do not like, it can be a 
difficult discussion to answer because 
these human conditions are never 
that simple to decide. Perhaps Rob
ert Venturi explains this reaction best: 
"I am for richness of meaning rather 
than clarity of meaning; for the implicit 
function as well as the explicit func
tion. I prefer "both-and to "either-or," 
black and white, and sometimes grey, 
to black or white. A valid architecture 
evokes many levels of meaning and 
combinations of focus: its space and 
its elements become readable and 
workable in several ways at once." 
Robert Venturi, Complexity and contradiction 
in architecture, with a introd. by Vincent Scuily. 
(New York: Museum of Modem Art; distributed by 
Doubleday, Garden City. N.Y., 19%), 16. 
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'There may be, (and most likely are) 
other forms of extracting these same 
types of information in an equaliy ef
ficient manner - keeping in mind that 
the most efficient method is not ne
cessarily the fastest. 

Architects are responsible for conducting numerous 

P.O.E.'s and contributing lots of information to this field 

of research, so why is it that many of these techniques 

appear to lack creativity? Is this a result of P.O.E.'s historic 

background? Has the building evaluation process always 

had a strong corporate understanding ingrained within its 

philosophy? Or, is this condition an even broader social 

response? Does the public generally share a negative 

connotation towards all survey-based methods and merely 

cope with these processes to simply 'get them over with'? 

From the industry's perspective, it is rather telling that 

most providers and commissioning agents claim to make 

the P.O.E. process as quick and painless as possible instead 

of attempting to make this transaction of information an 

enjoyable process. Goran Lukic, associate of Design Quality 

Indicator (DQI], explains the reasons why in his company's 

promotional advertisement found on their website: 

Before the DQI people had difficulty in talking about design in 
general. The DQI institutionalizes and standardizes that discussion. 

_Design Quality Indicator (DQI)2 

Evidently, the targeted audience for this message is di

rected to the developer; for the bottom line implied here is 

that the owner of the building is in search of clear and quick 

responses: Simply put, 'time = money spent'. Although the 

commercialized version of P.O.E. may seem a bit discourag

ing, this should not negate questioning or reviewing this 

process altogether* As we saw with Rural Studio, there are 

alternative ways of getting ideas started; and it just so hap

pens that education is often the best way of doing so. 
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Harriet Harriss is a Senior Lecturer at 

Oxford Brookes University and leader 

of a live-studio architecture facility that 

partners with public organizations to create 

socially responsive place-making design.3 In 

2010, she wrote an article entitled, "Ludic 

Architecture: Playful Tools for Participation 

in Spatial Design," in which she explains 

how 'playing games' has the capacity to 

make interactive-design a gratifying process 

for the public sector.4* The practices Harriss uses often 

take inspiration from the Royal Town Planners Institute 

which identifies many participatory techniques, like "co-

design, story-telling or narrative co-creation, scenarios, 

simulations, interdisciplinary exchange, process mapping, 

role-play, future forecasting, prototyping, collaborative 

envisioning and practice-based or engaged research."5 

"Critical Play" 
Game Design 

Model 

verify 

values, revise 

REPEAT 

( with diverse 

\ audiences 

develop rules* 

+ tssks v/hich 

support these 

FIGURE 54. Diagram, Model of Criti
cal Play Method, Mary Flanagan. 
*ln 2009, Flanagan began an explo
ration on the different ways of under
standing 'Radical Game Design'. As 
she proposes in the diagram above, 
the "artist, activist, or designer can re
flect upon the state of his project and 
see if the design continues to meet 
the base goals set initially for the 
research." Could we superimpose 
this model onto the Post-Occupancy 
Evaluation process to ensure we are 
creating an engaging system for the 
public? Mary Flanagan, Critical play: radical 
game design, {Cambridge, Mass.: MiT Press, 
2009). 257. 

Harriss' approach tends to use hybridized versions of 

these methods to invite the participant into the discussion 

of the 'how, what, and why* line-of-questioning that affects 

the building evaluation process. Like the image of Marcel 

Duchamp's infamous artwork, Fountaine (1917), Harriss' 

main task concentrates on breaking out of an existing mold, 

and extending these ideas to a broader audience. In pursuit 

of this aspiration, the main argument here is that, in a struc

tured setting - for example, Harriss' use of a 'multi-layered 
O -

interactive board game' - the facilitation and guidance of 

customized and complex information can be disseminated 

quite effectively through the semblance of game.6 

"Ludic. 
Spontaneously playful. (Canadian Oxford 

Dictionary) 

7/ How important do you think it is to incorporate 'games play* with P.O.E. processes? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

o o o o o o o o o #  

-O FIGURE 55. Photo, Case Study 01: BOX 
PLAY Development Images / Design 
Hercme Architecture, HametHarriss. 
•The actual appearance of these games 
might be a Me too literal to attract some 
age demographics, (teens and young 
adults, perhaps); however, one can 
adapt these ideas to suit their audience. 
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To relate this discussion to the questions posed earlier 

in regards to the (hypothetical) university P.O.E. course, 

one could imagine that students might find this type of 

participative data more engaging, as it involves things like 

reading someone's personal experience of a building for 

instance, or more challenging perhaps, the interpretive 

description of a massing model created by group of 

inhabitants. This process does not remove the role of the 

architect, but strongly informs it instead. Interestingly 

enough, as an unprejudiced gesture, Harriss genuinely tried 

using a standard corporate P.O.E. process. In fact, it was, 

coincidentally, the Design Quality Indicator: 'Spaceshaper' 

tool which we discussed before. She applied this method to 

a school design in 2007. 

Harriss quickly found out, that this apparent 'toolkit' was 

nothing more than a, "questionnaire delivered via a facilitated 

workshop."7 Ultimately, the approach was not sensitive, nor 

adaptable or even accessible to the public. Nevertheless, 

unlike the economical and rapid analysis of Design Quality 

Indicator - that allegedly has the potential of, "taking forty-

five hours of interviews and transforming them into two 

hours of analysis,"8 Harriss' process revisits the self-learning 

methods reminiscent of the unsolved questions posed by 

the early practices of 'Architecture and Participation'. Her 

methods may only be useful to the smaller-scale project for 

now, but perhaps this comparably lengthy form of analysis 

can be properly justified by the enjoyment and knowledge it 

empowers in both parties; Architect and Participant. 

a7tJetweentne(Ojwnen(A)rchitect, (Contractor and (IJnhaDitant^rabuilaingr^ 
what percentage of design control should be given to each member? 

Q 15% A 30% C 5% [ 50% 
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Hope 

I tell the client: 'You should like the building -1 would like to 
show it to my colleagues! 

_Peter Sulzer"1 

It seems important to end with this quote from Peter 

Sulzer, as it reminds us of the freedom the participatory -Perhaps, this point might provide 
some clarity to the 'social facilitator' 

process embodies. Yet, on another level, arguably much roie as discussed in the COMMEN
TARY - Traces of a Thing: A Lesson 

more significant to the entire practice of architecture, it fromLerup. 

speaks of contradiction as a form of negotiation * In all its 

simplicity and subjectivity, it suggests a 'throwing away' of 

rigid principles and talks of a mutual feeling that we can all 

presumably related to instead. 

Maybe there is hope for the questionnaire, the standard 

survey, the true-or-false questions. Maybe all they need is a 

slightly imaginative disguise; not to mask or camouflage the 

answers beneath, but instead to provide a respectable and 

credible medium to receive and transfer knowledge. Maybe 

we could spend a little more time reviewing 'comments' in 

our assessment forms, for these sections are most open to 

one's opinions. Maybe we could look less at the building 

performances in such detail and look more carefully at the 

people within. Are the outcomes not reciprocal? 

PARTICIPATION AND BEYOND hopes to convincingly sug

gest that true concern for participation can achieve the best 

results for both the architect (or client, developer, and other 

professionals) and public. When we look back on all these 

issues together - money, time, technique, engagement, em

powerment - it is clear that only through a process of nego

tiation can we truly reach the needs and desires of a build

ing's users and creators. And this can only be achieved if 

'Participation' shares an equal role to 'Architecture'. 
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Based on the findings from this chapter, what happens 

when we superimpose a 'game-layer' onto our participatory 

design model for the Community Centre? Furthermore, do 

we need to have some form of scientific method established, 

like the standard P.O.E. methods pursue? Or, are our ideas 

- perhaps we could even call them a language of moral 

guidelines - of self-assessing, listening, communicating, 

engaging and reassessment, enough to stand on their own? 

We will now move forward to explore this (hopefully) 

'unprejudiced' language with the Heron Park Community 

Association. We accept our role as stranger in hope that from 

this position we can learn to be a part of this community, and 

through this open-minded learning approach, we can sincerely 

help discover what Heron Park's future might become. 

By providing the reader (the viewer the (CoriS'derOtions) 
•participant') with a small level of interaction wfcthl af'ence' or simply, the 

ning of this chapter, a 'running conversafo^J?T*" n'9h' fr°m ,he be9in-
is perhaps true to say that a 'conversation with tho a th enclosed content. It 

reads, but the difference here is that the convRnmf V ays lranspires when one 
sciously made aware of it ^1^ 7 de"bera,e and «"• re*«er is con-

was numerically posed with the author's <surve^% ^d toer f 'T3'pan,'s>'udSmen' 

Comments? 
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Months and Years 

Average per Day 
<> 

In ji£t 3 months of 2012, we have nearly doubled the amount 
use o»er the S months the wetoste was aflNein 2011. 

On-going Conversation. 
A webpage is an endlessly expandable and continu

ally renewable resource for posting information; how
ever, what makes it so valuable for public-participation 
is the fact that people can use this site to comment and 
provide feedback (anonymously if they would like). The 
participatory projects, or CHANNELS OF COMMUNI
CATION have been posted online since as earty as 
January 12, 2012. As a nice bonus for the thesis, the 
Heron Park website one can track the amount of view
ers looking at the webpage and see if these interactive 
design ideas actually help in creating advocacy for the 
new Community Centre. The images below shows 
some typical statistics over the last 30 weeks, the last 7 
months, and an overall views report. The hope is that 
this chart helps to justify the role participation has had 
for Heron Park. 

+ CONTINUOUS FORM OF DOCUMENTATION. 
+ FLEXIBLE FOR ADDING/REVISING MATERIAL 
+ KEEPS THE DESIGN PROCESS CYCUCAL 
+ ALLOWS FOR FEEDBACK AND REASSESSMENT 

State lor March 30,2012, 10:51 pm 

'The weekly statistics show there has been a farily consitent 
raise in views since earty January when the posting began. 

Stats for March 30.2012.8:32 am 

The monthly feedback looks the most convincing; however 
our last month has not been as sucessful. 

02 informational booklets that review cifferent com
munity biddings as 'case studies' for Heron Park. 
Case study selection can be provided by anyone and 
can be located anywhere in the work) as long as then-
are oertain appropriations that can be indicated. Meant 
to inform more than docunent 

03 FAILED project... at least for new. This process 
was meant to collect scraps and samples of ideas from 
community membeis; things B<e bringing in magazine 
dippings, photos, or even links to websites were en
couraged by this project Once a large enough amount 
of images and ideas are collected, the objective is to 
make a large poster displaying all this material so that 
the community can come together and review what 
ideas (hey like best No one has provided samples yet 
The project has not been explained property, nor has a 
medium or an went came up yet to do so The current 
prototype is meant to show some architectural ex
amples as selected by this thesis; hovrewr, this very 
point - in combination with the odd formatting - might be 
what is making these project less dear and thus, less 
useful to the people at the Community Centre. 

04 an interactive model; (1) for visual impact 
and informational reference - built with precise 
scale (2) for the children at Community Centre to 
play with, (3) to experiment with various massing 
and programming models (4) for HPCA Building 
Committee to use during discussions and 
meetings (5) to accept various design options 
proposed by this thesis and the collaborated 
ideas provided by the community. 

*To watch a 'Prezi' presenta
tion for this material, please 

visit the following link, 
http://pregi.corn/bduQnlt7e8i8/ 

thests-orocess-channels-of-
communication/ 
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05 | People Meet Agency 
5 'Channels of Communication' 

Ujhe desire to reduce architecture as a tool, in service 
of people's utilitarian needs only, is both arbitrary and 

unreasonable [for]... The view of architecture as 
equipment - the sum of individual needs - denies the 

traditional larger function of architecture. 
_Lars Lerup' 

It would appear we must be careful in how we describe 

our architectural processes with the Community Centre. In 

the quote above, Lars Lerup has attacked the Environment 

Behaviourists - like John Zeisel and the later Post-Occupancy 

Evaluation researchers alike - for the fact that their design 

tools rely too heavily on observable processes; they 

overlook the simple aspects of life.2 As we have seen in the 

previous chapter, this has only become more true today. 

Scientific distance has productive values for participatory 

processes, but without an acceptance of public-subjectivity, 

it leaves too much room open for corporate corruption. 

Why should architecture let these gaps be filled by others, 

by companies that are arguably less concerned with the all-

around humanistic enjoyment of buildings but instead more 

engrossed in technical aspects of design?* 

What would Lerup think of the Community Centre 

researcher's approach to participation? As Alan Tweletrees 

explains, the main thing that many community associations 

need is an organizational structure to "provide a channel of 

communication or a two-way information service between 

the authorities and the people."3 A channel of communication'? 

Perhaps this is not only an adequate position to explore for our 

Community Centre, but it a necessary way to think about the 

relationship between architectural-agency and participation 

as well. 'Channel' is not a tool - as Lerup denounces - nor 

is it a device, concept, rhetoric, or narrative, for instance, 

but it is a dialogue which contains the opportunities of all 

these approaches instead; one that exposes itself to further 

development and collaboration with others. 

•Perhaps, if architectural theory would 
remove its head from the clouds ev
ery once in a while and immerse itself 
in these processes, it would see what 
is actually going on rather than scruti
nize these situations from the lens of 
a microscope! We talk about the fra
gility of our profession every day, but 
are we doing anything to reinforce it? 
Or, are we just running away in differ
ent directions? 

FIGURE 56. Diagram, Interactive De
sign Process, A. Slade. 
The sketch above is an adaptation 
of the Process-Oriented Evaluation 
process (proposed by Wolfgang F. E. 
Preiser in the CH.04). It is made to 
simplify the idea concerning its cyclical 
movement (It also graphically - and 
potentially theoretically - allows room 
for Mary Flanagan's 'game play1 layer.) 
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Excerpt from, 
"Contemplating Contamination", 
by FAT. 

"Oh, how our democratic instincts 
bind us! How our art is diminished by 
a weakness for sentiment, by desire 
- desire to be without guilt. Not guilty 
and yet, not innocent. For the user 
is apparently an innocent and who 
would do harm to the Innocent?" 

"Then again, why accommodate the 
user? Why not laugh in the face of 
the user, he who is happy to see us go 
without our daily bread in the pursuit 
of endeavours which might enlighten 
him and yet, for which he has no 
stomach? Do we embrace the user 
merely because he supplies a dose of 
wholesome earthy goodness?" 

These statements are located within 
the first two paragraphs of FAT's es
say, •Contaminating Contemplation," ad. Jona-

thon Hill, Occupying Architecture: Between the 

Architect and the User (London: Routledge, 

/' See" Appendix "C-f - "HPCA" Meet* \ 
ling Records: Section 18.3. Self- \-

Conducted Needs Assessment. J 

*To an even greater - potentially un
realistic - degree, it is wished that 
through the manifestation of these in-

. teractive-designs, one will not only gain 
admiration for their own creative poten
tial, but for the purpose and value of ar
chitectural production in these types of 
community projects as well. Perhaps, 
this is a subtle approach to architectur
al advocacy in comparison to the visual 
expressions of our more popular media 
architects today, but promoting a con
scious and culturally-collective mes
sage seems more than imperative for 
the Community Centre - and ideally, 
many other buildings as well. 

In defence of FAT's earlier remarks towards 

architecture's pathetic attempts of becoming moral 'do-

gooders',* one should note that the following 'CHANNELS 

OF COMMUNICATION' projects are not delusional democratic 

goals in the name of architecture. They are primarily for 

Heron Park, and are optimistic steps towards giving the 

decision-makers at the City of Ottawa something uniquely 

critical to consider - a self-conducted needs-assessment* 
, 1 

These projects hope to make an impact; to say, 'Heron Park 

knows what they want and how to work together to get it". 

As Twelvetrees affirms, both idealism and organization, 

"seem to be necessary, since . . . organization needs 

continually to be reminded ofits initial purpose, yet idealism 

needs to be organised in order to attain its goals."4 For 

architecture, the organizational participatoiy-processes 

explored here are perhaps more valuable achievements 

than any idealistic images or drawings that follow in our 

final chapter; for these 'channels' attempt to bridge the 

gaps between our profession and the public, lessen our 

linguistic and representational barriers, and communicate 

our design process in a coherent and readable manner.* 

However, for the Community Centre, the hope is that these 

projects echo Jeremy Till's remarks, in the sense they 

can help people transform their 'unpolished' visions into 

tangible realities.5 And ultimately, that this participatory-

process will become an approach which Heron Park can 

effectively experience and openly discuss the pursuit of 

achieving their needs and desires for the community. 

The following projects in CH.05 - PEOPLE MEET AGENCY illustrate a selection of 
participatory design processes that began with the Heron Park Community Associa

tion, Ottawa, Ontano, over about a six month timespan (November 2011 - April 2012) 
The portfolio image at the beginning of this chapter entitled 'Channels of Communica-
tion may act as an index for these projects to some degree; however, since they are 

all ongoing processes and are thus continuously changing, this image can only provide 
a static representation. For the most current development on these processes, please 

see the community's website, httoV/hprnnnart, ̂  

-Enjoy/ 



Symbol for Heron Park Community Centre, Ottawa, Ontario 
What-To-Do? A. Slade 
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•  ̂! -» 
Interactive] Discussion 

5? IDEA. 01 

As the first participatory process for Heron Park, this 

idea needed to establish a couple of things right from the 

beginning: (1) In light of Robert Venturi's reasoning that 

the sign is more powerful than the architectural form1 and 

Lars Lerup's observation that a motto can explain a world of 

information about communities,2 a symbol-type image was 

created in attempt to conceptualize the overall idea, (that 

HPCA was now discussing options about how to improve 

their Community Centre), PORTFOLIO 8. What-To-Do? (2) In 

order to get everyone involved in this discussion; a series 

of step-by-step images showing a hand literally peeling 

off the roof of the building was used to communicate the 

design (i.e. floor plans) of the existing Field House to get 

people of all ages familiar with the building. 

dzcP V.'to (to cn VSrc do 

CJ 

FIGURE 57. (above) Visualization, 
ldea.01 - InterfActive] Discussion: Read
ing Pians-Step-by Step, A Slade. 
'Like Harriet Harriss' discussion on 'Lu
dic Architecture', this idea integrates a 
level of spontaneous playfulness in its 
representation; however, it is arguably 
much more of a 'Lucid Architecture' in 
the sense that it attempts to explain 
itself as clearly as possible. 

FIGURE 58. (left) Visualization, 
ldea.01 - InterfActive) Discussion: 
Drawing Plans Step-by-Step, A. Slade. 
'The sectional-perspective view of 
the floor plans was an effective way 
to allow others to draw on the plans. 
See ASSESSMENT 04 for examples. 
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Now that the participants understood what they were 

working with, the next step was to begin a very simple dis

cussion, about what we like about the existing building and 

what we do not like. The purpose of this process is to start 

with something broad enough to allow ideas to expand while 

simultaneously keeping track of the important subjects gen

erated from the discussion. In a sense it is similar to a typical 

meeting minutes report; however, the visual representation 

of these ideas helps encourage further brainstorming. 

" 

FIGURE 59. (top) Euler Diagram, Un
certainty between A and not-A, Edmund 
Leach. FIGURE 60. (above) Diagram De
velopment ldea.01 - Interactive] Discus
sion: HPCA tikes and dislikes, A Slade. 
#The images above show the stages 
of development for this discussion: 
from concept, to realization, to post-
production as seen below. 

For example, in the first session, a group of youth volunteers 

collaborated on ideas ranging from visual appearance and 

programmatic decisions, to more sensorial qualities such as 

scent and sound. At the end of the discussion, each volunteer 

was asked to circle one idea they felt was most important in an 

attempt to focus the content for subsequent meetings. To allow 

anyone to view and continue to expand on these ideas, the 

final results were recorded into a publically accessible online 

program called Prezi* in the hopes that we can continually build 

on these discussions while mapping its direction over time. 

interactive Oiscusston # 1 

HPCA Youth Volunteers 

November 9th, 2011 

utemih should be pUced tetter 

ISLIKES more bathroom 
ben er sink 

t • computer "room ] f 

\ badminton] ~ . 

FIGURE 61. Screenshot, Idea. 01 - InterfActive] Discussion: No. 1 HPCA Youth Volunteers, A. Slade. *To view this session in further detail please follow 
see the following link, httD://orezicom/siwaiavdzsnk/idea-1-interactive-survev/?auth kev=fa68fa04cc31b89eedb9e7f02b9650201f55ba66 



An exercise for a focussed group 

"Roof should be rainbow" R+An 
shape & cloudsjindglass^ 

The final step was a group ASSESSMENT. After we fin

ished our InterfActive] Discussion, the carefully articulated 

drawings of the existing Community Centre (Field House) 

were passed around to the volunteers so that they could 

sketch-out some of their own ideas. The images and text be

low display the highlighted elements from our discussion. 

"A kitchen might provide: 
interest in food preparation, 
more hygienic counters 
needed, 'Potlucks'." 

Computer Room 

Games room too small 

4 : 

f 
ess: foptball,u)fimate Frisbee,. animals" 

w", 

Badminton courts 

To break the ice, I had to literally scribble all over a 

drawing to showlhe volunteers that it is okay to draw on 

someone else's drawing. The process was used a second 

time; however, it seems most effective in a formal setting. 

'For a more detailed report, see Appendix 04 - Meeting 

Records: Section 8.3. Idea #1 - Interactive Survey, 
r , 'Conversation'. 
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Emprotfbad compaction tiwrt 
eSozn for ntuhifunetovd tos end 
future changes. Spocs! diunCm 
hss been paid to the spatid 
ch&ract£7 of eat$t of the rooms, 
theb prepertions, mc.torte!ity and 
i£E3 cf <bjrC0htcng." 

The bidkGrtg and Its activities ate 
meant to grptj v»th its gracing 
surroundings ever time, to offer 
space for varioia cultural attnhia 
and events tuch as thsatro, Em, 
end crcattvo cducatioa Qs heart is 
tha public living room', rrcccm to 
be a hospitable spate for 
everybody. The de^gn consists of 
s£mplo <s?oodon vermes vdth cuBc 
shzpe and varyirtg intensions.'* 

'A vicar* [rcprcscntstfcc] end en 
artin, deeded to create a place 
for 'sociabOhy. inspcretfan and 
cxpresiksn' In tfte area. wHh the 
generous suppwt of many 
sponsors and the rminkipaSty." 

Case study booklets, InfoBits (Side 1), A. Slade 



Appropriations 
• Control cf stwro tester no-off 
• heal fcnpatt trwn the roof 

to esaxlsize effectiveness cf bc2£ng 

• Gtmbiatien of CK retr̂ erasts 
• UwsfiaMiatfeaadregftU 

ntttysab 
• Rtdatd wb of tw reBliutto 

materials and wast* cantreJ ineswa 

taturM vttahnior̂  snd Sghtfng far 
i9neetB» eoenfert̂  

Appropriations 
The most significant qua5ty thb 
Community Centre shares with the 
HPCA is Its topographic nstune. 
• Ttw sectional drawing on the 
bedi of this book Sfcrstrates hew 
Ms community building makes 
such good us< of the ft£S on its sStt. 
• The rtiatiamttSp between rooms 
b (he key component to this 
project and can help us Aside about 
how each space can be 
intCTCOratCCted. cssarev hes> t3SS-<3K3} 

Appropriations 
This Community Centre f£sjstsy* 
the faAt# of 'details' in many 
diffwent wayk 
L UndGfXCnxSng hot* nvrtcnaS can 
be used afiordabty>etremafri ex
pressive. (Le. Dyed conaete wafls) 
2. Retmerprctotkm of conventional 
itoumts (le, stairs become seating 
ptay space) 
1 SunUghi ts tsed » a material as 
path B carefufy tracked throughout 
bnpmfairt roorrs (Lc. day care} 

Appropriations 
The most obvious appropriation from 
Uu Commurwy Cuou is the trarv 
fcwmtog pool/Skating rtnfc. 
• There brio doubt that Heron Park 
takes pride fat its fantastic hockey Hntc 
it is perhaps one of the moss racog-
nizabie ci&irre-defintng etemens erf 
tho centre. 
• What ft thb eternem was Integratijd 
(mo the design en the tou&£hg Ocs 
Ledbury f̂ rfc te» done to cfftctivdy? 
•Is this something He on PaA would 
Oco to bo known for? 

Appropriations 
Although thb project Es from a 
different time and place, rt 
dlspfoys a urdque quaCty of 
space and character achieved by 
diverse brainstorming, it proves 
that an unconventional design 
can be built economically if help 
ts available, and finally, (like the 
design or not), tt illustrates how 
it is okay for a building to bs 
personal sometimes. 

M 

» n 
Tit 

* »>*• 
•r7  ̂

Appropriations 
Things we can team from the 
HcstnCund Community Centre arc: 
• Eantomka) tdeaj to use cotour to 
add expression to spats 
- quaCty of light 
- ro-tmsgbtatssn cf activity spate 
• wtot endd a vertical structure do 
for HPCA? 

Appropriations 
Rural Studio is very well-known 
for their community inveWncnt 
These p/cjet-ts display the creative 
and economical benefits of 
working wtth schools and students 
white Illustrating how o 
community building can moke a 
b!g impact with Gttie material. 

Appropriations 
Tho most important aspect cbout tbb 
centre & the toy tt prepares for fuXure 
changes. However, ki addition: 
• the large hawed miwtotB = baa cast 
than cunain «oSI system 
• Ocrrcd trocd w£rtg - Mot»no 
matsncrtce 
- Efficient bo* saucurerftrm 
« Mural along ban add; cetour cral 
can be dene by d&dren tnexpens&ely. 
- Design can eas&y Incorporate green 
roof or pjtuo*. drefc*. etc. 

Case study booklets, InfoBits (Side 2), A. Slade 
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InfoBits 

IDEA. 02 

A 'case study' of another Community Centre can be a very 

useful resource when relating design ideas to a wide pub

lic audience,1 but these examples can get buried in reports 

and documents where few people are able to see and dis

cuss them. To address this issue, the small InfoBits booklets 
O-

used here are presented more like a handout or brochure. 

The main purpose is to be brief yet concise with the infor

mation inside, while keeping the reader's mind stimulated 

with a good balance of text and image. To begin, a full-

bleed image is used on the cover in order to draw attention. 

As the reader opens the book, they will notice that one side 

has an image and the other describes a related topic. This 

is done to help communicate the idea to those that either 

do not have the time to read a lot or those that learn bet

ter from seeing. As one continues to unfold the booklet, 

the images are laid out additively until one reaches the end 

where a summary of the project is explained. 

FIGURE 62. Paper models, ldea.02-In-
foBits: Having fun with folding, A Slade. 
"Paper has some incredible qualities 
on its own. Even when making these 
informational booklets, it seemed im
portant to integrate a curious folding 
pattern to grab the reader's attention 
and suggest an element of design. 

" ® FIGURE 63. (above) Booklet, ldea.02 -
InfoBits: Book Cover, A Slade. 
These 2x2 inch booklets were de
signed to be small enough to: dissemi
nate a manageable amount of informa
tion, fit in a pocket or wallet and finally, 
be cheap to print (4 books fit on stand
ard 8.5 x 11 pages). 

FIGURE 64. (left) Booklet, ldea.02 - Info-
Bite: Unfolded, design details, A Slade. 
*This image explains how the book is 
opened and read. The online version 
is slightly different. 
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The content inside ranges from design ideas, community 

planning approaches, to very technical aspects such as 

budget, timing, and even local consultants and trades (at least 

for the Ottawa Community Centres). Nevertheless, they all 

follow the same formula in the sense that they begin with a 

brief synopsis of the Community Centre case study followed 

by short list of ideas that could be appropriated to the Heron 

Park community - the diagram below explains each of these 

components in further detail. The most important aspect 

about all these booklets is that they are relatively cheap 

and easy to produce and therefore we are able to continue 

making more as new Community Centres examples are 

identified by people, (either online or in person). 

Presumably anyone in the community 
could put together one of these books 
and hopefully some will attempt to in the 
future. This booklet has actually used 
a quote from a website for the majority 
of the text as these online descriptions 
are often already very concise. 

In many other examples, 
a supplementary plan or 
a section drawing is often 
included; however for this 
example, the materials, tex
tures, design, and overall 
budget were properties that 
seemed most relatable and 
useful for Heron Park. 

A little bit of 'branding' 
meant to (1) to solidify 
the idea that these 
books are part of a 
set. (2) add a touch of 
puesdo-professionalism 
for whatever it is worth. 

\ .  

The architect, (or artist as well in 
this case) involved in the design of 
the Community Centre is included 
on the cover for anyone interested. 

The cover image tries to A small symbol at the 
communicate the main top right comer signi-
conceptuai idea of the fies if the project is from 
case study example Ottawa or Canada for 

"The process of Inscribing into 
concrete is delightfully low-tech. 
The properties of rapidly drying 
concrete, limit the range of line and 
image making. There is no time for 
hesitation. Quick, sure drawing 
with confidence is the critical tool." 

It is an example of community 
building with empowered residents 
working together with soda! services 
and government agendas to malce 
positive change." 
"tt b a structure geared to a human 
scale and surrounded by ample 
greenspace and recreation fadEfes. It 
acts as an anchor to Banff Avenue 
and b a natural meeting space for the 

. whole neighbourhood" 

"Until recently, the Ledbury-Banff 
area was one of Ottawa*' most 
troubled. Public housing, low 
incomes and newly arrived 
Canadians unfortunately combined 
to create a dimate of fear and 
lawlessness. Tha is no longer the 
case and the success of its 
turnaround belongs to the efforts 
of the whole community.* 

Appropriations 
The Ledbury Community Centre b a 
great model for Heron Park to look at 
-The building b modest In size, but its 
expression b truly wide reaching, 
-ft has ben said that Heron Parte needs 
a sign: it needs something to identify 
itself. What if. Eke Ledbury, the com
munity buSding becomes the sign? 
•What materials describe Heron Park 
best? Brick, wood, concrete, metal 
glass... plants, hx, and, trees, chain-
link. wood bcSards. asphalt, colours? 

/ 
Architect's name 
on inside. 

This image tries to commu
nicate an idea of the entire 
building. It is intentionally sec
ondary to the concept on the 
cover because the concept is 
more fluid and translatable. 

These photos often represent ideas of 
space or form. Unfortunately architects 
still do not often take photos of their 
buildings with people using these spac
es. This would be preferable to illustrate 
the environments better. 

The last photo often ends with 
a detail because these are 
likely the most realistic ele
ments we can take from an
other building. Every building 
has a different site; physically, 
socially, politically, economi
cally, and therefore it is not 
always easy to replicate form 
or space neccessarify. 

The final page summarizes the project 
with some suggestive appropriations 
that Heron Park could make from the 
indicated case study. These are differ
ent based on each scenario; however, 
they ail help to situate the knowledge 
around the Heron Park Community. 
(Perhaps, this step is more helpful 
in humbling the architecture student 
rather than public!) 

FIGURE 65. Booklet, ldea.02 - InfoBits: Unfolded, writing explanation, A. Slade. 
*To see all of these examples and more in further detail, please check the Heron Park website, httD-7/heronpark.ca/2000/01/23/infobits-case-studv-examolftft-ii/ 



Photos, Community member read
ing InfoBit booklet, A. Slade (2012). 

Useful reminders i t 

ASSESSMENT ! 05 ! 

The InfoBits booklets have been circulating around the Community Cen

tre for about 6 months now. We started with (four) and there are now (ten) 

complete books, (two) in progress, and at least (five to six) suggestions for 

other case studies. For the most part these booklets have been useful visual 

aids when explaining or supporting an idea; however, as a general observa

tion, it has been noticed that people do not appear to read them on their own 

as they tend to just look at the images instead. Additionally, people do not 

open them properly until it has been explained and demonstrated to them 

first; they are very cautious with these ephemeral bits of paper. Pertiaps an 

instructional diagram is needed on the books themselves, or maybe people 

just need more time to look at them? It would seem the reactions here sug

gest a need to make a large quantity of these booklets, give them away at a 

Community Centre Building Discussion event, and finally, see how they 

work in a larger, more informative, environment 

*For more comments on this process see 

the highlighted selection below or take a look at 

Appendix 04 - Meeting Records: Section 8.2. 
Idea #3 - Info Bits, Case Study examples. 

eron Park 
CbmiNMrito Assettiaiimt 

InfoBits: Cat* Stuoy Example* II 

[-] The first time the booklets were 
handed out was moments prior to the 
InteitActive] Discussion with the youth 
volunteers. Some participant's showed 
interest in these images, others did not 
50/50? However, it is incredibly difficult to 
determine the success of these books as 
one cannot realistically measure the impact 
they have another on another's opinion. 

[+] During a design open-house for the 
Heron Park Winter Carnival on February 
11th, 2012, the books were referred to 
quite often when talking with the public. 
Out of the 25-30 people who took part 
in the event, about (4-5) people picked 
these booklets up on their own to look 
at them. A lot of these active community 
members found them useful. 

[+/•) A couple people 
explained that they 
found the online versions 
of these books more 
convenient. The size is 
perhaps 'too small' for 
some readers, and it may 
help to change the font 
colour from grey to black. 



Physical model [4x8 ft], BIG! Site Model: South-east orientation - Previous Design Clinic 
proposal, A. Slade. 

Physical model [4x8 ft], BIG! Site Model: South-west orientation - Existing building 
[Field House], A. Slade. 
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BIG! Site Model 

IDEA. 04 
' To view I6EA 45. "I 
Idea Collector, please I 
see COMMENTARY. J 

In contrast to the traditional architecture school model that 

is often delicate and pristine, the sole purpose of the BIG! Site 

Model is to encourage use by anyone to alter and illustrate 

their own ideas whenever they would like. To fulfill these 

requirements, the first prototype was made from $35 worth 

of loose-cell Styrofoam which was accurately carved-out 

by a CNC Machine* and based on surveyed geo-referenced 
O 

AutoCAD drawings provided by the City of Ottawa archives, 

allowing the model to be precise and informative for future 
O -

design-use* The material provided: (1) A surface large 

enough to illustrate ideas on an zidentifiable scale while 

remaining light enough to be carried by a single person, [if 

the model was too small, people would not be able to play 

with it as well] and, (2) the porous material created a slightly 

rough appearance that helped reduce the concern for craft 

and simultaneously made the surface easy to modify* o - - - - -

FIGURE 67. (Top left) Photo, ldea.04 - BIG! Site Model: CNC Machine carving surface, A Slade. 
These photos document the CNC Machining used to carve out the site topography. The material was 
definitely an experiment because it was unknown how ioose-celi Styrofoam would cut with the driD-brts 
in the CNC machine. Access to this devioe provided by Carieton University: Azr»n School of Architecture and Ucbanisnv 

f\AATr*gr»cL CHCflC€_ 

a On. 

Ca*w vvrtck 
" m. •rvoAtVi-* A 

ton S*\'cVC «\ 
pg-TAluJ 3 

« *"coa!» - CA-ryed • 

O Vvc* - s%'cU  ̂ s WcV^W0" 

•>££*?»>• Xnr&VY atVwdfiWk 
9 jjtA—t»ia tuxo leLwip. 

FIGURE 66. Sketch, ldea.04-BIG! Site 
Model: Design Development, A Slade. 
'The final product stayed relatively 
true to these original design notes. 

'-o 'Using this method, it was possible to 
include important details like scale, 
topography, and existing tree place
ment, for example. Files accessed from 

MADG1C Digital Library at Caiieton University. 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

FIGURE 68. (below) Computer model 
based on CAD, Contour Map, A Slade. 
'Describes the 'drilling path' the machine 
uses to carve the surface. 

FIGURE 69. Photo, BIG! Site Model: 
Rough but smooth texture, A. Slade. 

° The Styrofoam allows people to stick 
things into it without glue or tape. 
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In the summer of 2011, Carleton University's Student Design 

Clinic provided Heron Park with a conceptual plan for a new 

Community Centre. To continue to work with this design 

development yet open it up to the participatory process, some 

advice was taken from Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till's 

book, Flexible Housing (2007). A series of "building blocks' were 

made for people to use with the site model, which were based 

on the programmatic information contained in the Design Clinic 
. — O 

plans* However, these blocks were not labeled with typical 

room titles, (as we may recall this can lead to a pre-determine 

understanding of a space, and therefore narrow its use to a 

single function1), but instead these programs were represented 

with images that described the activity in an attempt to imply 

that a wider range of multi-functional ideas could be associated 

with these spaces. As one can see in the photos to the right and 

the following ASSESSMENT, the "building blocks' are useful 

for [reorganizing various schematic designs of the Community 

Centre to suit the individual needs and desires of various 

members of the community. To conclude the process, a series 

of time lapse photos are taken from above the model during 

each Interactive] Design session to document the progression 

as people collaborate on the model. 

- o FIGURE 70. (top) Phots, UeaM-BIG! Ste 
' AtaM7^«sA,FIGURE71.(abOTB)*fea« 

-BIGISiBModetStaetedUpHJriroMX 
'The functional layout seen in the top 
image has been developed on in a fur
ther design option. 
Not sure if the gesture was sincere or not; 
however, the second image describes 
how the model was found one afternoon 
- tt is an option which could propose some 
interesting design possibilities. 

FIGURE 72. (above) Photos, ldea.04 -
BIG! Site Model: Mufti-Purpose Room 
(Gymnasium) in the center, M. 

OAyCARI CENTRE 3M 

FIGURE 73. Working drawing: floor plans, ldea.04 - BIG! Site Model: Building Blocks Conceptual Development, collaged by A. Slade. 
*This includes: (1) the type of programs that could be important to the Heron Park community and (2) their approximate dimensions. Additional pieces of 
various shape, size, and detail were also included, to allow more freedom to those who wanted to provide a more customized and in-depth model. 
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ASSESSMENT 5 ®S ! 
J CZ3 CD CT3 

The images and descriptions below shew a range of design t 

a time lapse camera. There are numerous amounts of photos, but the ones 

selected here mostly represent ideas that have been developed further from this 

stage, or will be pursued in the future. The screanshot (seen near the bottom of !, or will be pursued in the future. The screanshot (seen near the bottom of 

page) displays a video which can b3 viewed on the Heron Park website at 
the following address, htSo://hsronpark.cg/2012/u2f2uip|g-sf;3-rf!cidel-;» 
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Now that digital cameras are 

relatively inexpensive and accessible, 

it is possible to experiment with blurring 

short films of the model with actual footage filmed on-

site. If was noticed that this mixture of scales was quite 

effective in helping people visualize the designs they 

were creating with the BIG! Site Model. 

'For an extended discussion on these design proposals see, Appendlit 

04 - Meeting Records: 8.4. Idea #2 - BIGI Site Model 
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LATERAL THINKING 
in early December a small group of people from the community came to the 

Wednesday Night Program to view the site model which had been recently buBt 

Although they did not use the model as I had imagined, they proposed quite a vafid 

alternative; one that did not require very much hands-on interaction at aO. o* 

As the members discussed ideas about the future, they passed around 

soaps of paper and quickly wrote their own ideas down. They threw their 

scraps in the center of the model as new ideas were discussed and over about 

a half an hour we had many different concepts ranging from the 'large and 

symbolic' to the most 'detailed and functional'. 

What this event illustrated more than anything was that the mere presence of the 

site model was capable of helping people think about the building's design. Some 

were not as inclined to build with their hands, but this did not stop then from building 

a more defined image in their mind. For the thesis especially, it was interesting to 

see how this participatory process seemed to bring ail the processes together in a 

way. It appeared that people had a much easier time elaborating on their ideas and 

letting them flow while they were in the act of doing something else. To provide an 

example of this, my personal favourite idea from this meeting went as follows... 

A member was holding a 'case study1 booklet in his hand; the one entitled, 

'Cultural Centre De Kamers' (by Korteknie Stuhlmacher Aichitecten) 

that has six-foot tall chalk mural around its entire perimeter. The idea 

he suggested was the incorporation of a 'graffiti wall'. Ottawa is known 

to have a very positive group of graffiti artists throughout the city and in 

fact there are multiple designated areas that have been donated for this 

form of art.1 To some it seemed like a good idea to deal with the existing 

problems of 'offensive' and talentless' graffiti the Field House already 

withstands, and to others it provided a cheap solution to add some vibrant 

colour to the building. To the majority it was a great idea simply because it 

supported a local culture. However, the beauty of this form of discussion 

is that it did not stop here... 

We continued to talk about the effect paint can have on a building 

in general - and at this point I intervened, suggesting that a variety of 

random colours can look very nice if they are arranged in a certain way, 

but can be expensive to buy ail this paint This further led one of the 

community members to explain that he had tons of paint cans in his 

garage that he would love to get rid of. For a brief moment, everyone 

paused, because 'old paint cans' are in everyone's garage, and when 

there is a whole community willing to get rid of these cans, - well, you 

have yourself a lot of paint at no extra cost. 

Ideas like this show the power of numbers associated with the community and 

the power of diversity as seen in their various ways of thinking. The BJG! Site Model 

has remained in the Retd House since November and hopefully it wfl) stay there 

until a new Community Centre is realized. 
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'FIGURE 74. Photo, ldea,04 - BIG! Site Model: Generated dis
cussion with community, by A. Slade. 

FIGURE 75. Photos. Idea.04 - BIG! Site Model: Various scenes of community using model, by A. Slade. 



Heron ParV Community Centre Discussion 

visual 

educational 

building 

sound 

social 

recreational 

environmental 

Use the coloured pins to 
select your answer(s) — 

Presentation board, Survey Monkey - Community Centre Design Discussion, A. Slade. 
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Survey Monkey 

IDEA. 05 

He's a hypocrite, a walking-contradiction! Although the ap

proach to integrate collaborative and interactive design tech

niques is the preferred way in which this thesis plans to con

front (and thus attempt to lessen) its prejudices, another bias 

has developed in the previous chapter regarding Post-Occu

pancy Evaluations. The thesis expressed skepticism about 

the efficacy and utility of standard surveys and questionnaire-

based information gathering techniques. Asides from the 

criticisms identified by previous research, this prejudice most 

likely stems from a personal frustration from bureaucratic 

fatigue, which lies within an even deeper prejudice of an in

dividual's work-ethic, which could eventually be rooted in the 

assumption of one's life choices: Not everyone wants a person

al relationship with their work, right? It is at this level that one 

must slow down and [re]assess their thoughts; perhaps, if we 

reflect for a moment - and keep an open mind while doing 

so - we might be able to expand on the opportunities that lie 

before us. So therefore, let us confront these assumptions in 

their crudest form. Let us make an online survey. Let us email 

a link to all the people in the Heron Park community. Let us 

post it on the website. Finally, let us see how it works. 

The survey was created by using questions that other Community Centre design propos

als had tried in the past, (i.e. Collingwood YMCA)*°"Additionally, the majority of questions 

were refined through conversations with HPCA treasurer, main organizer of Ice Rink 

Activities, supervisor of Wednesday Night Program, and avid writer for the Heron Park 

Herald. Or, as we suggested before, the involved community worker, the 'Enabler1. 

©FIGURE 76. Survey, Collingwood 
YMCA reference, Central Park Rede
velopment Project. 
'Fortunately, this community needs as
sessment began around September. It 
was a good example for understanding 
how to design a survey. 

^ 1 

FIGURE 77. Visualization, ldea.07 
- Survey Monkey: Website icon and 
Screenshot of survey, A. Slade. 
•Reused the image from CH.04 port
folio to create an icon for the HPCA 
website. For a closer look at the web
site, please visit, htto://www-survev-
monkev.eom/s/LSMDC5B. 
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FIGURE 78. Presentation board, ldea.07 - Survey Monkey - Community Centre Design Discussion (continued), A. Slade. 
*The "Other (please specify)' option works nicely and became a great addition for locating specific neighbourhood concerns. 



Let us makes things easier 

(Q1) HERON PARK NORTH 

(Q3) MULTI-PURPOSE INDOOR GYM 
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The verdict!? This feedback was quite useful for rationalizing larger 

decisions, like determining which programs to include in the building for 

example; however, when it came to the questions that suggested some 

subjectivity, it was much less successful - as expected. People found these 

types of questions difficult to answer, some even seemed a bit frustrated 

that the choices were not more equivalent. No offence taken here - for this 

was likely due to the fact that I have never put together a survey before. I 

cannot dare bring myself to say there is an 'art' to it, but there are definitely 

techniques to make it more efficient, (or at least easier for the public; and 

thus - presumably - more effective.) Nevertheless, there were 40 PEOPLE 

in total that answered the survey and many important hunches the Heron 

Park Community Association had were confirmed by consensus. 

*P!ease ignore the 'SAMPLE' stamp displayed on these figures. The 
information is accurate; the stamp is merely a watermark device used by the 

company make one feel the need to upgrade to non-free version. For the same 
reason, the survey stayed under 10 questions in order to be free as well! 
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raerestion and social needs. 

(Q4) YOUTH GAMES ROOM I address accessibility by putting tamr level at the base of the berm.1 

|23.-1f'2012 11:58 PM View Responses 

IA oi 0 as C is not accessible (see www.aoda.ca) 
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"To review the full results, please see, Appendix 08 - Survey Analysis 

http://www.aoda.ca
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ORCHARD. 
'I was surprised to find out from the City of 
Ottawa staff that, in their eyes a, "Community 
Garden" and a "Community Orchard" are two 
completely different and unrelated things ... 
Community Gardens in the city have some 
strict rules they must adhere to and are 
included in the cities zoning and planning 
bylaws. Community Orchards, however, are 
mentioned nowhere in the city's bylaws and 
have no established rules. Ah, the efficiencies 
of municipal government" _ JG 

'DESIGN BOOK'EXAMPLES] 
Explanation of participatory design process 

NECESSARY. 
It is important to believe that we could get a 
new Community Centre at Heron Park. But 
what if? This design option is meant to investi
gate this condition. Heron Park members have 
made the best of this building so far; however, 
it seems as if the centre has reach a 'tipping 
point'. Since there is insufficient space to 
gather for larger events, it is difficult for the 
Community Centre to entice or accommodate 
new members. At the same time, to prove a 
need for new centre, there must be a significant 
population wanting it. Realistically, what can be 
done? What if we try to only expand one room 
at a time? Can the Field House outgrow its 
rigid structure? 

During a brief design discussion around the 
'BIG! Site Model' on November 23nd, 2011, 
the significance of a proper kitchen was a 
need heavily voiced by the five Heron Park 
Community participants. How does the 
kitchen become a node? A series of sketches 
are drawn to look at ways of integrating the 
kitchen atmosphere with the entire Commu
nity Centre space. However, because this 
option proposes a completely new building, it 
therefore covers an arrangement of different 
ideas along the way. 

m 
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\ 06 | The [Un] Prejudiced Project. 2 J"' 
The design they made me do! 9*---

* \ 

Let us begin by addressing the reality that the notion of 

actually creating an unprejudiced project is unachievable. 

Hopefully, this comes as no surprise, as it has been implied 

over and again that we can only pursue reducing prejudice 

while knowing that we can never truly achieve its elimination. 

Optimistically though, there is always more to be understood 

if we keep these receptive thoughts in mind. In response, 

the following design process revealed here is built on this 

approach, as a means of designing more responsibly and 

critically in the search for a more humanistic and time-

considerate architecture. The architect's role in relation to the 

Community Centre is on trial. Please, find the holes and flaws 

within this approach; such a critique is not only acceptable, 

but encouraged. Is that not a valid form of participation? 

* 

On February 11th, 2012, the Heron Park Community Asso

ciation (HPCA) held an annual Winter Carnival; over 100 people 

attended this event and upwards of 200 have participated in the 

past During a preliminary meeting on December 6*, 2011, the 

HPCA Building Group decided that this event would be a good 

scenario to display all the interactive, collaborative, and partici- ,.v 

patory design work that this thesis had developed with the com- wte<5rr£.136 Event,' 
I '' 

munity members up to that date* However, through various 

discussion with the HPCA members (and as recommended by 

a city representative present at the meeting), it turned out that 

what Heron Park really needed at that time was some 'attractive 

architectural images' to help promote the idea of a new Commu

nity Centre for fund-raising purposes. Fund-raising is allegedly 

the most effective way to prove to the City of Ottawa that a com

munity supports an idea.* It would appear our prejudicedf!?] 

architectural image is a necessary tool in raising community spir

its. However, to be a little less extreme, perhaps it is more like 

how Alan Twelvetrees explained earlier; that there needs to be a 

*For instance. It has been mentioned 
that other Community Centres in Ot
tawa have raised incredible amounts in 
pursuit of a new building - in fact some 
have raise more than $200,000 (over 
many years of course). Nevertheless, 
this is not nearly enough money to build 
a community facility in today's economy 
and therefore the $1 to $2 million dollar 
Community Centres that we have seen 
built in Ottawa in the past are almost al
ways a result of government assistance. 
Also, in many other cases - like Heron 
Park, existing buildings are donated by 
the City as well. 
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balance between organization and idealism of the project For

tunately, the thesis had spent a lot of its time organizing and 

conducting many different participatory processes up until this 

decision, and therefore it was easy to base the architectural de

sign proposals on the ideas collected from the community. In 

addition, it was agreed by the board that a range of'design op

tions' (or 'architectural scenarios') might be the most suitable 

way to generate public interest because this approach would 

not suggest just one predisposed design. 

However, regardless of the precautions we made and the fact 

that these 'design options' were based on an participatoiy de

sign process, must we still accept that they are prejudiced? No, 

Yes, and Na No, in the sense that they are only suggestions. Yes, 

because suggestions or not the architect still must make subjec

tive interpretations based on this public feedback, and inevitably 

these decisions will still influence the minds of viewers. And No, 

again... hopefully, because we can argue that through this public-

contamination and negotiation an unbiased discussion of design 

is nurtured. The architect is a person too; they should be allowed to 

use some of their background knowledge as well right? This final 

point leaves us again in an indefinable and contradictory state of 

deciding just how much to take from the public-feedback and how 

much to use from one's own judgment It is different this time, 

but perhaps still somewhat susceptible to the same inescapable 

'architectural bull' as described in CH.02 - Confronting the Prejudice 

Project Perhaps all we can do to avoid this condition is 'proceed 

with caution', not in the sense of degrading design potential but in 

the sense of staying focused on what is best for the other instead. 

' I he following pages explain the step-by-step Participatory Resign Process by summarizing tlie first' 

design option that was prepared with the Heron Park Community. This process has been used to begin 

4 [+1] different design options so far. Only one option will be shown in the main thesis text; however 

the others can be viewed in the COMMENTARY and ail options can be viewed in their uncondensed 

format online at. http:ffheronpark.ca/2012/02/22/new-communitv-csntre-riBsinn.ontinns/ The first 

four projects have been initiated by this thesis; however, interestingly the fifth option was conducted 

by a member of the Heron Park community who liked the simplicity and clarity of the process. This 

member has appropriated this idea for a Community Orchard proposal just north of the park boundary, 

which was actually already approved on Tuesday, February 14", 2012. This participatory process 

for Heron's Park's new Community Centre has also been recently added to their local newspaper to 

inform the surrounding neighbourhood; see Appendix 13 - Publications and Interviews: The Heron 

P?* Herald, Information & Progress on Design Process, Donna Silver [editor], A. Slade. 
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Design Book Example 

Explanation of a Participatory 
Design Process 

After about 4 months of trying 
out different ways of collecting 
ideas from the community for a 
new Community Centre (a self-
conducted needs assessment 
per se), we have recently started 
to put some of these comments 
into effect in the form of various 
design options. 

The purpose is to explore a 
range of possibilities for a new 
Community Centre so that we can 
figure out the variety of needs this 
facility might require to suit the 
Heron Park community. 

The basic design methodology is 
as follows; 

1/ Create a Project Symbol 

This is meant to encapsulate the 
idea we have for the community 
or Community Centre. It can help 
us remember and quickly identify 
the main idea inherent to each 
design option. 

21 Provide a summary of the idea 

Each 'design option' booklet 
displays a small chart to help 
compare certain qualities between 
the various design options. The first 
column describes the estimated 
cost of construction - which is 
primarily based on square footage, 
or design complexity. The second 
column measures the amount of 
multi-useable space in the design 
proposal - this is based on the 
amount of multi-use rooms and/or 
open and flexible spaces that can 
offer a number of different activities 
at different times. The third and 
final column represents the amount 
of phasing possible in the design -
planning for future growth. 

FIGURE 79. Page from design book, KC. Cover page, A. Siade. 

KITCHEN CENTRAL// 
//connecting social space 

Type: New Building 
Size: 5600 FL1 • 600 MEZZ. «= 6200 sq.ft. 
Location: Centra) to Existing Field House footprint 

Design Premise: 
During a brief design discussion around the 'BIG! Site Model' on 

1 November 23rd, 2011, the significance of a proper kitchen was a rteod 
heavily voiced by the five Heron Park Community participants. 

The scraps of paper on the following page document this collective 
idea; The resulting interpretive design option is primarily based on the 
statement targe kitchen as sort of center node." 

Design Process: 
f The firs! section of this option begins by looking at the question. How 

does the kitchen become a node? A series of sketches are drawn to 
took at ways of integrating the kitchen atmosphere with the entire 
Community Centre spaoe. However, because this option proposes a 
completely new buildlng,.it therefore covers an arrangement of different 
ideas along the way. 

j_ For example, the program selection and placement are based on 
results gathered by Survey Monkey, tire arched roof aesthetic was 
requested by a youth volunteer, and the Skate Change room was 

a located on a lower level to help skaters access the ice rink as 
o suggested by a member of the Heron Park Community Association, 

t P S 
: o 3 i After these major decisions are set, the design can shift into the finer 
• o z a. details such as multi-use, phasing, environmental and social factors, 
o o z a. 

FIGURE 80. Page from design book, KC. Design option summary, A. Slade. 
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J)eparture(s) 

Programmatic: 
B.Maclean:- Bulletin Board (Big) 

Large kitchen as sort of a centre node. 

.vsf̂ K  ̂

FIGURE 81. Page from design book, KC. Public-Participation comments as design 
departures, A. Slade. 

.Modifications 

CENTRALIZE. SHAPE & COMPRESS. 

(1) Centralize kitchen and rotate rooms around 
(2) Adjust height to suit site and program 

(3) Compress footprint 

14 " Foyer/Gathering "I 

«Yc«& Garnet Room j 
Rnttfigm 

Suvvy.Mortoy 

games room 
coo small 

Ccmnanibom 
NwJAaî pbtjyJ' 

FIGURE 82. Page from design book, KC. Adjusting the building to suit needs, programs, desires, 
A. Slade. "The yellow 'speech bubbles' represent comments referenced to participatory prooesses. 

3/ Identify where the idea came finom 

The first section, Design Premise, 
explains where the idea came 
from - be it an informal conversa
tion or interactive design discus
sion during the Wednesday Night 
Program, an email, a note from 
meeting minutes, a comment or 
outcome from survey results, or 
even something posted on the 
Heron Park website. References 
to these sources are used as 
often as possible and can appear 
on other pages of the 'design op
tion' booklet as well. 

The second section, Design Pro
cess briefly explains how this idea 
was interpreted through the pro
posed building design. 

41 Visualizing the idea: 

This step demonstrates the act of 
transforming the idea from words 
to diagrams, sketches, or any 
other type of drawing. 

51 Programming the building 

This section shows which pro
grams (or room types) are involved 
in the design and their rough loca
tion in relation to the site. 

61 Shaping the programs 

This section explores how the 
programs can be manipulated to 
suit the initial idea, (for example, 
"Kitchen as a central node," in this 
design option) 
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7/ Assessing the design 

After the initial design idea has 
found a balance with the function
al requirements of the building, 
there is one final step: The refin
ing stage makes any adjustments 
possible to increase: 

(A) Multi-useable spaces - al
low for flexibility of spaces for 
different activities and events to 
take place. (Useful technique in 
a Community Centre because ac
tivities are always changing due 
to the seasons or new members, 
for example) 

(B) Level of phasing possible 
- Allows the design to be 
constructed in phases over the 
years. This could be a useful 
approach to help provide time for 
adequate fundraising. (i.e. Phase 
I, build kitchen and gathering 
spaces, Phase II, build multi
purpose room). 

(C) Energy Efficiency - the inte
gration of passive solar orientation 
or natural ventilation, for example, 
are traditional techniques that can 
be used to cut back on energy 
consumption and use in a build
ing. It is worth incorporating these 
details wherever it is possible as it 
will reduce the operating costs of 
the building and rely less on mech
anical heating and cooling. 

81 Communicating the Experience 

Finally, what is the point of all this 
work if no one can understand 
it? The last section focuses on 
making these ideas, drawings, 
and images coherent and easy-
to-read so that everyone can get 
a sense of what these 'design 
options' could look like. 

.Refining 7d 

summer sosttee 

vs 

SOLAR, VENTILATION, GARDENS. 
(1) All south facing rooflines protrude 3ft rrtn, to Kock unwanted sun from emering the bidding during summer 
months. During the winter, the sun's azimuth ts tow enough to allow sun to ercer beGow the overhang 
(2) A vertical shaft sts aver kitchen to naturafly vent rtscng heat from within the buffcfng. (dosed during summer) 
(3) Based on the difference in es pressure from north to south, a natural breeze could be harness atong this access 
provided thai widows are open 
(4) Tree-top roof terrace: Community Gardens {seasonal or aityear around) 

FIGURE 83. Page from design book, KC. Adjusting the building to suit context and 
environment, A Slade. 

FIGURE 84. Page from design book, KC. Communicating the deskpi ttvuugh quick scenes based on 
use, A Slade. 
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FIGURE 85. Vignette, KC. Communicating the relationship between peqpte and the environment developed b the previous steps of design, A Slade. 
"This image illustrates the types of movement taking piace in the proposed enfry/foyer space. The view is looking from the kitchen serving window from 
which one can see the Dover Street entrance (to the left) and the hallway leading to the hockey changerooms and observation deck above (on the right). 

Clover Street Entrenoe 

FIGURE 88. Page from design book, KC. Communicating the buildings' place within the 
neighbourhood, A Slade. 

Vignette. 

"In theatrical script writing, sketch 
stories, and poetry, a vignette is 
a short impressionistic scene that 
focuses on one moment or gives a 
trenchant impression." (source: Wikipedia) 

The 'design option' booklets 
come to an end with a series of 
images to communicate the build
ing's use, followed by some archi
tectural drawings to represent 
the building's shape (form) and 
space. On the final page, a blank 
template is always provided for 
the reader to add their own com
ments and ideas. (Refer to COM
MENTARY for an example). 

Everyone is encouraged to use 
the Heron Park website to give 
feedback on these design options 
as they are posted, revised, and 
continuously updated online. The 
Heron Park Community Associa
tion looks forward to hearing more 
great ideas from the community! 
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*The images included here display an idea 
discussed in late November based on the premise 
of having a kitchen space become the 'centre node' 
of the new Community Centre. 

In response to this, the following design option looks 
at what this 'Kitchen Central' idea could be. 

*For more detailed information, or if you would like 
to provide any comments, please see the Heron 
Park Website, htto://heronDark.ca/ 

.Vignettes. 

SYUNASIUM 

GROUND FLOOR 

_Vignette$ 

TS 

FIGURE 87. Drawings [floor plans], KC. Step-by-Step section perspective plans, A. Slade. 
*Much like the drawings of the existing 'Field House' as seen in the InterfActive] Discussion process shown in CH.05., these plans use perspective 
and shadow to create a 'doll house effect' that helps people read the spaces within. Ideally, it would be nice to rename the rooms so that the 
spaces could suggest other possibilities. For example, what if the 'Skate Change Room' was changed to 'Sun Bathing Area'? Perhaps this 
room does not need a wall and door. Maybe, like one of the community members suggested, the skate changing cx>uld be planned to be more 
informal - like the way it is now. If this were the case, removing that one wall could really open up that bottom floor to allow various functions to 
happen in that (south-oriented and activity field viewing) 'room'. 

1  

FIGURE 88. Vignettes, Additional scenes from design book, A. Slade. 
*Ail images shown here were produced fairly quick (about 30 min. each) to help communicate spatial qualities like light, volume, views, and 
public-use within the building, without finessing over any details that would be too premature for this conceptual design idea. By playing up the 
'cartoonish' effect in these images, we are able to worry less about the quality of the image to some degree while at the same time, allowing 
the simplicity of these images to help tell the story of the scene much quicker - like a comic does, for instance. 
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION 

Section drawing, Design Option Book: KC. Kitchen Central - Longitudinal Section, A. Slade. 

IK 
CROSS SECTION 

Section drawing, Design Option Book: KC. Kitchen Central - Cross Section, A. Slade. 

/ 
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FIGURE 89. Photos, KC. Kitchen Central - Physical model, A Slade. 
*lt was noticed from the HPCA Winter Carnival 2012, that the physical model was the most effective medium for communicating design to the public. 
Unfortunately the model above did not exist at the time; however, it was quickly built a few days later. The yellow people represent the 'design option' 
colour to continue to reiterate and remind people of the various options. 
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WAYS TO INTEGRATE PUBLIC-PARTICIPATION INTO THE 

ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION? 

1 To some, this example might be the feast direct, to others it might hit the root of the is
sue; nevertheless, the introduction of participatory types of services through a school or 
internship pedagogy could be an early way to make an impact on many prospective ar
chitects. For example, we could look at how Rural Studio operates, or more locally, per
haps we could instead review Dalhousie University in Halifax. Nova Scotia. This school 
offers a six year program consisting of: two years of any university subject, two years of 
Bachelor of Environmental Design Studies (which includes a compulsority four month 
co-op work term), and finishes with two year Master of Architecture program.1 The key 
aspect here that makes Dalhousie University's so receptive to public-participation is that 
°[f]rom the start, [their] program plunges you into the working world of architecture."2 If 
these students are aware from day one of the impact clients and the public can have on 
their prqects, it can only help these prospective architects reason and test their designs 
with other, non-architectural crowds in the future. 

2 To be more specific to the profession, we could review an idea that was suggested 
by an associate from Teeple Architects (an established design firm based in Toronto) 
during a midterm review for this thesis. It was proposed that one can create a separate 
contract for such architectural agency services surrounding the idea of collecting public 
opinions. This firm has approached Community Centre projects in this format before to 
conduct comparable needs assessments to the ones shown in CH.05 PEOPLE MEET 
AGENCY. An extreme version of this 'separate contract1 condition - but also an extreme
ly interesting one - would be what AMO is to OMA (Office for Metropolitan Architecture). 

AMO is a separate organization from the OMA office yet it openly acts a think tank' 
for all OMA's projects. It was created in the mid 1990's supposedly because its 
founder Rem Koolhaas was getting tired of architecture and its corporate restraints.3 

In fact, OMA was finding it increasingly difficult to squeeze interactive, collaborative, 
or simply thinking ideas'* into their regular architectural fee schedule, (as these 
services are commonly outside the typical scope of work). As a result, OMA 
rebranded itself and created a separate company to make space for these valuable 
architectural processes. 

3 The final example is the most related to the Post-Occupancy Evaluation approach; 
however, it is slightly more focused on the architect-client relationship as it primarily 
deals with specific design issues, as opposed to a wider group consensus. Perhaps 
it is best described as an architect-led, design-build process. Regardless, "The Cube" 
is a mixed-use condominium complex by Oppenheim Architecture + Design proposed 
to be built in Miami, Florida, that continuously changes its shape based on negotiation 
between its inhabitants. The project suggests both a different strategy to urban living 
and new approach the common architect-client procedure: 

Cube promotes its occupants to design their own domain with the possibility of connecting multiple... 
living environments [with their neighbours). Generated by desire and need rather than architectural 
presumption... future condominium owners are propelled to communicate with the architect their 

needs and day to day functions' 

Oppenheim Architecture + Design has reconstructed the traditional role of the 
designer; they are committed to the building over its lifecycle and therefore allow 
it to change based on the inhabitants desires. 

FIGURE 90. Screenshot, Architec
tural Stamp (seal) for OMA / AMO, 
modified by A. Slade. 
•Joshua Prince-Ramus explains that, 
"What we realize is that the only that 
we are going to get that space to 
think, and god forgive, get paid for that 
space to think, is to ca!i it something 
else." The image above has been 
mirrored to illustrate how OMA sim
ply flipped their existing logo to cre
ate their rebranded company AMO. 
Rem Koolhaas: A Kind of Architect. Electronic 
Import. Directed by Markus Heidingsfelder. Min 

Tesch (Germany : NEW VIDEO GROUP, 2008) 
35:30, http://www.babelgum.com/6002699/rem-

kodhaas-kind-architect-fult-film.html., (accessed 

November 12.2011). 

FIGURE 91. Visualizalions, The Cube, 
Oppenhefrn Architecture + Design, Miami, 
Florida, USA, (2010). *The modular design 
petmits iihabitants to expand or modify 
their units with each other as they please. 



18.4 Reactions to the KC-Kitchen Central Design 
• Everyone said they liked this option better than 

the previous design due to the natural sunlight it 
harnesses and the open and connected spaces. 

• CM liked the way people's ideas were referenced at 
the beginning. He also enjoyed the curves. 

• AD asked if the walls could be opened 
suggesting that the gym could open up to the 
main gathering and kitchen spaces. (There 
could be code issues, [ie. fire separations] 
preventing this, but worth looking into 
further.) 

Minulfts - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 .18\ 
February Hth, 2012 -10 Q0pnv4 03 

Can it fit a Bocce Court. »i 

ASSESSMENT I 
08 

valid 
18.5 NLR-No Lift Required 
• JM thought this was a 

exploration to look into. 
• He liked the idea of try

ing to make the ramp into 
something other than just 
an accessible corridor. 

• He said that this is what he 
enjoyed about Design Ctirv 
k?s proposal because Ihey 
could hang art up next to the 
windows along the ramp. 

• AS concern is that art 
display might be the 
most efficient use of 
space in the community 
centre. Additionally, the 
west facing windows 
that the art would be 
hung on would never re
ceive much sunlight due 
to the dense forest next to the building. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012.18\ Ffcb-vyiv 
Hth, 2012 - 10:C'Qp:rt-4 00 

1.6 SI SUcked Up 
• AD and GG both thought that this was worth 

looking into, it minimizes the impact the 
building has on the beautiful park surround
ing the existing Field House at Heron Park. 

• AS thinks that a structural analysis would be worth 

m 

doing to see if the building could 
port another storey or even two if 

• AS is going to connect with the 
engineering department contact 
at Carleton University as recom
mended by PC - Meeting #03 to 
see if teachers might be interest
ed in this type of analysis. 

Minutes - Heron ParK Winter C3rp=val 
?012,18\ Febnriry 11 Ih. 20".2 -

1000pm-4:00 

18.7 Bocce Courts 
- The Italian Card Players who 

use the Community Centre 
almost every day have raised 
over $25,000 for a double 
bocce court. 

- They said the standard 
dimensions are 3m x 24m 
(x2) with a lane down the centre. 

- The surface is an carpet-type material. 
- AO and AS discussed with them where 

something like this could fit into the new 
Community Centre. 

- It would be great if it could go along the west wall 
of the multi-purpose room. Ideally it would be 
best if it could be covered up with a gym 
floor when they weren't playing so that 
they could get the most multi-func-
tional use out of the room. 

Minutes - Hiiron Park Winter Carnival 2012 .18\ 

February 11th. 2012 - ?0 000-̂ -4:00 

suppose we could pretend that this Open House 
was the all-important 'final project' the typical 

architectural thesis requires; and that because 
a relatively large group of people had now 
seen this design and gave their opinions; 
we could wrap everything up here and draw 
our conclusions. However, this would not do 
justice to the actual success of this event, nor 
would it accurately explain the significance 
this act had for the Community Centre. 

In reality, we might call this presentation to 
the public a catalyst - or a point of transition 
to some degree - for until this moment, no 
one from the community really knew what the 

f o r m e r participatory processes were 
capable of doing. Quite 

understandably in 
fact, as there 
was truly no 

design process 
established to confirm 

the relevance of the 
previous ideas before. 

Nevertheless, there were 
about 25 to 30 discussions 
about the Community Centre 
that transpired over the 

course of the day, and as one 
can see from the comments on 

this page, there were many interesting 
ideas brought up in specific relation to the 

actual design proposals. However, 
in the broad scheme of things this 
is relatively a small step for the 
Community Centre. The real task, 
and perhaps the real achievement, 
transition, or catalyst, is found in the 
distribution that follows this event. 

Again, we find ourselves jumping 
back and forth between the stages 
of 'organization and idealization', 
for it seems that even though our 
'architectural image' was apparently 
successful in embodying a set of values 
collected from the community; this one 
presentation will not be enough to 
create an active change. More building 

committee meetings are needed and a wider public 
must be informed if adequate fundraising is to begin. 

Perhaps this is why I see the recent publishing of this 
of this event in the local Heron Park Herald Newspaper: 
(Spring Edition, Community Centre Visions pt. 3, See 
Appendix 10. - Publications and Interviews) as a much 
more significant step for the community. 

sup-
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HENRY CAMERON: "Look, do you see those people down there? 
Do you know what they think of architecture?" 

HOWARD ROARK: I don't care what they think of architecture, 
or anything else." 

King Vtdor, Screen Play by 
Ayn Rand, The Fountain' 

head. United States: Warner 
Bros. 1949. 
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Poster, Taking advice from the Community Center, Heron Park, Ottawa, Ontario. 
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Postscript 
Reassessing a Thesis on Agency 

Sometimes I wonder what it would feel like if I were not an architect 
in training. Not because I am ungrateful for all the rich and valuable 

lessons, philosophies, and techniques I have learned - not to mention 
the tolerance this curriculum has provided; allowing me to openly 

pursue the precarious topics of agency and public-participation - but 
because I wish I could see this practice from another, non-architectural, 
perspective again. Sure, I can look back in time to catch a glimpse of 

this supposed inner self. As architect Peter Zumthor explains in his one 
of his introspective essays from Thinking Architecture (1999), "There 

was a time when I experienced architecture without thinking about it. . . 
Memories like these contain the deepest architectural experience that I 
know."1 The issue for me is that, even in that state, I still believe I had 
a biased interest in this form of thinking during my upbringing. I was 

your typical 'archi-kid' - endlessly fiddling with Legos and crayons, and 
spending more time on level editors in video games than playing them 

for the stories they told. When I read the self-titled Ecopragmatist's 
words of Stewart Brand*, the philosophy-driven criticality of Jeremy Till, 
or even the euphoric description of the city by Jonathon Lethem - an 
author of fiction (often sci-fi), who unfortunately hasn't made it into the 

thesis until this point - it makes me think of the impact these journalistic 
views have on architecture.* 

When I read through the self-reflective books like Agency: Working With 

Uncertain Architectures (2011) by Florian Kossak et al., or Architecture 

at the Edge of Everything Else (2010) by Esther Choi & Marrikka Trotter 
for example, it is difficult for me to see past the fact that these texts are 

heavily directed towards a very theoretical audience, (i.e. not public 
reader-friendly). Even though a huge component of understanding 
agency lies in collaborating and communication with the other, the irony 

here, or perhaps more suitably, the 'paradox' here is that the majority of 
these discussions about agency become focused on architecture while 
(unintentionally or not) they arguably remain confusing and possibly 

even pretentious to other interdisciplinary fields.* 

'Ecopragmatist was a term Stewart 
Brand defined in his 2009 book, Whole 
Earth Discipline: An Ecopragmatist 
Manifesto, which explains his take not 
only architecture, but the whole world 
in general. Stewart Brand, Whole Earth 
Discipline: An Ecopragmatist Manifesto, (New 

York: Viking Penguin, 2009.) 

*lt reminds me of a classic Canadian 
novel I read when I was very young, 
The Fifth Business, by Robert Davies. 
Throughout the story we follow the 
life of a school teacher, Dunstable 
Ramsay, a quiet man, but a man that 
was tally observant. Over his life he 
watched as his friend/enemy Percy 
Boyd experienced it ail. From this dis
tance he was able to see so much more 
than Boyd who was always caught up 
in the moment. Robertson Davies. Fifth busi
ness. (New York: Viking Press, 1970.) 

*ln fact, an essay by Dana Vais in 
Agency: Working with Uncertain 
Architectures, entitled "Secondary 
agency: Learning from Boris 
Grays" discusses this exact issue, 
specifically in the section called "Over-
identification: Paradox-Projects." In a 
sense, I feel this essay could have 
gone closer to the beginning of the 
book to act as a bit of a disclaimer for 
al! the collaborative discussions that 
follow. Florian Kossak. et al.. eds. Agamy: 

Wotting with Uncertain Architectures (Abingdon, 

Oxon: RoutJedge, 2010). 56. 

Admittedly, I too struggle to break this codified language; perhaps, out 

of fear that my argument would come across, [unjacademic if I chose to 
change my tone. It feels like there is a lot to explain sometimes when 

speaking about architecture, but is this necessarily true? How would 
I explain all this to someone at the Heron Park Community Centre 

without understandably watching their eyes glaze over before me? 
What if I was to say, quite simply: 
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Architects are confused about what they are supposed to do. 

We like to design quality buildings" in respect to their surrounding 

communities and to their inhabitants and owners. Yet, at the 

same time, we like to make these places appealing from inside 

to out because sometimes* an attention to art and beauty has 

a way of outlasting the buildings that are only functional. We 

accept that anyone * can do this and hope that most people want 

to - in one way or another - because our profession relies on 

this public interest.* However, as architects, we are passionate 

about these things - in fact so much that we sometimes get a 

little earned away* - but in this determination and rigor, we hope 

that one can see the value of our assistance; and we hope that 

others would like to use our help (if needed) when planning 

for the changes of spaces, places, and the all-around built-

environments that affect their lives. 

Too simple? 

Reassessing a Thesis on Agency asks two main questions; (1) what can 

architects do for others, and (2) are we suitably equipped for this type of 

commitment? Taking an active role in a process can last years, in some 

cases, an entire lifetime - if the cause is significant enough. Of course 

archtiects are committed, (or more accurately perhaps, determined) 

in certain ways, but do we require an underlying sociological, political, 

or cultural background to carry out these complicated roles guided by 

agency? Or, does architecture - as discipline, pedagogy, profession, 

and way of thinking - have something valid to offer this uncertain and 

uncontrollable socio-politcal territory? Perhaps it is useful for us to 

reflect on how this thesis exploration began. 

*Or, structures, exhibitions, events, 
sculptures, furniture, digital worlds, etc. 

'To a certain degree, and within the 
right context. Presumeabiy, both can 

be achieved if time is provided for 
these thought. 

*With a pen, piece of paper, and an 
idea at least. 

"Is architecture an essential need? 
Or, is that just shelter. 

•And I apologize for that. At least I 
can say for myself, I'm working on it. 

It would seem as if the reader had entered some sort of personal 

aftermath - and imaginably this was true to an extent We began our 

PROLOGUE with an idea; one that was awkwardly caught between a 

-AS regarded in the ABSTRACT crumbling set of concretized values* and a budding emotion that seemed 
as a need to map ageing and 
building lifecycies and in to provoke more interest, yet uncomfortably felt like it could be taken as 
conventional buildings. r 

a generalization. However, before we could explore something that was 

allegedly 'valid' to architectural discourse, it seemed that there were a lot of 

unresolved questions about the discipline itself that stood in the way. Must 

I talk about architecture through the rhetoric of something else to avoid these 

questions? Furthermore, why do I feel that / need to? It seemed as if these 

thoughts were poking at a wound; yet, the thesis could not pull itself away. 
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Perhaps it was curiosity; maybe even a naivety to the complexities involved 

in this discussion, but nevertheless, there was a sincere concern to expose 

the apparent 'rawness' of these questions. Previous thoughts concerning 

the principles of ageing in architecture had reasonably considered people 

and their built environments; however, the exploration felt endless and 

irrelevant to talk about 'the other' without actually talking to them. 

Fortunately, by a means of reflection on these ideas - which can be 

attributed to ASSESSMENT 01. A Taste of Architectural Agency, where we first 

made our first connection to the Community Centre - an important 

realization occured. Perhaps the reassessment and testing of these ideas 

(which inevitably generated a change of thought) was an obvious step to 

make for a thesis; however, the process in itself was definitely interesting, 

and more importantly, useful, nonetheless. It was ultimately the inspiration 

gathered from this procedure that helped us find some clarity in the purpose 

and application associated with a discussion of architectural agency. 

Through the lens of agency, an architectural narrative, device, or rhetoric is 

unnecessary. To explain, when we approached the Community Centre we were 

able to see more than a problem-to-solve or a need-to-fill; but instead, it provid

ed an opportunity to immerse ourselves in this unfamiliar world of knowledge 

and learn from the way in which these associations cope with complex ideas 

like uncertainty, contingency, and diversity - similar to that of architecture. In 

fact, the notion of agency always kept the relationship with the Community 

Centre more like a conversation rather than a study; and we treated it this way 

from our introduction as 'stranger", to the active role we have accepted today. 

However, in the acceptance of agency, there was definitely a necessary 

self-reflection required for architecture. The Community Centre may be 

a very open-minded, non-judgmental, and therefore confident setting, 

but this does not mean it is completely stable. In feet, like many subjects 

immersed in uncertainty - be it the new member that joins a Community 

Centre, or the architect who accepts the job to design a community building 

when he knows nothing about that local culture or history - getting involved 

with a community is often a delicate situation which requires caution and 

concern every step of the way. 
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Our review of the architectural discipline and its susceptibility to a 

design-prejudice was by no means a resolvable matter, but created a shift in 

thinking that allowed us to see a wider field of information and opportunity 

that is often smothered by more esoteric discussions of the practice, which 

presumably hold little importance to those outside of the 'architectural circle'. 

It is perhaps a modest-seeming achievement, but what we learned from this 

discussion was that something unique can begin to happen when we hold 

back from designing for a moment and simply listen to others instead. 

It is true, this acknowledgement did not lead us to our eventual 

relationship with the Heron Park Community Association - for this merely 

happened by chance -but there is no doubt that this approach led us to a 

more fertile understanding of what the Community Centre and the practice 

of architecture could become. As valid and useful listening has been for us -

in all its receptiveness to new opportunities - it is still only one component 

in taking an active role in a community. The Heron Park Community Centre 

- or the 'Field House' building to be more specific - is in definite need of 

change; for it currently sits in an awkward state that inhibits it from future 

growth. Without this 'future growth' public support for a renovation, 

addition, or new building, for example, is virtually unattainable. 

To be considerate ofthis condition and equally cautious ofthe architectural 

prejudices from the other perspective, the understanding of what 

change meant for Heron Park involved two different, yet interconnected, 

investigations. The first could be described as the 'technical inquiry', or the 

architect's critical understanding of contingency as a means of building the 

1976 book °f Lars Lerups unfinished* As we learned from Lars Lerup, this not only involves having an 

open mind to what 'things' are, but what 'types' of things we could plan for 

instead. The idea that a 'type' does not necessarily define one prescribed 

outcome seemed more than suitable for the diversity of opinions and 

unpredictable activities that the Community Centre accommodates. 

Nevertheless, an important question still remained; who defines these 

'types'and 'things'? If it were only the architect's job to do so, we would be 

•syntax of Ageing: proposal. right back in the same 'Prejudice Project" territory that we began.* 

Therefore, in our following investigation, we not only allowed the thesis 

the contingency it requires, but we leaned towards that ironically 'clear" 
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allure to uncertainty once again. It seemed only logical; even obvious, that 

the discussion of the Community Centre design should be a participatory 

and collaborative process, (even though the resulting project would be 

uncontrollable for the thesis). Surprisingly or not however, we do not see 

this form of interactive design explored very often today - or rather, we do 

not regularly discuss these methods in school to say the least To adequately 

understand the reasons behind this peculiarity, it was imperative for us to 

see where architecture and participation had crossed paths before. 

It was interesting to find out that such discussions originated in a time 

somewhat politically similarly to our condition today. The 'Architecture 

and Participation' movement which allegedly followed the Student Revolts 

of 1968 and the Oil Crisis of 1973 could arguably be compared to our 

current economic and political state, (i.e. Oil-triggered Recession of 2008, 

Youth Riots in London of August 2011, Occupy Wall Street movement of 

September 2011, not to mention other global turmoil). Regardless, what 

was most relevant for us to notice here was that this process did not last 

the test of time whereas the Post-Occupancy Evaluation process - which 

originated around the same time and shares some relatively similar 

sentiments with the 'Architecture and Participation' movement - is still in 

practice today and rather successful to some degree. Finding a balance 

between these ideas, and assessing what made each approach successful, 

was how this thesis found justification in beginning an unprejudiced[!?] 

design with the Community Centre. 

It is simply inadequate to say that a lot was learned from processes. 

Irreplaceable - and potentially rare - experience and research was gained 

from this dialogue, including an analysis of people's reactions, a glimpse 

of political hierarchy, an understanding of community values (like sharing, 

trusting, and helping each other, for instance), negotiation, teaching, and most 

important of all, listening. However, each of these enlightening transactions 

seemed to lead to another, and yet another. It is perhaps why the final project 

displayed in the prior chapter is hardly discussed like a typical 'final project", 

because in reality, by the time someone reads this thesis, the project will 

have already changed. In fact, if we look online to Heron Park's website, 

fhttp^/heronpark.ca/^ we can watch the development of all these projects as they 

happen much more accurately instead. 
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We often describe our world today as a fast-paced, confusing, and 

sometimes even unbearably difficult. However, this outlook should not 

discourage one from the idea of agency, but encourage them instead. As an 

alternative to looking-at-issues-from-far-away-and-trying-to-comprehend-

them, agency dives inside these conditions and accepts its unknowingness. 

Yet this does not make it naive, nor foolish to any degree, but rather more in 

tune with thinking and doing; and that means, improvising, multitasking, 

collaborating, and most valuable perhaps, adapting to the realistic and 

[un]idealistic conditions that affect our lives. These are potentially some 

of the most important qualities we can learn to manage in the pursuit of 

enjoying our ever-connecting and changing reality. 

The Community Centre - that is to say the people committed to it -

were our collaborators; they provided a world of opportunity that happily 

shared its knowledge and experience with architecture. Hopefully, the 

architectural thinking and doing we explored here had some beneficial 

effects for the Heron Park community as well. Only time and effort will 

determine if this anticipation is true or not. 

Although this thesis might appear to have been a personal decoding 
of architectural language, I believe I consequently understand its use 
even better now. This thesis has provided me the safety to experience 
some boundaries, limits, and effects I can only hope to revisit again. 

Notes. 

The essay is entitled, "A way of look
ing at things", 1998, in Peter Zumthor, 
Thinking Architecture. Birkhauser: Lars 
Muller Publishers, 1999. 9 -10. 
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Commentary 
A Further Analysis of Architectural Agency 

CONTENTS. 

The COMMENTARY is meant to be read in unison with the main 
thesis discussion; however, this organization aliows the reader a 
choice to skip past them and come back later if they choose to. The 
titles of these sections are as follows: 

' Primary Resistance-ASSESSMENT02. 110 29 
' The Prejudice Project: Gyritox of Aging 112 
r Traces of a 'Thing': A Lesson from Lerup 115 39 
' Our Space: Learning from Lefebvre 120 
' Finding Contingency-ASSESSMENT03. 123 
r Idea 03: idea Collector 124 79 
' Design Book Options 126 89 
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'THESIS reference numbers correspond to place main thesis text. 
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3. THESE FACTORS BECOME THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS' 
-Because this is the 'nature of this site', the Moss growth is the natural reaction here. 
•('The word 'Environment' ts to be understood as the 'surrounding context' - not just 
In the 'green' sense!) 

4. 'CONSTRAINTS' BECOME STRUCTURE FOR ARCHITECTURAL 
PROPOSALS 
•ideas for the future proposal wiB completely invovta participation from the 
people who know the environment best (ie. the 'employees' at an office build
ing). 
The 'understanding' of these ageing processes supports a guideline that 

keeps the proposals respectful to the nature of that environment. 
•This approach allows people to work with what they already have instead of 
imagining grand gestures to replace what is already existing. 
•'Learning from Agoing Syntax' guides us to be more progressive with our vi
sions rather than felling victim to 'architectural redundancy', (ie. creating mul
tiple inefficient proposals for a client with 'unstructured architectural freedom'.) 
•The process provides a 'starting point'. 

5. GENERATING CONTEXTUAL IDEAS: (examples) 
1. Since water pools on the top of this wall in 'image A', a logical proposal 
would be construct a wooden cap that slopes water away from the bonding. 
2. • construct e flower box that grows plants or vegetables that need fittie 
sunlight. 
3. • Cast a copper sheet around the top and inside of the waD so that rain 
movement win create a unique and interest pattern as it oxidizes. 
4 - Harness water end drain into humming bird feeders. 
5 • Remove wait/railing entirely and extend deck out another i.Sm so that in
habitants can sit in south-facing suntight. 

6. COMPUTER MOOELLING TO OOCUMENT/ORGANIZE THE 
AGEING PROCESSES. 
-*Humans are great at recognizing qualitative measures whereas computers are 
better at processing quantitative data.* (Support with quote in Agency: Uncertain 
Arch, or Arch at the Edge) 
•By creating a computer model of the 'Environment' in review. We could orga
nize and 'visually represent the ageing processes' in the location that they exist 
in reality. (Refer to example of visualization • flg.t) 
•these photos oouW operate as 'tags' that can be opened to show: 

1. Proposals/Ideas: (from inhabitants and architect) 
- visual representations of future design opportunities 
• written suggestions/proposals for future changes. 
2. 'Environmental Information': (again, not just In the 'green' sense!) 
• Could inform people about the ageing processes that are taking place. 
- in the future people would understand why these processes may occur in 
different environments. 
3. Construction Information: 
•Building details thai support the indicated element. 
4. Voting (Likes!& Comments: 
• Each person reviewing this Computer Modelled Document (CMO) can com

ment on which is their favourito proposal, which helps understand what matters 
to the people using the building, (Very important; both politically AND in the pur-
suit of social equality) 

7 .  IS THIS ANTI-ARCHITECTURE? 
-No. Thta does not dilute tha professional rata the architect plays in the transi- -
lion of these environments. The architect is like any other member of society in-
riovod in Otis process: They have the ability to make their own proposals as 
weB. 
•And quite obviously, (if you believe in architectural theory), the architect has 
quite an advantage due to the techniques and training ihey have aquired from 
their architectural education. 
This Is not meant to degrade the purpose of this process. Tha CMD gives 
more than just Voice' to people that do not usually get to provide opinions on 
iestgn. it gives these people an outlet to support their opinions visually, or 
through writing, poetry, or any other personal creative format. 
Ultimately, the final decisions are made by the owner, or client who holds the 
xwer of the project. 
-The architect continues to help by 'mediating' the information compiled in the 
Computer Modelled Oocument lo the ctientrowner. This effectively provides a 
much more interactive and democratic arena for design discussion. 

'Ageing Is a process that can sometimes take a long time to notice. Net 
always, tut this Is often a good sign that the 'element' suits Its environ
ment. (lo.o roof that lasts 40 years!) 

How over, sometimes we find that an 'element' in a 'environment' (a 
floor, for instance) may have been recently replaced and therefore the 
results of ageing process have not yet solidified. This is where mapping 
the 'environment' (ie. pedestrian traffic) can bo useful to predict future 
transformations. 

2. The idea of the 'Centra', be II a ConvminItyf~Youfh orl 
even som«.R»crafitionoi Centres, contain a norvaxdu-1 
sivAsetiirig where people can cometo Improve their pe£ 

3. Many architects don't experiment with 
'participation' (Peter Bluretail, 'Peter Hubner 
- Buildings as a social Process) Peter Hubner's ap
proach to design attempts to figure out 'what tha building 
wants to be*. 

4. "I am really interested in the way that things change 
and (he technical reasons why. I take pride in knowing 
why something appears the way that it does and that 
that knowledge can be applied to making mora efficient 
and aesthetic future conditions.' 

The Project: Computer Modelled Document (CMD) 
t» a -CommunicaUv« Tom' tor ffw inhaoUana, owner* and afcMtects 

1. First prototype would be easiest to oonstud a website 
(refer to flg.2) 

2. Eventually, a virtual walk-through model would be the most 
Weradivo. (A 'docunenf that is controlled and maneuvered 
ike e video game - woutd look something ike flg.1) 

Site Considerations: 
C Wporar* t> tnpvattf the Mtog of»» #** • 
•PVPtcMm. mnaar.WiP'MramlwWternitnKtoww; 
-the older, the better 
• net too many recent renovations/additions 
- cfent end users locking tor change in 'environment' 
• a place that experiences a lot of human traffic, wear, and use 
• a bUldlng experiences a tot change by nature of its program 
- a bUldlng of general frnpoitence and public respect 
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Mock Competition Proposal, Syntax of Ageing: Mapping [Cultural] Processes in Ageing Architecture, A. Slade. 



Primary Resistance 

With a 'general understanding' of Community Centres - as 

gathered primarily from Paul Marriot and Alan Twelvetrees - and a 

rationalized yet 'open-ended' design approach - much like John Zeisel 

described in the previous section, Prejudiced [!?]- I originally believed 

that the SYNTAX OF AGEING competition could be applied to 

essentially any community. .Indeed, there were some interesting ideas 

generated from this process; such as, the use of a website to provide 

--.v an outlet for community members to post and comment on design 

ideas for example, or even the strategy to reference further research 

to various design ideas to help openly communicate information to the 

public while documenting it for future use. However, once these ideas 

were removed from their 'theoretical luxury' and translated into real 

conversations with managers, wardens, administrators, and organizers 

ofvairious Community Centres in the Ottawa region, it became clear 

that these unpredictable responses were much more informative than 

anything;! eould possibly imagine on my own. 

/A?; 

Carieton Heights Community Centre., ' , ^ 
September-24-2011 \ 

^Around late September-. I visited the Community Centre to my closest convenience with the 

Intentions of being able to provide design advice no matter what conditlon their building was in. 

It was perhaps a formless tftdugtit,, on the basis that my ideas for the Community Centre were 

truly as open-ended as they claimed." However, when I left the centre hours later that afternoon 

- confused by what happened -1 realized this was simply not the case. 

the Carieton Heights Community Centre has been" in operation far over tftitty' years. They host 

a variety of amenities including; a large hall with kitchen, a fitness studio, a preschool room, a 

few meeting rooms,a lobby, and front desk reception, Just recently, (In fact, within a few months 

prior to my arrival) the management of the Community Centre was fully handed over to the City's 

Parks and Facilities Department. As 4 result, a new multipurpose room was created and other 

renovations throughout the building were properly renewed With suppressed disappointment, 

(that there were little ageing processes left for me to document), I carried on to ask questions 

about the centre while adjusting In my mind how else I could provide assistance to this association 

while still retaining some sort of driving rhetoric for the thesis. What"happened? There was 

already a conflict! And perhaps the 'conflict of the conflict?- that is to say, my open-ended ageing 

proposal - wasn't very flexible at alt... and dare I say, prejudice for that matter. Butwhy? 

As we continued to talk, I began to slowly let go of my own ideas for a moment, I stopped trying 

to figure out how I could make this proposal Work, arid started to simply listen Instead. A lot was 

learned from this conversation,' for one, the new City Management was not an easy adjustment 

for the Community Centre for it now seemed programs and events took'much longer to initiate 

due to increased bureaucracy and athertrivial demands. Additionally, it was said that many of the 

active programs such as sports and games took:place in the neighbouring school gymnasium or 

other nearby facilities. For the time being, it provides a decent option for the community, though 

as a result, not many children, youth, teens, or young adults ever attended events at the building. 

The majority of members were either preschoolers or seniors. 

Because I could not,fathom a thesis idea, nor see beyond my prejudice^?} for ageing processes 

^ at the time, it was not untB much later, that I realized this Community Centre could have used 

some help and in fact, they were very receptive to the idea of having ma do so. It may not be 

obvious from the outside, but the lacking demographic of children Is a definite concern for a 

Community Centre. This age group is what drives participation and thus reinvlgorates community 

, culture over time. Perhaps some form of architecture agency could be of service, or perhaps it 

might not. Maybe all the centre needs is a bit of advocacy. I could always return ... 

11/ 

FIGURE 92. Photo, Carieton 
Heights Community Centre 
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FIGURE 93. Map, Location of Commu
nity Centre, Ottawa, Ontario. 
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FIGURE 94. Sketch, Plan of Carieton 
Heights Community Centre, by A.SIade. 
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Police Youth Centre. 
September-£8-£011 

i had time to rethink things; and thus, my obsessions with ageing processes were 

deliberately restrained this time before I arrived. However, once I entered the buildings, I 

was like an addict, for everything I saw - the physical wear and transformation, the structural 

and programmatic potential - immediately lured me back towards my original fixations. 

To begin, I was given a brief tour of the building. As I walked through the adapted Fire 

Hail, a building supposedly constructed in the 1950's, I noticed countless marks, scratches, 

stains, and other deteriorations that suggested stories of the past. While these imaginative 

narratives fluttered through my head, they were occasionally intercepted by the Youth 

Centre manager's actual descriptions of what each room used to be. He explained that 

there had been no major renovations to the building since it was turned over to the Boys 

and Girls Club in the early 1990 s. The small transformations that had happened since then 

were best described as 'on-going processes of changes to the building.' Everything seemed 

to be lining up perfectly with my prejudice^?] proposal, but as I would find out shortly, I was 

truly only listening to what I wanted to hear. 

The manager continued to explain how this centre encouraged a strong focus on 

participation. The children here ranging from six to sixteen in age had a selection of 

activities to take part in after school, including: a recreation space (half-sized gymnasium), 

leisure and social space (games room), and an educational space (computers and small 

work rooms), it was too good to be true, this building was the perfect mix of interactive and 

adaptable spaces to test my thesis proposal. 

Although I was not completely oblivious to the response I ultimately received, it still came 

as a bit of a shock when the manager of the Youth Centre informed me that there was no 

way that they could use my proposed ideas for architectural assistance. Even though the 

discussion of the building and its future transformations was regarded as 'interesting', even 

a 'valuable study' for the association; it was by no means a priority. 

But the proposal had made all the necessary precautions to ensure that users were only 

participating in the design process on their own terms and in their own interest of the building 

(i.e. Not being used as research subjects for my thesis), how was this still an unfair proposal? 

FIGURE 95. Photo, Police Youth 
Centre: Boys and Girts Qub. 
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FIGURE 96. Map, Location of Youth 
Centre, Ottawa, Ontario. 

The PYC felt that getting kids hopes up for a building that might not ever exist was 

unreasonable. They believed that the kids were too young to understand that these 

architectural ideas were just potential thoughts rather than promises. Many children that 

come to the club do not have a lot to begin with, the last thing they need is to be let down. 

It was hard to accept, and a bit of a setback of course, but what this confirmed was that the 

image of an idea is a powerful device and participation is a delicate process. From just a few 

conversations, it was quite obvious that a layer of social and political issues would lie ahead. 
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CH02 | The Prejudice Project: 

Syntax of Ageing 

Understanding and adjusting to the Community Centres' 

reactions from the mock competition proposal was simply not 

an easy task. After spending over a year studying various 

weathering processes, it was not only hard to let go of such ideas, 

but difficult to see beyond them as well. Nevertheless, one thing 

was definitely clear, a substantial shift in thinking was necessary. 

Although these prior thoughts led us to the Community Centre in 
O _ 

the beginning, the reality of these reactions took us beneath this *• 

surface understanding. The mock competition, the conversations 

with non-architectural audiences, these tests and confrontations of 

'architectural prejudice' served their purpose as they permitted a 

level of self-criticality that simply went unquestioned before. The 

most important realization of all was that the overall proposal, 

SYNTAX OF AGEING, was ultimately irrelevant to its intended 

audience: The Community Centre. 

iSPftSP mm 
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» FIGURE 97. Brochure, Mock Competi
tion for Syntax of Ageing, by A.Siade. 
*This image documents the early de
velopment of an idea that explores 
various ways of making information 
interactive and ideally engaging. Al
though the overall idea did not suc
ceed, elements of this design were 
developed further in future projects 
shown in CH.05. 

The building was truly no one's 'priority'. 

SYNTAX. To some extent, this term can be described as an open-

ended structure.* For example, in linguistics, syntactic principles 

are responsible for the formation of grammatical sentences, yet 

simultaneously they permit virtually infinite combinations of words 

and expressions which define our languages. 1 The competition 

proposal could have conceivably passed the 'prejudice test' for 

some reviewers as it is was based on this syntactic, process-driven 

notion in the sense that it did not stress a single, definite, and 

identifiable outcome; however, to accept this logic, would fail to see 

its biased departure. 

*Syntax. 
From the perspective of modem 
logic, it is the study of, "various kinds 
of signs that occur in a system and 
the possible arrangements of those 
signs, complete abstraction being 
made of the meaning of the signs." 
(Oictionary.com) 

*ln architecture, the term 'syntax' is 
often attributed to the "'space-syntax-
planners', [and other] the paramet
ric shapers'," whom Spatial Agency 
(2011) authors explain that, "these 
over-determined form-follows-function' 
methods hardly ever take into account 
the everyday, the ordinary and the mun
dane." Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schneider, Jeremy 

TBI, Spatial Agency: Other Ways of Doing Architec

ture (Abington. Ox on: RoutJedga, 2011). 74. 

AGEING. Maintenance issues - like weathering, deteriorations, 

and other transformations for instance - may be problematic 

to the Community Centre as these building are naturally 

susceptible to large amounts of use and wear, however as the 

ASSESSMENT confirmed, these issues are relatively 'low-

priority' by comparison to greater social and cultural needs as 

collected from the community. In fact, as Paul Marriot warns, 

surveys have found that many associations struggle to adapt to 
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the changing needs and of their community merely because they 

have become over-concerned with the physical management of 

their buildings.2 Furthermore, Alan C. Twelvetrees adds that, 

the upkeep of the older temporary centres has placed a 
burden on some associations over the years and have forced 
them to run more money-raising activities than they wished.3 

FIGURE 98. Computer rendering," 
Virtual Walk-Through Model, Scene 
from Syntax of Ageing, A.SIade. o— 
'This image proposes a way to map 
and visually represent an arrange
ment of ageing processes that couid 
transpire within the Community Cen
tre. The premise was that these high
lighted areas of weathering, staining, 
cracking, water damage, or any other 
forms of deterioration (shown above), 
would act as contextual syntax - or 
'starting points', rather - for design dis
cussions. From here, cultural, social, 
and environmental ideas could be ex
plored in an open-ended methodology 
as long as they were linked to an un
derlying ageing processes. The inten
tions were that these "starting points' 
would remind one of lifecycle and fu
ture use of the building. 

Is the use of ageing, weathering, and perhaps even time 
o 

' as design departures a form of prejudice?* This is not meant 

to negate the positive social, environmental, and economical 

intentions these ideas share with other sustainable techniques, 

but what if it is merely an issue of order? Although the 

documentation, mapping, and reading of building lifecycles 

and future-use* have the ability to communicate effects of time 

- a method that one could presumably use to predict or at least 

help prevent architectural obsolescence - this concept could 

inevitably be trumped by the notion architectural distaste. 

Yet again, it seems we have stumbled upon another form of 

prejudice. This time however, it is from the other side of the 

discussion: from the viewer, the audience, the public, the user, 

the inhabitant, or the community member in our scenario. To 

elaborate, distaste requires hardly any time at all; one does not 

have to grow tired of something - like obsolescence - instead, 

they can simply choose to dislike an idea, an image, or a 

building right from its very inception. Does this sound a touch 

familiar? Perhaps it is synonymous to the architect's prejudice 

paradox, but does this not mean we should confront it as well? 

How can we deal with such unpredictable public opinions? 

Better yet, how do we understand and unravel their potential 

reasoning? Perhaps it was implied, or even exempt due to 

its assumed obviousness, but what John Zeisel's open-ended 

design diagram did not mention is the fact that all architectural 

ideas in the 'professional realm' must begin - at least to some 

degree - by listening. 

Instead of learning from buildings, what happens when we 

learn from the people that use and experience those buildings 

first? Instead of quickly presenting shallowand often transplanted 

ideas to our clients and public - like the competition model (and 
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overall mindset) suggests - what happens when we hold back 

from designing for a moment? What if we prolong this initial step 

and simply listen carefully and diligently to others first? Perhaps 

it is not the most radical proposal; though the implications of such 

thoughts could be extremely significant to the Community Centre, 

and quite possibly a broader spectrum of architecture as well. 
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CH03 | Traces of a 'Thing': 

A Lesson from Lerup 

In 1977, critic, designer, and former Dean of Rice University 

School of Architecture, Lars Lerup, put together a decisive yet 

deliberately comprehensive discussion on architecture and its 

ever-changing relationship with people and the built-environment. 

As the title of this book quite literally suggests, Building the 

Unfinished: Architecture and Human Action, it is meant to offer its 

readers some valuable insight towards the technical and practical 

aspects of working with contingency: A valuable resource for us 

perhaps, in the chapters that lie ahead. 

To be brief, Lerup's book can be explained as the focus on, 

"person-environment relations."'* It is a strong concept for the 

Community Centre because it (1) talks about environments instead 

of common cliched space and place themes; and (2) discusses 

people instead of their rationalized behaviours.* Lars insists on this 

approach when we 'enter into things', because it not only makes our 

understanding of environments better, but also more complex.2 As 

he continues to argue, this complexity can be extremely beneficial 

for us as it challenges the 'simple-mindedness' that is often the 

culprit of many community issues: 

Although there are many other interesting ideas pertaining to 

architecture and its uncertain relationship with the public domain 

throughout Lerup's book, the idea of Typecasting' is perhaps most 

significant for thinking about a contingency plan for the Community 

Centre - that is to be implied in the widest sense. Roger Montgomery 

elaborates on the effects of this idea in the introduction, 

*A significant point to be re-examined 
in CH.04 and CH.05. 

' ToTexampler In the 'case ~dT* **, 
Heron Park, the Parks and Facilities 

{Department at the City of Ottawa at
tempted to run a few Community De
velopment programs a couple of years 
jago (2009-2010); however, the HPCA 
| was not very well prepared for these 
! exercises at the time. As a result, the 
{program was unsuccessful and the 
J City has been fairly hesitant to give 

J the Heron Park community another 
{chance ever since this occurrence. 
{One can only assume this is out of 
{the fear of its socio-political COmplex-
jity ft WOUld require.'Appendix 04. Meeting 

• Minutes with Hewn Park Community Association 

i - 20.4. To do* List for City of Ottawa, Minutes -

i Building Committee Meeting 20, February 28th, 

\ 2012 -7:00-9:00., CM.. A. Slade. 

It seems to me this offers hope to way out of a present dilemma 
in architectural theory. Caught by the manifest inadequacy of 
the problem solving concept some have tried to resurrect the 

artist architect who embellishes the millieux of elite and leaves 
the rest of the environment to others. Others have attempts to 

invent a social facilitator role to make participant design, self-
help architecture possible. Neither of these helps much. High 

art won't make environment, the two are mutually exclusive. 
Reliance on participation and self-help cannot work either 

... The most form-mad architect must stand in the dwellers'shoes.4 
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FIGURE 99. Sketch, Things: Author's 
interpretation, A. Slade. 

1. Signifying: Constructing meaning. 
i. The 'what is it' apporach. 
ii. Modernism? 
iii. Fixed? 

2. Suggestion: Imagining meaning. 
i. The "what could it be' appraoch. 
ii. Lefebrve. 'moments'. 
iii. Heidegger, 'dwelling vs. wandering'. 

3. Typecasting: Understanding Traces 
of a Thing: 
i. The 'what it is for now and what it 

could be later' approach. 
ii. Always changing, moving , 

It is interesting here that Montgomery so strongly denounces 

the role of participation, yet concludes we must be empathetic 

to the dweller. How can one understand the dweller properly 

without some form of participation? If an architect does take on 

the role of 'social facilitator' does this mean they have to replace 

their title; and congruently, their background knowledge as 

an architect? Montgomery has definitely identified the crux of 

our author's investigation; fortunately though, Lerup's following 

examples are not so polemic. 

To begin to describe 'Typecasting', Lerup introduces his take on 

phenomenologist philosopher Martin Heidegger and his discussion 

of 'Things'. He explains this interpretation quite lucidly as a process 

of 'Mean-Making'.5 To summarize this notion very quickly, it goes as 

such: A person from a remote tribe might not know what a chair is; 

instead, they might only see it as an assemblage of wood. 'Chair', 

as a sitting prosthetic, is an idea we commonly share in developed 

societies.6 It is a simplified version of the concept pertiaps, but 

it helps us mentally prepare for Lerup's following discussion on 

'People and Things'. 

In order to know an object we must embrace, study, all its sides. 

_John Berger3 

•> 

The interpretation Lerup develops from the statement above is 

illustrated through the story of a young boy's imagination: To the boy 

('activist1, as Lerup suggests), who is still young and thus new to many 

human conventions, he sees the set of 'Stairs' he plays on as much 

more than some type of transportation route; it is a mountain, water

fall, cliffs and plateaus. That is until the boy's father comes along and 

oppressively reassures him that these 'Stairs' are dangerous and not 

meant to be played on. Like the tribe member, the young boy (activ

ist) would more likely see 'Stairs' as some type of corrugated 'lump'.7 

FIGURE 101. Diagrams, The Lump, Lars Lerup. 
FIGURE 100. Sketch, The Lump: 
Author's interpretation, A. Slade. 
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This labelling process may be a form of cultural designation; how

ever, it is a powerful conventional standardization as well. Lerup's 

concept of the 'Lump' allows one to see the hidden 'thingness' - to 

reference Heidegger again - or, to simplify perhaps, the essence 

beneath the surface of things. Applying the term 'Stair* incapaci

tates us from understanding its truer meaning, as there are presum

ably many other ways to interpret and use this corrugated 'lump'. In 

the case of the Community Centre, could we perhaps do away with 

the conventional labelling of things? At the very least, could we pro-
O 

vide metaphorical names for things in our drawings and plans first, 

followed by the supporting literal descriptions which are neces

sary for construction teams and building departments? Would this 

help one imagine more creative ways to use and conceive things 

and space? As Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till suggest in their 

quasi-indexical guidebook, Flexible Housing (2007), 'hierarchical 

labelling' often leads to the development of plans that prematurely 

dictate what ends up happening in these spaces.8 Therefore, they 
O 

propose that a valid alternative approach is to remove these room 

names all together and let the building speak for itself.9 

'Cliffs' 
(STAIRS) 

Water Zone Heron s Nest 
(GATHERING (MEETING) 

-•FIGURE 102. Sketch, Removing 
Names: Author's interpretation, A. Slade. 

' FIGURE 103. Sketch, No specific func
tion, Grieshofgasse, Helmut Winner, 1996. 
'This images shows a variety of ways 
this plan could be used. The shaded 
areas represent private spaces, the re
maining are left for more open spaces. 

It might seem like a minor technicality, but what Lerup reveals 

is that these processes belongs to a much larger contingent 

philosophy. Like Till, or Richard Rorty's deductions, discovering 

the 'many-sidedness' of things reveals opportunity.,0 To explain 

how to appropriate this mode of thinking to a larger cultural 

understanding we can refer to our boy (activist) example once 

again. As Lerup continues to reason, the boy who carves his 

name into the wooden desk at school personalizes it and gives 

meaning to this inanimate thing: It is an act of appropriation." 

How can we explore such ideas within the realm of the 

Community Centre? Is the search for cultural and personalized 

environment not the objective of all associations to some degree? 

Perhaps it is more useful to ask; what holds one back from 

considering these personalized and meaning-inscribed ways of 

thinking about a community building? Why does it seem instead, 

that many of these community facilities end up institutionalized? 

In fact, as Paul Marriot and Alan Twelvtrees both explain, many 

associations get to the point where burdensome issues of 

maintenance and upkeep become their main priority. Are our 

municipal and provincial construction standards too rigid to 

permit such contingent thoughts of design? 
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*To elaborate, we are rarely able 
to find things that are authentically 
unique to use anymore because, as 
Lerup's suggests, the world has be
come very typified and anonymous. 
In fact, more recently, architect Peter 
Zumthor has extended this observa
tions to his overall description of Post 
Modern life. He believes that. The 
world is full of signs and information, 
which stand for things that no one ful
ly understands because they, too, turn 
out to be mere signs for other things. 
The real thing remains hidden. No 
one ever gets to see it."Peter zumthor, 

Thinking Architecture, (Birkhauser Lars Muller 

Publishers, 1999), 17. 

It is by such questioning that Lerup's notion of 'Typecasting' can 

begin to provide some guidance for the architect. He explains - in 

reference to sociologist C. Wright Mills - that because we live in 

a world of 'stereotypes of meaning,"2* humans ultimately require 

certain 'labels' like 'Stairs', 'Chairs' and various other 'stereotypes' 

to communicate with each other to some degree. Nevertheless, 

if the world consisted only of 'stereotypes', everything would be 

understood, and thus, there would be no motivations to question 

and make things anew.13 Therefore, architects need to challenge 

the anonymous; they should try to create new types' as Lerup 

suggests, because all 'things' are simply dormant 'types' that act 

as spatial bearing until you focus on one of them and its richness 

unfolds before you.'4 Could the potentially unprejudiced architect 

learn something from the process of 'Typecasting'? The approach 

is definitely open-minded, yet it appears it could help us fit our 

ideas within a given mold; one that is relevant to the future of the 

public rather than an esoteric few. 

It is between these two extremes - the unfocused stability of the 
type, [stereotypes, titles, etc.] and the focused ambiguity of the thing 

[authentic, multi-sidedness] - that the designer must function. 
_Lars Lerup 

2 
FIGURE 104. Diagram, Positions, 
Lars Lerup. 
*"Our old exercise of staring at objects... 
fixing them in our professional gaze, may 
be challenged by simply taking the posi
tion of the object and seeing how people 
react to it" Lars Lerup. Building the Unfinished: 

Architecture and Human Action (Beverly KBs, Caft-
fomia: Sage Publications, Inc. 1977). 157. 

Could the boy activist represent the inner child of the 

architectural agent? As Lerup insists, by communicating these 

contingent ideas to others, the architect can help to "peel off the 

abstraction of language' which permits one to see alternative 

solutions to our conventional realities.15 It would seem quite 

possible that we are discussing an early form of 'architectural 

agency' here. As Lerup's identifies, the condition we have as 

architects - trying to figure out 'what-to-do', for instance - requires 

that we put ourselves into the shoes of dweller if we would like to 

understand their abilities and limitations.16 The moderate influx 

in social activism we are beginning to notice today in emerging 

forms of architectural agency is undoubtedly reminiscent of 

Lerup's attention for the other.* As he encouragingly states, 

"there is no better technique than real commitment and this only 

comes about through practice."17 Like the work we have begun 

with the Heron Park Community Centre, this type of agency - as 

Lerup reassures - is beyond books. 

In order to really see, we must act. 
_Henry Von Foerster18 
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To return to heart of this issue - a topic that was rather confusingly 

addressed by Montgomery in the introduction - it seems easy to 

conclude that the majority of Lerup's ideas are simply metaphors of 

empathy. However, if we are to literally extract, collect, and share 

an understanding of the other, is participation with people not a valid 

exercise? If architects are to provide a 'scaffold of habitation', as 

Lerup suggests, how do we construct this contingent framework 

without taking on the duties of a 'social facilitator"; a role to which our 

author allegedly denounces?'9 Is it because facilitator' implies a form 

of control? The questions we are left with here are still a little unclear 

nonetheless; however, as we continue to look at the roles of empathy 

and commitment, we must take note of an important caution. 

"Agency sees itself as a collective of 
agents acting both 'within' and 'be
tween' the fields of research, practice, 
education, and civic life." Fionan Kossak, 

el at., eds. Agency: Working with Uncertain Archi

tectures (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2010). i. 
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CH03 | Our Space 

Learning from Lefebvre 

Let us now turn our attention to the space of those who are 
referred to by means of such clumsy and pejorative labels 

as 'users'and 'inhabitants'. No well-defined terms with clear 
connota t ions  have been found to  des ignate  these g roups. . .  

The fact is that the most basic demands of 'users' (suggesting 
'underprivileged') and 'inhabitants' (suggesting 'marginal") find 
expression only with great difficulty, whereas the signs of their 

situation are constantly increasing and often stare us in the face. 
_Henry Lefebvre' 

According to Henri Lefebvre, an influential philosopher and social 

theorist to many designers and urbanists alike, it is only logical that 

architects have difficulty understanding how to empathize with the 

public as they have still not even found a suitable term to describe 

them. The thesis has addressed language and listening barriers 

already; however, there is still another question that remain unsolved: 

how does the architect effectively communicate with people? 

In 1991, Lefebvre composed a book entitled, The Production of 

Space, which had a profound impact on the way in which many 

architects thought about and discussed this subject. The one 

sentence, in particular, that really conveyed a resonance across the 

architectural discipline was "(Social) space is a (social) product."2 

To explain, Lefebvre argued that 'space' cannot be constructed 

by a single person, mind, or idea; instead, it is something that 

is shared, subjective, and thus always transforming based on 

society's perspective.3 Comparable to the labelling of things' as 

previously discussed, this may not appear to be a huge revelation 

for architectural thought today,* but this should not discredit the -lefebvre's philosophies have had 
more than twenty years to influence the 

current importance this shift in thinking could have for achieving pedagogy of many architecture schools. 

effective architectural communication. Can the dualities of this 

space and that space, mine and yours; be replaced with a shift 

towards an understanding of our space, instead?" What value 

could this subtle rephrasing of word realistically hold? Does putting 

an emphasis on people realistically encourage us to include them 

in our discussions? Whatever the outlook, communicating 'space' 

is perhaps a good place for us to begin thinking about how we 

can achieve such a collective method of discussing and sharing 

design with the public. 
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FIGURE 10*5. Diagram, Timepine] of 
Creating Space, A. Slade. 

To begin, it seems important to be cautious of our descriptions 

of how people dwell and operate in space. For the tendency to 

generalize and objectify people is all-too-easy when looking at 

them from above a drawing board - or behind a computer to be 

more precise today. It is imaginably quite difficult for the common 

individual, (not trained in the language of reading architectural 

drawings), to keep-up in discussions of space as they commonly 

transpire on abstract two-dimensional surfaces like paper 

and monitor screens. Perhaps, to avoid this disconnection, 

it would be helpful for us to remind ourselves that the space 

we study as architects is never truly free, (*as it appears in 

our abstract representations), but instead it answers to needs, 

desires, function, important features of locality, and more than 

ever today, various modes of environmental efficiency. Without 

being too ambiguous, how can we ensure that we integrate such 

humanistic qualities of use within our depictions of space? 

Perhaps this is why the architecture of Peter Zumthor appears 

much different to his practicing contemporaries. Zumthor does not 

talk of space in the same manner, nor does he draw or represent it 

similarly either. Instead, Zumthor looks at architecture as 'creating 

atmospheres' which one might argue permits a wider possibility of 

spatial experiences. As we can see in many of his works - most 

seminal being the Thermal Baths in Vals, Graubunden (1996) -

his designs are planned in a way that it do not suggest one way 

of experiencing. Like Lars Lerup, his methods extend from an 

understanding of philosopher Martin Heidegger, and even though 

Jeremy Till suggests that Zumthor's interpretations are sometimes 

quite confused, it helps us to see the impact this contingent 

philosophy has on the technical manifestations of his designs. 

FIGURE 106. Photo, Thermal Baths 
Vals, Peter Zumthor, 1996. 

The main question we are left with here is: how does one 

practically - or better yet, realistically - integrate open-ended 

and contingent models of designing with the architectural 

profession? Furthermore, how do we effectively and accurately 

involve the public in this process to accept their social needs? 

Of course, the answer will be different in every scenario; from 

an office building, to a restaurant, to our Community Centre 

(especially), but perhaps there are ways to improve our 

communication to reach all built-environments to some degree. 

Is there some benefit to be gained by architects and the public 

alike if we share and encourage our discussions of space; or 
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form, flow, aesthetics, and time, for example, to those that are 

curious. Does this really involve reconsidering the standard way 

in which we practice? Although the events were relatively short 

lived, architects have attempted to address such questions in 

the past. Unfortunately, for the most part, the trends of what was 

called 'Architecture and Participation' predominately had little 

impact on the discipline's and profession's overall history. 

But why did this approach disappear over time? Or, perhaps 

is it more constructive to ask; where can we find traces of these 

ideas today? The scientific and abstract analysis of users and 

inhabitants has perhaps been enough to work with for some in 

the past,* but what can the professionally-critical architect learn *space syntax Theory, 

from the contingent, subjective, and unpredictable assessment 

of the public domain and the ideas they presumably withhold 

from architecture today? 
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FIGURE 107. Sketch, Field Analysis, Heron 
Park, Ottawa, Ontario, A. Slade. 
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The Heron Park Field House is a collection of old change rooms averaging 

in 270 sq.ft each in size. Both the exterior and interior walls are built of 

fixed concrete block, and to add to this inflexibility of the building's layout, 

the bathroom plumbing is all located in the center of the building. A10 Yt 

x 12 Yz grid of exposed steel and wood columns and beams are super

imposed onto this entire floor layout and as luck would have it, a column 

or two happen to land in the center of these already tiny and fragmented 

rooms. There are three barred windows; none of which are south facing to 

harness ample day lighting and finally, in the midst of this spatial labyrinth, 

is an exposed chlorine tank for the children's wading pool outside. 

These are not the most suitable conditions for a 'flexible' Community Centre 

CHAN 

BLOCK WALLS! 10 %X 12% GRID! A FIXED BLDG? 

FIGURE 108. Sketch, Surveyed plan of Heron Park 
Field House, Ottawa, Ontario, A. Slade. 

*For additional information, see ' 
Appendix 07; Existing Community Cen-

i tre [Field House]: Building Drawings t 

Nevertheless, in no way has this stopped the Heron Park community 

from making the best of this facility. Although there are daily spatial 

difficulties, the building typically offers: a meeting space, games room, 

nursery, pool and hockey change rooms, and a small place to serve 

food. Additionally, one cannot forget to mention that the building is 

surrounded by a park like no other in Ottawa. 

As a result, the Community Centre may not justly fit a 'Low Road' analogy 

as explained by Stewart Brand - which refers to shacks, sheds, and other 

informal buildings - however, this field house instead sits awkwardly in a 

political limbo of need and acceptance. But perhaps the analogy of a quasi-

'Low Road' environment is not so terrible, for as Brand tells us, the "thing 

about 'Low-Road' buildings is that no one cares what you do in them."1 In the 

chance that Heron Park does not receive the financial support they seek for 

a new Community Centre as promptly as they wish, perhaps there remains 

a unique opportunity in the meantime to explore and experiment with other 

/'design opportunities. The Field House* may not be physically equipped with 

the most contingent framework, but there is definitely a receptiveness to 

change within its social framework of the community nonetheless. 
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CH05 | Idea Collector 

IDEA. 03 

This technique is not just another means of reviewing case 

studies instead it is much more specific a^^ffiwLve. Idea 

conc #2: InfoBits might help people und^ 

other projects, but the Idea Collecj 

on extracting certain element 

The purpose of this project is to 

nity to bring in images 

element in the phota 

could help enc^uage pSWe tystart 

they would perl^K^n|^j7see at their Community Cen

tre rathej^^n hflvthe architect decide on a prescribed 

list of <^K]Q^ffits.^Bentually, once enough ideas have been 

collected^s^wlage of these images will be created to illus

trate the peopes ideas from the community anonymously. 

from 

'focused 

ny source. 

the commu-

highlight the 

ncing. This technique \ 
t 

looking into things \ 
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FIGURE 109. Photo, Kiddie Craft Origami 
fortune teller, Francesca Clarke. 
*The idea behind using the children's ori
gami 'cootie catcher' as a format for this 
book was to (1) draw curiosity from a va
riety of ages, (2) make 'reading informa
tion' a game to increase people's attention 
span, (3) allow spontaneous and hybrid 
ideas to form through the juxtaposition 
and random connections between ideas. 

•"Additionally, it would be beneficial if peo
ple could write a brief sentence of how or 
where it could be used at the new Heron 
Park Community Centre. 

FIGURE 110. Photos, ldea.03 - Idea Collector Different Stages of Opening Boofdet, A. Slade. 
The center square of this book shows an example of the collage idea for the community. This could become 
a 2 x 3 ft panel or it could become a large banner for a wall. It depends on how much people participate. 
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DESIGN BOOK INDEX 
(EXTENDED MATERIAL) 

'Summarized from Heron Park Community Association website 

Cfr ' C I I{f • ni99«iof«8«OMU( fi | # 

eron Park 
Community Association 
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HB lift Bsqotrad: RstMnfcftig 0* team 

Screenshot, Index for Heron Park Community Centre Design Book Options, A. Slade. 
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CH06 I Design Book Options &; 

The following pages display the alternative Design Book Options for the Heron 
Park Community Centre proposal. As seen on p.3 of each booklet, all options 
depart from various ideas heard from the community. Our next step is to sit 
down with the community and have a formal discussion about these options 
to determine what aspects of the design are: successful, agreeable, need im
provement, prejudiced, or open and receptive to future change. 

V 

A 

COMMENTS? ̂  

Beside ea^cti image of the De; 

sign BooKs on the following 

pages .there Js a comments 

sections .intentionally blank 

for the reader to .add their 

ideas to this copy of the the

sis. PLÎ SE FEEL FREE TO 

WRITE YOUR OPINIONS, 

IDEAS, CRITIQJJE S INTO 

THIS BOOK! 

FIGURE 111. Photo, Design Book Options: A 'Critical' Review with HPCA Executives, A Slade. 

FIGURE 112. Photo, Design Book Options: Covers, A. Slade. 
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NO UFT REQUIRED// 
//Rethinking the ramp 

type: New Building 
Size: 40MFL1 • 1000 FL2 • 5000 sq.IL 
Location: Central to Existing Field House footprint 

During the winter months, afl activities and events at Heron Park 
gravitate around the ice rink. The rink is located about 4 feet below the 
existing Field House and as a result skaters are chalenged by a 
dangerous walk up and down stairs ora steep hit in their skating gear. 

It seems it is only a matter of time until someone gets seriously hurt 
taking this wa#c" 

Design Process: 
The design request is to have direct access from the skate change 
100m to the field vtfiere the ice rink is located. The change in level 
could require a ramp or lift 

When people from the community were asked how they imagined the 
building's structure in relation to (1) the number of floors it has, and (2) 
its acceseibifety, it was noticed that the majority of people wanted to 
have multiple levels, but no lift. Since the standard dimensional 
requirements for a ramp can take up a lot of space in a buikfing and 
often only serve a single function, this design book option explores 
ways of finding multiple uses for our prescribed 'rarnp space'. Howcan 
the solution to this issue become more than just a technical sufficiency; 
but something unique and valuable to Heron Park instead? 

< (̂B(a(B<ata<B<S<a<B<S(a(a<S®BB<S)<B«a{aiS)(S(BB<S<a<a<a<a(B(a<aiB<affBe)(SD<a)<gfr> 
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_Departure(s) 

0cc»s«™mtM 
field tothe 

arasraaa^GBiigimBsM  ̂

Afl roams on one level: 'provides open concept, 
easier movement around building 

Rooms en muMple levels (this mey require a 
UWrievMorforecc—eUaflity): 'smaOcr buQdlno 
footprint, slows tor mow prtwrte»«uJet spaces 

©@ES£)®nO OGSOSESI 

Response Response 
Percent Count 

333% 8 

Some rooms on mezzanine level 
(accessible by stairs): 'creates a spatial 
separation between different types of 
rooms, yet keeps rooms visually 
connected. 

Other (please specify) 
Htoe Responses 

MViCitsgcrin Responses (3) Kan 

rainjmiogetyngHJj -w were 

55S 
Anatyse5iTpm»deitp:a 

Sfiowra s tea responses 

not sure 
30/1/201212:43 AM viewRespooses 

address accessMty by putting lower level 9J the base of the berrn, second level at Ifte top (outdoor access to tx#i via ramp) 
23/1/201211:58 PM WewResponses 

Aor 8 as C fe noiaccessible (see www.aoda.ca) 
14/1/201211:30 PM view Response* 

_Diagramming 4a 

The difference in grade from the Field 
House to the Ice Rink is about 4 feet hiah. 

XctESWWT# 

..r1*0-

*3.8.3.4. Barries-free Design StanUrads: 
Ramps, from Ontario Building Code 2006. 

http://www.aoda.ca
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V. COMMENTS? 

_Diagramming 4b 

What else can a ramp be? 

Bleachers? 

Stage? 

Gathering? 

_Diagramming 4c 

Camp Gathering Space 
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COMMENTS? 

.Diagramming 
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£ COMMENTS? 

Programming 

Change 

H/C Washroom 

Washroom 

Daycare Gathering Kcetng Kitchen 

.Modifications 6c 

RAMP. SHAPE. & COMPRESS.. 

(1) Adjust floor levels and gym layout to suit ramp to SKATE CHANGE room. 

(2) Create angles to provide views to field and pool. 

(3) Compress footprint. 
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COMMENTS? \J 

.Refining 

Rotate? 

NOT ENOUGH NATURAL 

SUNLIGHT OR VIEWS TO FIELD 

FROM MAIN GATHERING SPACES 

Results from Survey Monkey: 
Most votes went to 'Large windows to activity 
field where ice rink and baseball diamond are 
located" on rp ifcstinn 7, (1 ? votes) 

Programming 

Change 

H/C Washroom 

Tiaycore* Gymnasium Gathering Meeting Kitchen 
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Modifications 

RAMP, SHAPE, & COMPRESS, 

(1) Adjust floor levels and gym layout to suit ramp to SKATE CHANGE room. 

(2) Create angles to provide views to field and pool. 

(3) Compress height 

_Refining 
summer solstice 

10d 

o 

SOLAR, VENTILATION, GARDENS.. 

(1) AH south lacing roof tines protrude 3ft min. to block unwanted sun from entering the building during 
simmer months. During the winter, the sun's azimuth is low enough to allow sun to enter betkw the oveihang 
(2) Future tre3rses could be incorporated with rooftop garden to provide various degrees of shading. 
(3) Harness rxxrfriiKjffwalEr far rooftop gardens via astefns. Maybe use far gey^vater retention if bylaws permit 
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_Refi riing 

SHEET MtTALJ> 
LetSaxk&enaturaly 
ewer time. 

YAGISuGr_0 
(or Shooeugi-ban) 
Charred wood s a 

nnshing technique. 

CEDAR SJDtNG_0 
Naturally weathered. 

SOLAR, VENTILATION, GARDENS_ 

Spivoff idea inspired by frrfcBil 
BooMet "CuSuraJ Centre de Kamers" 

by KoctekrfeStuhfcnacherArthfecten 

(1) All south facing roof lines protrude 3ft min. to block unwanted sun from entering the building during 
summer months. Diring the winter, the sun's aamuth is low enough to ailow sun to enter bellow the overhang 
(2) Future trctiiacs could bo incorporated vwth rooftop garden to provide various dcgrecc of ehading. 
(3) Harness roof run-off water for rooftop gardens via cisterns. Maybe use for grey-water retortion if bybws permit 
(4) Use a balance of to^maintenance and low-cost matericfe. 

Entrance from Clover Street 
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Vignettes 
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Id COMMENTS? 

@a»ffiSISIgHSS KSsffi® 
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.Vignettes 

COMMENTS? NJ 

_Vignettes 8h 

SKAT 
/CHAN! 'GE 
/ ROOM .4 

DAYCARE 

LO  ̂ EVEL 
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Vignettes 'Access to roof terraces can be 
part of PHASE II. 

GYMNASIUM 

FOYER 

P A SPACE 

KITCHEN 

•LOOR 

_Vignettes 8k 
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Vignettes 

EAST ELEVATION 

SOUTH ELEVATION 

.Vignettes 

LONGrruOINAL SECTION 

CROSS SECTION 
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£ COMMENTS? 

^Suggestions 

J 

Please feel free to draw your own ideas on this 
handout or print a copy of this page from the pdf Q13IJ / NNIH 301 
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<§=?: finn 

, EXPANSION WHERE NECESSARY// 
p //minor adjustments 

Typ»: Renovation + Addition 
Size: 884 tq.ft (PH1), 2,400 sq.ft (PH2) 
Location: South (PH1), West (PH2) 

Design Premise: 
It is important to believe that we could get a new Community Centre 
at Heron Parte. But what if? This design option is meant to investi
gate this condition. 

Oesign Process: 
The Heron Park Field House is a coflection of oJd change rooms averaging 
in270 sq.ft each in size, both the exterior and interior wals are bull of fixed 
concrete block, and to add to the inlexibflty of the building's layout, the 
bathroom plumbing is allocated in the center of the building and a 10 VSx 
12 % grid of exposed steel end wood columns and beams are superim
posed onto this entire floor layout As luck would have it, a column or two 
happen to land in Ihe center of these already tiny and fragmented rooms. 

Heron Park members have made foe best of this buikSng so far, however, 
it seems as if the centre has reach a tipping point". Since there is insuffi
cient space to gather for larger events, it is difficult for the Community 
Centre to entice or accommodate new members. At the same time, to 
prove a need for new centre, there must be a significant population wanting 
it Realistically, what can be done? What if we try to only expand one room 
at a time? Can the Field House outgrow its rigid structure? 

CJ*D 

c-jp 
C3=> 
ears 

. c3o 
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_Departure(s) 

InterfActive Discussion) 
A design submission created during 
Winter Carvival Open House. 
JG_Fcbfuofy, 11th 2012. 

_Diagramming 

Ultra Temporaiy 
(For the odd event where more indoor space needed) 

Add-On, Take-off? 
(Extend and join certain spaces on one side) 

Most Permanent 
(Expand each comer room to make new arch, expression) 
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.Programming 5a 

EXISTING 
CONDITIONS. 

Office 

H/C Washroom 

Washroom 

i35t' ir̂ ji iBB 
Gymnasium Garnering ^eeSng' Kitchen 

Programming 

Change 

Office 

H/C Washroom 

Washroom 

Gymnasium (fathering meeting Kitchen 
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.Modifications 6c 

FIT, CHOP, ADJUST_ 

(1) Fit new programs into existing rooms where possible. 

(2) Remove existing wails where as indicated. 

(3) Expand height where neccessary. 

_Refining 7b 

summer solstice 

winter sotetjce 

SLOPE, TRELLIS, MATERIALS  ̂

(1) Slope roof to drain water to mini-cistem at entrance of building for gardening at front of building. 

(2) Add patio and trellis to south facade to btodc unwanted sun from entering the building during summer 
months. During the winter, the sun's azimuft is low enough to aDow sun to enter be)CM the trellis. 
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_Refining 7c 

Mate entire adcWon dad 
in cement boanlwih v. 
Hack dtaHxad part. \ 
ThechatowriSiginthe x«j 
photo above is located * 
the north side of the 

- whsni rare, iwivcsh tMQy. 
UayZenl 
-HPGAcancka#dfeenlnTjrsfe 
far various e«rts and indraisefs. 

roofing matefBi costs. 

SLOPE, TRELLIS, MATERIALS. 

(1) Slope roof to drain water to mini-cistem at entrance of building for gardening at front of building. 

(2) Add patio and trellis to south facade to block unwanted sun from entering the building dining summer 
months. During the winter, the sun's azimuth te low enough to allow sun to enter below the treliis. 

(3) Selected durable and low-maintenance materials that suit the Heron Park community identity. 

Clover Street Entrance 
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COMMENTS? !̂ 
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£ COMMENTS? 

Vignettes 

TORAGf 
MECHh 

GAMES 
ROOM 

CHANC 
ROOf 

MEETING 

GROUND FL( 
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Vignettes 

GYMNASIUM 

STUDY 
SPACE 

.Vignettes 
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Id COMMENTS? 

.Vignettes 

Refer Hubner in ftie sense thai he 
afcraysfindaawaytorfBteabuid-

ingrteres&Tj no matter vrfat the 
budget might ba Also, as sug

gested by freconrnrty, the recent 
cons&ucfcn erf the Lectuy Park 

Oamrnriy Centre became a nee 
taahajalo) far I laon Park 

STRUCTURE 
•(Relatively ssnple post and bean wood-frame construction. 

even though it appears complex). 

Vignettes 
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.Vignettes 

SOUTH ELEVATION 

EAST ELEVATION 

WEST ELEVATION 

.Vignettes 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 

CROSS SECTION 

CROSS SECTION 
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POOL 

.Suggestions 

<=• 

Please feet free to draw your own ideas on this 
handout or print a copy of this page from the pdf G13W / MNIH 301 

irmal presentation and dtsoussio 
tc verify v^hich aes gn option wcks best 
.tikes ftrTices. jmpJovsmcnb ideas c's . . 
21 Meri< outrough boundary on site tc get a) 
deatrfhw/erget*ieroo,T&vvt!!be 

Ibe i i i r 
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STACKED UP// 

STACKED UP// ' 

Type: Addition + Renovation 
Size: 2400FL2 + 600 MEZZ. - 3000 sq.ft 

1500FL3 • 500 MEZZ. - 2000 sq.ft. 
Location: Central to Existing Field House footprint 

Design Premise: 
The structural grid of columns and beams in the Field House may 
have prohibited us in the 'Expand where Necessary' design 
proposal, however, there is still a chance this structure could be 
useful if we imagine the new Community Centre growing upwards 
instead of outwards. Not expand, but extend. 

Design Process: 
The image on the cover is a bit of an exaggeration, it is unlikely 
that the existing structure could carry four floors above it, (it is worth 
looking into this assumption with a structural engineer). Perhaps a 
second storey is not so unreasonable. What are the possibilities of 
raising the Community Centre up a floor? Maybe this option is best 
for the landscape. Maybe this option wiN provide the best views and 
the best spaces. When you detach a building from the ground it 
allows for some real design freedom and flexibility. Maybe this rigid 
10 !4 x 12 14 grid structure is the most flexible part of the Field 
House after all. 

%a»<a««tBB<53li3IBBIB>l3B>IB>gllg><BI*B>IBIBieillB>IBIBIllBSI>Hiaiia8SSI 
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_Departure(s) 
How to y*u kn*$in« tft* buWJne «vuemv7 

Febma.Y*%?K? 

.p^nared aui.ng w»" 
Carn'wai 

The Survey Monkey results* 
showed that:" 

Most people voted tb have a 
building structure thaf Incorpo
rates multiple levels? (purple and 
orange: Hue = stngte-̂ orey building). 

The majority Wanted these 
higher levels t(J be accessible 

by stairs; hovifever. a relatively 
close number of people were 
okay wfth the idea of a lift or 

elevator, (orange). 

.Diagramming ^ 

First of all, is this structurally possible? 

Or, are we building an entirety new building? 
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BIGjp^rrodel'cesian k 

created,by anonymousi*' 
dunng'̂ eb'IJ, 2012,̂  ; 
Winter Carnival. 
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//fruit arid nut trees ̂  

k^JsviS 

l4 

¥ 
kl COMMENTS? 

|̂ 3tffc4W * > <4>* 
r̂ vJ'S'5-i. jT"- " 

& 
^eeeaeeeeeeBseaeaBeaBasseeBssaasaaaeaasa  ̂

COMMUNnY ORCHARD// 

Type: Landscape 
Size: 10,893 sq.ft (0.25 acres) 
Location: North of Heron Park (past play structures) 

Design Premise 
At a community meeting to discuss a potential orchard on March 
20th 2012, a group of twelve community members discussed their 
design ideas. 

Design Process: 
It was decided that a long term vision should be created along with a 
short term plan. Perhaps planting a few fruit and/or nut trees this tad 
would be a good start for the short term plan. 

Tree varieties and planting locations wS need to be approved by the 
landowner (the City of Ottawa) before any planting occurs and the 
ideas coming out of the initial community meeting prioritized designing 
t̂h nature*. 

Preservation of existing flora and fauna was seen to be an important 
factor in the community orchard's design. The exception being the 
removal of some invasive species (common buckthorn and dog 
sfranging vine). Planting of other companion plants was also 
discussed as was fte use of mulch and mats around the base 
erf young trees. 

nV" 

U L  a ® 
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COMMENTS? 

_Departure(s) 

Oteeramming: 

>' "™y • v 
/ kids loved - \ «• 

playing in the \ / / 
' ' long grass' * f 'T 

"keep the bushes' * K. 
x where the cardi- ' 
\ nalsnest." • 

SSSSrtiKiCiyXpW-lzi—5) 
•p\«k" * (sawWl "IW* a|B ¥"Ju\ •*»••«, V<V 
• .fc. * ̂ AS?K«A_j*rx«j6 
•t*« <t W»_AwA^T«4U<K tT; 

Refine: 
- Black Knot fungus is bad in our area, 
wO eifed plum species 
- Summer/Winter Solstice 
- Consider existing vegetation 
•We should do some soQ testing to see 
what nutrients we abundant or lacking. 

Species x 
/ suggestions \ 

. / from meeting: > 

' Flemish Beauty (Pear), 
' Asian Pear. Sour Cherry, 
' Butternut, Heartnut, 
'» Saskatoon Berry, red 
* currents, and a cross ( 

\ between sour , 
s cherry & plum • 

Programming; 
- Planting workshops I events 

*' \ - Fruit care workshops 
« involve » -Harvest events 

• school I - Cider pressing 
\ Children ! • Picnics under spring Wossorrs 
\ / -'7Vr*TylniW-VCtufWeO*S .feJTiafo 

x % 'taSftfeos:-

ModScafion: 
• Species selection and planting plan 
needs approval by the City 

• feh.**4 •"» • 

 ̂ «. fcat* cV**iy _ 
•'Wftt' AvlA- C*"1A Wp ̂  

TVA f-v "TV 

4. b*,?Jftra£r; 

Let's \ 
think about \ 

a bottle drive , 
fundraiser t 

.Diagramming 

i. cAW/ (Lti&e fun y A/t/r T«fe$; 

l.LowTzee LfireK( pwt r*rtj) 
3. shm/6 L^ye/j ( Ci/«i«wri t Bewiej) 

<•. Hcift^ceoui C coHfaeyi, oerrj, 
5". JP«e«f ( «.00T Veb€TA&L6}) 

> ^ 6.5e»t SvRfACt ( 6*ovtJD 
*- coveK,e<r, iTMwe&xy.erc) 

7. VetTl CAL LAYOi 
(CU/*0£AS, vine*,) 

m 

THf Forest G-AKpeN: a sevcv uv£i B6N£Filial 
C r V I L O  
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£ COMMENTS? 

^Diagramming 4b 

Programming 

PROPOSED 
.COMMUNITY 

ORCHARD 
LOCATION 

"Vyramia1 Buai 
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COMMENTS? 

.Modifications 6d 

LEGEND  ̂

^22 (̂1) Creek (flood plain) 4  ̂
7?r..(2) Walking Trails (less distinct) 

&& (3) Dense Shrubs & Trees Areas 
•" -> (4) Context (Zoned Boundary) 'Seated map at end of booklet / pdf 

Refining 

Suggested areas for 
community orchard 
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£ COMMENTS? 

Refining 

Am? vj 9:00am r\\ 
- 3:00pm 

ĵ rSOLAR, BREEZE PROTECTION, VIEWS 
r Adjust for walking trails and dense shrubs / trees (1) 
rallest trees could be located furthest fom sun to maximize 

exposure for smaller bushes (2) 

Refining 

CREATE 
FIELD SPACE 

SOLAR, BREEZE PROTECTION, VIEWS 
st for walking trails and dense shrubs / trees (1) 

"aOest trees could be located furthest fom sun to maximize 
exposure for smaller bushes (2) 

Create variation in space for people to gather (3) 



Black Walnut 
Canopy 
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£ COMMENTS? 

Mature Courtland 
Apple Tree 
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COMMENTS? 

.Vignettes (existing conditions) 

Looking East from Main Trail 

Looking East from Center of Field 

.Vignettes (existing conditions) 

Trees and Trails 
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£ COMMENTS? 

U^ENDl' - - . , 
WNSMll Creek (Bood 

ttWfrafefiJi** *» (tiasu-yaxown ideas on this. 
V Hand nut or prirrt.atcopy ot this pagi?Jjgnri the pdfj 
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Glossary 
Terms of Architectural Agency 

PRIMARY DEFINITIONS, ('appear in notes) 

" Agency. "It is an awareness oftfiis relationship between individual actiorfana the Bigger 
picture; the issues of scale; of knowingly exploiting and working with cause and 
effect; of a knowledge of the 'system' and how to intervene, transgress and 
exploit one's advantage; and of realising the power and transformative potential 
of connection, between subjects, disciplines and people." norian Kossak. ei a)., eds. 

Agency. Working with Uncertain Architectures (Abingdon, Oxon: RoutJedge. 2010). 1. 

Artificial Strangeness.' 

["Autonomous. 

A term designed to question the apparent strategies of many popular media 
architects; composed by, Aude-Line DuiierB and Clara Wong in. Once upon a time... 

Monsterpieces of the 2000s! (Pt Reyes Station, California: ORO Editions 2010). 15. 

~17 Government"^ 
a. seB-goyeming; independent; subject to its own laws only. 
b. pertaining to anauionomy. 
2. having autonomy; not subject to control from outside; independent: a 
subsidiary that functioned as an autonomous unit. 

Commissioning Commonly tend to focus on client cost-saving efficiencies or the achievement "of 
Agents. environmental standings, (LEED - Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

for example). Not often do they have an emphasis on public use. 
htlpy/en.w9dpec&.o(gNuO(̂ 4ew<3onstrLiction_lxd(£ng_oonrniss)orwig 

Contingency. 
1. a possible future event of circumstance regarded as potentially able 

to influence present action. 
2. a tiling dependent on an uncertain event. 

'Unforeseen event' is the dictionary form of the word; however, a more relatable 
and memorable understanding of the term might be as William Rasch explains: 
"Contingency is, quite simply, the fact that things could be otherwise than they 
are." William Rasch, NIklas Luhmann's Modernity: The Paradoxes of DifTemntiation .(Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2000) in Jeremy Till, Architecture .QepeRd3-{Canntfridge,Massachusettes: 

The MfT Press, 2009). 45. 

Contingency Plan~ o~ 

| The'Eriabler'. 

Ergonomics  ̂

• "A"plan designed to take account of a possible future event or circumstance. 

I he involved community worker 

The field of study that deals with the relationship between people and their wording 
environment 

1. Ergonomics: is the study of designing equipment and devices that fit 
the human body, its movements, and its cognitive abilities. 

2. Ergonomics: is employed to fulfill the two goals of health and 
productivity. Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline 
concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and 
other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, 
principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize human 
well-being and overall system performance. 

The 'Everyday'. 

'Functionalism. 

GlobalOperators. 

In BanharrTs case, this term can be exptained'by his reaction to the thoughts" 
of his academic predecessor "Nikolaus Pevsner's proposition that Lincoln 
Cathedral is architecture and a bicycle shed is not. . . [ts] not only a piece of 
academic snobbery that can offend a committed cyclist like myself, but also 
involves a supposition about sheds that is so sweeping as to be almost racist." 
Reyner Banham, "A 8tack Box: The Secret Profession of Architecture,* A Critic Writes, comp. by Mary 

Banham (Los Angeles: University of CaSfom'ta Press, 1996). 293. 

" In architecture, this idea is often attributedto the idea thafform fbllov^functidn'r 
It is an idea adopted originally by Louis Sullivan, (predecessor to Frank Lloyd 
Wright) which means that buildings must take the best shape for their in inherent 
function and use. 

~OfT1ntemati6nal corporations as Bauman explalhs7Tirfteretana~that~th"e" 
playground of real 'power1 is controlled through cyberspace (i.e. global realm); 
however, politics of cities are situated in the local realm and therefore quite 
powerless by comparison. Governments, being tied to their boundaries, are, 
"defenseless against the global whirlwind," and therefore why would this global 
power have any, "reason to fear the defenseless[?]" Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid rimes: 

Living in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007). 82-64. 

Iconicrty. 

InterestingT 

" Is the oonceived similarity or analogy between the form ofa sign (linguistic or 
otherwise) and its meaning, as opposed to arbitrariness. 

"A'term commonly used~in arcfirtectural^fiscussion because iThas no real" 
commitment to either liking or disliking a subject. Interestingly enough, it can 
also be said in a tone that releases its true feeiings. 

•INTERPRETATIONS. 

The notes on the side represent 
the ways in which the terms 
have been applied to suit vari
ous thesis arguments. 

1 'Borderline 'exclusive' in the 
case of architects. 

i 'planning to deal with uncer
tainty. Knowing we cannot con
trol some times. 
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Idealism. 

Leisure space. 

C  

Ludlc. 

Luddtta. 

MixophoblaV 

Mlxophllla: 

Paper Architecture. 

Plan. 

Prejudice. 

Rampant, or Rapid 
Consumerism. 

Reform. 

'ResearclfCentre-

Agency. 

Shifting Visions of 
Final Product 

Starchitect 
(mMUa architects) 

Stranger. 

Sustainable 
Recognition. 
(*9rwn*wmhr) 

Syntax. 

Technocracy. 

Affirms imagination and attempts to realize a mental conception of beauty, a 
standard of perfection. 

*~A~place condltionecTto support people" t^build^skflls andtalents as tfiey-

please. The space therefore must be flexible, adaptable, inspiring, provisional, 
accessible, and most Importantly stimulating and proactive. 

_Spontaneously"playfur " ~ —-

A person resisting progress. Z3 
Is the fear of constant mixing with multiple cultures ... the fear of uncertainty . 
.. the unknown. Bauman see this unsettling force "prompting' segregationist 
urges." Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Times: LMng in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity Press, 

2007) 87. 

njrtfieUesife"to go the cfty~in pursuifof opportunitiesavallablevia soda! varietyT~ 
Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Times: LMng in an Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007) 90. 

"The phrase 'paper architecture'has often been used pejoratively to refer to 
architects making Utopian, dystopian or fantasy projects that were never meant 
to be built," Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schneider, and Jeremy Till. "Spatial Agency: 
Paper Architects," Spatial Agency, http://www.spatialagency.net/databa5e/where/kn0wledge/ 
paper.architects., (accessed March 9,2012). 

Trterally, and pnmarify7JescnDed~as"the arcffitecturalHoor plan'" ffiisUrawing 
can be explained as an orthographic (non-perspectival) view of a building with 
a sectional cut-line often indicated at about 4 feet above the floor surface in 
which it denotes. 

__ 
1 a. a preconceived opinion. 

b. (foil, by against, in favour of} bias or partiality. 
c. dislike or distrust of a person, group, etc. 

2. harm or injury that results or may result from some action or judgment 
v.tr. 
1. impair the validity or force of (a right, claim, statement, etc.). 
Prejudiced, adj. 

1. Not impartial; bigoted. 

""Terms used"to"cIesaTSe"the current economic stateof the woridrborrowedfrom 
tile BBC Documentary: 3-part series, The Power of Nightmares: The Rise of the Politics of Fear, (2006), 

by Adam Curtis. 

"means to put or change into an improved form or condition." 

~The~founding members consisn^fllrchitects and^authors liRe~Jeremy Tiirand~ 
Sarah Wigglesworth, Peter Blundell Jones, Florian Kossak, Doina Petrescu, 
Tatjana Schneider, etc. - of who the majority of which teach at Sheffield 
University, United Kingdom. Horian Kossak, et at., eds. Agency: Working with Uncertain 

Architectures (Abingdon. Oxon: Routledge, 2010). viii. 

"Designers continually modify predictions abouftheir final result" in response to new 
information and insight The design process is thus a series of conceptual shifts 
and creative leaps." Point III from "Frve Design Characteristics* Table in John Zeisei. inquiry by design: 

tools for environment-behavior research (Belmont, California: Cambridge University Press, 1984), S. 

""An arcHitectofInternational notorietyr~WiKipe<Jia"has recently posted an entry" 
listing tiie main figures that represent this classification today. Some include: 
Jean Nouvel, Renzo Piano, Wolf Prix (Coop Himmelb(l)au), Santiago Calatrava, 
Richard Rogers, Frank Gehry, etc. 

"Zygmunt Bauman defines this character as, "an agent moved by intentions 
that one can at best guess." These people are the unknown factor in our 
daily scenario calculations, often resented to some degree because of their 
Unpredictability. Zygmunt Bauman. Liquid Times: Living in en Age of Uncertainty (Cambridge: Polity 

Press, 2007) 85. 

"Is the misplaced^value of seeking creditfof ^stalnablelJesigh, rather"than simply-

creating sustainable designs for the benefit of the building and environment, see Ted 

Bowen, 1EED green-bidding program confronis crtics OTd jpmring pans." 2010, hap /̂vww.grisLorgfertJbe / 

leedl/. (accessed Nowamber 23.2010), 

From the perspective of modem logic, if is the study of. "various kinds of signs 
that occur in a system and the possible anrangements of those signs, complete 
abstraction being made of the meaning of the signs." 

"Taste-makers. A few examples in the viral media worid'indude: Jimmy Kimmel, Tosh. O, and 
various other celebrity status endorsers much too ephemeral to even comment 
on. Every field has different, yet similarly influential icons and now that we are 
constantly bombarded with media, their messages - useful or not - are much 
more widespread. With Kevin Afbca, "Why videos go viral,* TEDYouth. httpJ/www.ted.eorn/taBcs/ 

kevin_alkxca_why_videos_go_viraiiitml. (accessed on February 28,2012) 

^(^ hypothetical form of govemmenfin which science woulcfbe in control of all 
decision making ... [the term] was originally used to designate the application 
of the scientific method to solving social problems, in counter distinction to the 
traditional economic, political or philosophic approaches." 
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SECONDARY DEFINITIONS, ('appear in thesis text) 

Anonymity noun \.a-n»-'nl-me-t6\ 
1. the quality or state of being anonymous 
2. one that is anonymous 

Apathy noun va-pe-tfi§Y~ 
1. lack of feeling or emotion: impassiveness 
2. lack of interest or concern : indifference 

Atopia 

Cultural 
Hegemony 

Didactic 

~Di8cerhR>le~ 

"Attempts to erase receivecfnotions or boundaries, andhence to reinstatelhe viewer 
in the world as it actually is, without judgment. John Lethem influenced by Robert 
Smithson. 

Hs the~ph7Iosophlc and soriologiral'theory, ^th^Manast'plinosopKerAntonio"Gramsd7~~ 
that a culturally diverse society can be dominated (ruled) by one social class, by 
manipulating the sodetal culture (beliefs, explanations, perceptions, values) so that its 
ruling-class worldview is imposed as the sodetal norm, which then is perceived as a 
universally valid ideology and status quo benefidal to all of sodety, whilst benefiting only 
the ruling dass. 

"Intending to teach. 

~~adjective /cfi'sernatSdl/-, 
1. Able to be discerned; perceptible 

- the scandal had no discernible effect on his career 
- the inscription was barely discernible 

"Disillusionment to free'from illusion; also: to cause to'lose naive~faith and'frust~ 
1. The first concept is rather optimistic and progressive as it helps us think 

realistically; however, the latter example subdues the concept of 'hope' 
which is necessary to take on such uncertain endeavors. 

Dystopia noun 
a sodety characterized by human misery, as squalor, oppression, disease, 
and overcrowding. 
'Not exactly true, it is actually more of a realistic prediction of the future; 
one that does not factor in sodal constructs such as hope and belief in 
undetermined elements. 

"Empathy noun Vem-pa-the\ ~ 
1. * Through Consdousness - to share emotions of another human being. 
2. the imaginative projection of a subjective state into an object so that the 

object appears to be infused with it. 
3. the action of understanding, being aware of, being sensitive to, and 

vicariously experiendng the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another 
of either the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts. 

Antipathy 4. Antipathy is dislike for something or somebody, the opposite of sympathy. 
(Antonym) While antipathy may be induced by previous experience, it sometimes 

exists without a rational cause-and-effect explanation being present to the 
individuals involved. 

j~Ephi Ephemeral Something sfiort-lived; of only passing interest. 

Esoteric/ 
Esotericism 

Flight Distance 

ad/Ve-sa-'teM kT-'tewi k\ 
1. The dictionary defines esoteric as information that is understood by a small 

group or those spedally initiated, or of rare or unusual interest. 
2. Esoteric items may be known as esoterica 
3. Esoteridsm is defined as the holding of secret doctrines, the practice of 

limiting knowledge to a small group, or an interest in items of a spedal, rare, 
novel, or unusual quality. 

""Anyobservant person has notice<f that a wild animal wmliflow a man or other potential^ 
enemy to approach only up to a given distance before it flees. "Flight distance" is 
Hediger's term for this interspedes spadng mechanism." From the Hidden Dimension. 

-<To be knowingly real and meas-
ureable without contention. 

-**For example, an insect, or a 
poor concept in architecture 
which is very trendy and insignifi
cant to more critical discussions. 

Gregarious 

Heuristic 

~aof/\gri- ger-6^es\ 
1. tending to assodate with others of one's kind : sodal 
2. marked by or indicating a liking for companionship : sodable 
3. of or relating to a sodal group 

1: refers"to experience-based'techmques for problem solvingTleaming, 
and discovery. Heuristic methods are used to identify an optimal solution 
as rapidly as possible. Examples of this method indude using a "rule of 
thumb", an educated guess, an intuitive judgment, or common sense. 
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Heuristicaliy (heuristic) a commonsense rule (or set of rules) intended to increase the probability of 
solving some problem. 

"Idiosyncrasies A^s6nguisfiab!e"fiaBft"of tfioOghtrteeiing or Behavior character istfcof^afTincHvicJuair 

Integrity 

"Interstitial 

Mitigating 

Poignant 

Prudent 

Stoicism 

SustalnablHty 

'Truncating 

'Utopia 

'Imminence adjV'i-ma-nant\ 
1. 'Something that's always been, but now understood in a new way. 
2. ready to take place; especially : hanging threateningly over one's head 

<was in imminent danger of being run over> 

'Basically a rule of thumb. 

'informal [iff-fa wr-mufil] Inflective " ~ 
1 .without formality or ceremony; casual: an informal visit 
2.not according to the prescribed, official, or customary way or manner; irregular, 
unofficial: informal proceedings. 
3.suitable to or characteristic of casual and familiar, but educated, speech or writing. 
4.Grammar. characterizing the second singular pronominal or verbal form, or its use, in 
certain languages: the informal tu in French. 

noun \irPte-gre-fe\ 
1. is a concept of consistency of actions, values, methods, measures, 

principles, expectations and outcomes. In ethics, integrity is regarded as the 
quality of having an intuitive sense of honesty and truthfulness in regard to 
the motivations for one's actions. 

a small space between two things. 
'Little difference between ideas, dosing the gap between communications. 

'Mediation noun /im&d6rSSHen/ 
mediations, plural 

1. Intervention in a dispute in order to resolve it; arbitration 
• the parties have sought mediation and it has failed 

2. 'intervention in a process or relationship; intercession 
- they are offering sacrifice and mediation between God and man 

~Mifc"gating~(Vert5) 
1. Make less severe, serious, or painful: "he wanted to mitigate misery in the world". 
2. Lessen the gravity of (an offense or mistake). 

iTEvoking a keen sense of sadness or regretP'a poignant reminder*! 
2. Keenly felt: "the sensation was most poignant in winter". 

keen - sharp - pungent - acrid - trenchant - biting 

Adj"\pru-dent\ 
1. Acting with or showing care and thought for the future. 
2. skill and good judgment in the use of resources 
3. caution or circumspection as to danger or risk 

Pseudo- The prefix pseudo- (from Greek qicuS^lying, false")ls used to mark something as 
false, fraudulent, or pretending to be something it is not. 

"Regression \ri-gre-shoh\ 
1. the act or an instance of regressing 
2. a trend or shift toward a lower or less perfect state: 

noun Vrsto-a- si-zem\ ' 
1. Indifference to pleasure or pain; impassiveness. 
2. The doctrines or philosophy of the Stoics. 

1. """to ensure that [development] meets"the needsof presenfwitfiout 
compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their needs." 
Another definition from Urban Ecologies? Book in class Whole Earth 
Catalog. 

To shorten by cutting off the top or end (*or head based on that descnption?) 

/juTtoupiar 
1. is an idea) community or society possessing a perfect socio-politico-legal 

system. The word was imported from Greek by Sir Thomas More 
« eutopia: "good place" + outopia: "no where". Therefore, what does this 
mean today? 

'Sources above include: Wikipedia. Canadian Oxford Dictionary, Online Dictionary, Oxford Online Dictionary, 
Dictionary.com, Online Etymology Dictionary. All other references from are individually labelled. 
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*Atl ARCHtnCTURE iS RUT WASTE tN THAMUTH 1 A bold Statement MKh OS this ft Ifttfinded to 

b« read more than ooce. Although U may teem to hove *n ominous connotation In its tntttal 

comprehension; perhaps portraying that architecture Is doomed In the most literal sense, thfs is actually 

not the intention. Instead, thfs statement Is meant to be understood with a more scientific approach: 

Architecture, or buildings to be specific, are like any other physical substance in this world; destined to 

endure a process of change followed by an inevitable, yet anticipated demolition. Simply put; all 

buildings have a lifecycte.' This will be further elaborated on as this reference also contains a hidden 

warning. Unfortunately, there fire very few architects that seem to acknowledge this caution In the 

current practice d architecture, in fact, most want nothing to do with deoomtivction «$ ft seems to 

contradict the notions of creation and production that consume so much of architectural thought3 This 

(s clearly evident by simply looking at a typical project timeline for a building. 

Every building will have a slightly different llfecycle based on Its Jurisdiction and geographic 

location; however, it is essential to provide an example of a project timeline to demonstrate not only 

what is commonly included, but more importantly, what H frequently missing from these projections. 

Fig. 1 • Proposed Prefect Sehtduh for Ntw Ninety-Six Mtddlt/Hlgh School Design ottd Construction which 

1$ located on the following page, worts well as «typical example (or most North American regions as its 

building typology and construction duration are both fairly standard. The architect begins their Job by 

programming the project with the client This pre-desfgn service includes writing the brief for the 

program, conducting financial feasibility and site evaluation studies and generally figuring out the timing 

and schedule for the design. After a few months, the schematic design process begins and the architect 

establishes the spatial layout of the programs in form of models and sketches. After this stage has been 

1 teremv Tift, Ar&tteclurt Oeptftii (C«mfc<ld*e, Maaftthuseueu The MfT Rest, 2009k 67. 
1 Shprwa Komi, Atran Sduiwmaru and Suzy Bfwirdi. tiji Cytto Atmxmam in Buihtory oni consruetsem a stsxa-of-ths-cr} 
report JOB Worth Carolina. USA; Society of Emifwwn«fittHtoifccfc«r and Owmsti* 20031.19. 

^TtllA/cfc/rfcrurrOrpmdt, MM59. 
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Figure 1 Propottd Prvf*ct Schtifot* for Mrw Niitctr&iM MkMtt/Nigh Schooi Ontgn end Conervabn. 

approved by the dlent, the architect proceeds to (he design development phase where orthographic 

drawings such as plans, sections, and elevations am produced. The drawings are then reviewed once 

more, followed by approximately four months of construction drawings and specifications, for the last 

three months, the architect waits as the drawings are reviewed for building permit and tender process 

occurs, ft Is during this tlmo that the contractor is selected and the building is ready for construction, 

ftomflg.1, we can see that the construction process lasts about two years until it reaches Substantial 

Competition, followed by a few months of deficiency review until Its final completion.4 Once the 

construction Is finished the tlmclino the ends; yet ono cannot help but wonder, "What happens to 

buildings after they are built?"1 

As discussed in Stewart Brands' book and 6-part miniseries, "How Buildings learn*, there are 

many important processes that onty begin as soon as the building b complete: deterioration - the 

incremental loss of material quality, maintenance - the constant upkeep of buddings, renovations, 

additions, restorations and repairs - most likely will occur, and finally, demolition, deconstructbn and 

z 
D 
o 

6T 

a 

"Schedule A of Document600: Arthtracft Sentoes and C! tent's Raspcnslfcittl®.* CMA: ̂ fwtoAuoctoltoo afArcNtsas, 
accessed December 10,2010, hBpV/̂ wî auaLe^dfem/bBaA^AHafrie.nif/web/Pocumeftt*€00?OpeflOoafwem. 

i Stewart Brand. How BuSUings Leern. Settlor* vtdeo. OTreeted by Jam* Runde. (BSC TV Series: Rtfy Keating. 3997). Epfeode 
l:"Bo»r 230. 
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structural fatiute - which as discussed ea/ller, Is Inevitable," With these factors In mind, It Is Quite clear 

that "a budding Is not something you ftnlstv it'* something you start,"' Why are these factors not 

recognized as a more Important section In a building's lifecycle? Why are they omitted from the 

common project schedule as seen in ftg.l? A 2004 report, "Survey on actual service lives for North 

American buildings/ shows statistics on the average length that different building types and 

constructions last before demolition: fri the United Kingdom, it is stated that forty-six percent of 

structures are demolished after jvst 11-32 years, while In Japan, the typical life span of a office building 

Is only 23 to43 years* These finding*may be alarming In their own right;however, they are used here 

merely to illustrate the average length of this section of the buildings' lifecycle. One would term this 

section as the weathering process and claim that It holds a much larger timeframe than what happens 

before buildings are built. 

What b the weathering process? In the book, *0n Weathering" by Mohsen Mostafavl and Oavfd 

Uatherbarrow, the following definition is provided: *tn architecture, the gradual destruction of 

bui'ftfjngs by nature in time is weathering. They elaborate by explaining that deterioration is really 

what adds the finish to a project.10 it b the ingenuousness of these descriptions that makes them so 

effective. As Intended by the authors, the process of weathering ean be interpreted In many ways. 

From another Important perspective, author Jeremy THI Identifies a crucial conversation between Michel 

Serres and Bruno La tour about weathering as well.* "They are French, and so use the same ward for time 

Brand. Hew fiuiKfoipi l«vn,' Hftor happens î wrfte/r* {tuff fNcw ftnguirt Soaks, 199*1, Iv24,110. 

1 Bfitri, How ButtittnQt (mm. VWooy Epitoda 3: *6utt for Cteflgo" 2&15 
Jennifer O'Connor, Sunmcn oawlstrvk* hvsfor ttartbAmtricon buMnpx (Vancouver. FoHmekCanads Corpu J0M1 

•areed November 19,2010i tapc//wwMsoftmo<&ndKr.«9/p4h/SurvqronActuaGentoeUve&4Kif. 2 

'Meftien Mmitfavl«nd OevW testhertwrto* On Mfeeftertw TV ttftcdttuMm b Vmt (Cembfidge MassadtujcnuThe MfT 
Pre«, xttSfc 0. 

*ihai6. 
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and weathen le temps. This Is not a linguistic accident: 'at 8 profound level they are the same thing'."11 

In quite a direct way, one could articulate that time b really just the change In affects of weather. 

Therefore one could inquire; if there was no weathering and thus no aging, would time exist? 

Perhaps a query such as this is too hypothetical to propose. Nevertheless, the initial question 

still remains; if this process of weathering is such a iarge portion of a buildings lifecycle, then how come 

rt is not more important to us? Why do architect's care more about the way their buildings look In a 

magazine than how they are lived in and experienced by people every day?13 Is It the consumerist 

mentality of the western world that fools us to thtnk we must keep producing and accumulating new 

things in order create revenue and personal happiness?" Can one blame our cities and government 

officials for attempting to create inflated cultural Identities in reaction to the pressures of globalization? 

"Are architects exploiting the attraction for monstrosity, using the creation of an artificial strangeness as 

a strategy for architectural attention from the public?"" Does function now follow form as displayed by 

the over-exaggerated building address number in fig.27 Perhaps It Is still somewhat debatable, but all 

Rewre 2 CWtru/i* District 7 HsoOqvorttn BuiftSng fry foam Wayne. 2SXU, 
las Aofeia, OSA. 

u HI, Anrfcfreavre Depcrxh, $4. 
u Biamt HowBuMiyp team. £L 

u Wijpedh;TheHo« Cncydopcda, Cor.wtnerBfn, wtevwd December 1.4,2010,http;//mrrflipedw.orB/>»i*i/ConwineJim 
M Aude-Une OuSeveandOara Werqt Once upon o ifine...Moittt«ptea» oj At 20DQsf tPt ReyeiStatton, CaJltornla: ORO 
editions, 20101 IS 
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these forces end rrnny more, ean be attributed to (be affects of the peat-modem world that we live In 

today.19 Although these questions may be very crucial topks In present architectural debates, 

discovering Che reasoning behind this mentality Is not the Intention here. No matter how these Issues 

are labeled, one cannot deny that these forces are already in effect. Instead, the aim of this research 

statement fs to prove the Importance of the weathering process and how it relates architecture with 

time. One intends to support this statement by centering on notions of durability (physical deterioration 

of motettofc over timef, efficiency (functional deterioration of systems over time), contingency (social 

deUifaratbn of use over time) and responsibility (ethical deterbrathn over time}, fts one can see, 

deterioration an be Identified in many different formats, some format* focus cn empirical properties 

while others focus more on experiential qualities. It Is easiest to begfn this discussion with the most 

visual and literal component of thfc process; that being a physical deterioration. 

Durability: Physical Deterioration 

Prior to the modern movement, architects had a much closer relationship with contractors and 

craftsmen. They had trust In the builders' knowledge of materials and construction decisions were 

generally made on site. The architect was much closer to the context of their project and thus 

understood the affects of weathering that would take place.u It was not untfl the early twentieth-

century that the western world began to embrace the power associated with technology and. mass 

production, Like many other disciplines at the time, architecture was quick to adopt these new motifs. 

In fact, a very Influential architect, by the name of le Corbusier, truly believed that mass production had 

fte potential to become a new spirit for social equality. He envisioned the home as a "machine for 

liufog*.17 The Idea was bated on the fact that many pom in the house could be replaceable and 

therefore could be fundamentally built In a factory away from foe site. As a result, architects shifted 

"suftn Morawjvt 7h9 rrwWw wtto putmottmxsm (tendon. Enjlwrf: RMtatp, I996fc 5-7. 

* Mcuaf**! and leatbertiarrow, On tUrctiterirrA 21. 

" iwiue. 17. 

Bfg-
tSaar.' 

pi ^gtsaa— 

I  I . I .  
figure 3 Ths GrewJnp Hcass fmrfifbMon, 1932& ssitfcn. Wolter 
Crvpfas. flcrif/v Germany. 
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towards drawing diagrams to Instruct rather 

than being onslte with the builders and 

therefore lost their connection with tho weather 

and climate of the site: As Illustrated In fig,3. 

This shift In the practice essentially reduced the 

knowledge of the builder; if the architect did not 

give Instructions, the builder could not procced. 

inevitably, this insolent procedure which we 

continue to use today has lead us on a path to 

poor workmanship and details that don't take 

into account the physical deterioration of the 

building.38 "Material failure varies from place to 

place. The use of the same technologies throughout the world does not always take the uniqueness of 

place into account."19 As time and theories progressed, the codes of modem aesthetics began to 

change as well. Details, such as sills, cornices and copings- which In fact used to be colled 'weatherings' 

- disappeared as white walls, unified materials and pure geometries infiltrated architects' designs. 

Corbusier tried hard to remove all faults where dirt could go, but his approach regrettably transformed 

the common home into a gallery. As a resu It, these modern designs beca me less concerned about their 

own substantial qualities and more attentive to the material possessions displayed within.2* The 

problem is that for one to follow this mentality they must deny the stained, scratched, dulled and 
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" Ibid, 36,76. 
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polished surfaces affected by the aura of dally inhabitation: They must deny the unavoidable affects of 

time." Architects that attempt to challenge this concept will always k>se.a 

Fortunately, not all early modernists followed in this direction. 

Austrian architect Otto Wagner was motivated by both the expressive 

nature and practical values of a rustic o/chitecture approach that was 

demonstrated in numerous archaic buildings (n the city around him. To 

save time and effort in construction these buildings would leave stones 

rough allowing for the materials to represent a robust aesthetic on their 

own." With the help of evolving Industrial techniques. Wagner took this „ , 
Figure 4 Banco popelan at 
Wrens fUfT&lDfti, HMow. 

process one step further; "In forming the ioints between load-bearing and cartaseoipo. vemna, Italy. 

cladding materials (hejacknawledged not only the representational character of ratification by 

emphasizing the thinness of stone but also its durable qualities."" Even Corbusier's architecture began 

to change as time moved on. The Villa Shodhan, built from 19S1 until 1956 in Ahmadabad, India, was 

planned to weather as poor workmanship and a remote location would not allow for an ail-white 

facade; the inherent stains and faults in the construction became the aesthetic. Although Coitusler's 

design showed effort to prepare for deterioration, it was not until about the 197tfs that architect, Carlos 

Scarpa, began to show true control of the weathering process. Scarpa not only explores tho forces of 

durability though the detail, but he initiates the debate for good and bad aging by "showing the effects 

of weatherine in a dramatic mariner"" What Is unique about Scarpa's design process is that his details 

displays an aesthetic and pragmatic intellect at the same time, ftg.4 Is a photograph of a window detail 

71 Peter ZUnthor, FWnMnc Arthtocftre (Slffchatiser: Lara MUla PUHfehont, i$99), 24. 

na»Bnd, How (earn. VMeo, Episode L:flftow" t-.lQ 

n MosttfSvi and leathobarrow. On WetrthtrfoQ, St 57. 

M lb*d, 58. 

"IMA 98 

Ibid. 

"lWtf.104 

"wikipoluThoFfoo Encyctopatlla, WtoiAw f̂rwiacctswd Oec«mb«r 1&2QUK hctpc//«n.wfl(tp«du«r«Arikt/ 
WWtltartnt.stMl 

" Mostafon trtd lejSherttarrtw.Oii tttaf/Mnlnff. 107, 

5f 

a 

I 
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from Serapa's building Banca popolare dl Verona, In Italy. Due to of the circular shape of the opening, 

O 

water would logically travel to the bottom-center section of the window. H this was not anticipated, § 
3 

water would sit still fn that area and eventually rot the sill,' however, as one can see, Scarps has planned 

tor thfs event by channeling the water through an eave-llke system that ultimately sheds the water away 

from the building* In no meant is this a typical flashing detail, instead it is a celebration of a common 

climatic occurrence," Another method of exploring physical deterioration in materials was established 

in 1964 when the first use of Gor-Ten steel was integrated into the John Doer Headquarters designed by 

Eero Saarfnen.17 This material contains a very important property that allows ft to resist atmospheric 

corrosion much tetter (Han unalloyed steels. As the environment affects this material, ft forms a 

protective layer on its surface that produces an earthy red colour that cannot be reproduced 

artificially." Saarfnen came from the Tallesen group, which contained many other Influential architects 

Including founder, Frank lloyd Wright As a result, he practiced the Idea of organic architecture and 

therefore his attention to weathering was Influenced by a much more metaphorical background than 

the previous architects mentioned. To Saarlnen, the building Is thought to be a part eft he site; not on 

the site and this is where his use of materials derived." 
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The second example of functional deterioration Is slightly harder to visualize, but the concept is 

much more Important to understand. This type of deterioration deals with the energy efficiency of the 

entire building. Every year, a survey from "U.S. Energy Information Administration" is conducted to 

show the annual energy consumption for each country In the world. Based on statistics spanning from 

2000 until 2006, the chart indicates that Canada's ranking is not only the fifth highest, but the trends 

5how that this amount is also rising." Additionally, nineteen percent of this consumption can be 

attributed to the influence of residential, commercial and institutional buildings; or a total of thirty-nine 

percent If counting fte industrial bufldfng sector as well.3' Therefore, approximately one-third of 

Canada's energy consumption is endorsed by the operation of buildings. In reaction to these alarming 

statistics, there are many different emerging models that address the energy-cycle of a building. Meet 

of these models relate to ecology In some way or another resulting In a somewhat poor attempt to mix 

metaphorfc meaning with scientific facts, 'ideally, the house h tike an organism: oU the components 

work together. ** They use these models to prove that if a building Is sewip correctly; all Its mechanical, 

electrical, plumbing systems, ond other services can be designed to function with little to no support 

from external utilities.Although one may disagree with the clfchfid symbolism of the organism, It (s 

hard to argue the underlying principles of these philosophies. Weathering Architecture agrees that a 

building reliant on of pakl utilities b already not functioning at its full capacity. The process of 

deterioration in this case ts concerning the natural resources that are being wastod to power our 

buildings. 

w USA GovQfMneiK: OepartnMnt d Energy, 'international Erargy Annual" U£. Pwrjry tvtjwmoMon Admvtftrrert?*, accessed 

November 12.2010, httpV/wvra.da.<fae.(̂ /eR«j/iea/tattentihtnil. 

14 National Resource! Canada. Ifltprewng foergv Performance in Canada - itepott to Parliament Under the foerf? Efficiency 
Act For the fiscal Year 2Q08-20Q9." OJjiW c/ewgy ggEwmjv. aawssed 0*cember 10.7010. ttttp'J/ow.wcsn.ec.w/ 
putiicatfons/cutfUlcfA»ftoment03'tt/dtapterl.ctin7attn*0. 

uS»e*e*» Winter Associates. Hie tovm Saiar Otsiga ond Construction Handbook (Mew %fk:iohn wile* and Sera, inc. *393*. ?. 

!t'IW16 
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Rfuw 7 Son firanc&cD Wcrvt BufUBng, 2006 by Thm Moynt, itmfmdtca, USA W*X fofod* (right}, 
not food* 

In reaction, how do architects actually address these fcsues; there are a& kinds of energy-efficient 

designs? We will begin with what one may cal the hi-tech approach. 
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In 2006, the construction of San Francisco Federal Building by Morphosls Architects was completed 

as Illustrated in fig. 7. This building Is commonly referred to as, "half organism and half machine."" The 

reason is that this building 6 covered with automated steel plates that open and dose to accept wmd 

currents for natural ventilation. Its' entire west facade Is covered w&h vertical glass louvers to block 

direct sunlight from entering the building, and the underside of the floors are perforated to move rising 

hot air out of the building, providing a naturally controlled cooling system.18 These are all great 

techniques, but many criticize that this buiUEng is too controlled. "Workers seek to relieve the heat by 

opening windows, which not only sends papers ftylng, but, depending on their proximity to the opening, 

makes creating a stable temperature for all workers near Impossible ... some employees must use 

umbrellas to keep the sun out of their cubicles."19 it also poses the question; what happens when these 

automated systems malfunction? One can hardly assume that the inhabitants of tho building will know 

" Albert Chad "Design Matters: A BifliSng Breathing* Art tfefce, accessed November 12,2010, http://artM3ee.cam/ 
buUdtn&JbcvatKna. 

Randy Shaw. "San Francisco's Green Building Nightmare," BeyondCtvon; The Vote of the Rest accessed December 17,2010, 
http://w»w.beyafldchron£rg/artJcfe«/SenJ:farKls»jsj3reenJhj!ldlngJj{ghunvQl_5428.html. 
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how to fix them and therefore the functionality of the 

building will deteriorate until repaired. The common 

problem with depending on maintenance is that, "Doing It is 

a pain. Not doing it can be catastrophic."40 Maybe this hi-

tech design can work for a Morphosls building, where it is In 

a city full of services and has a budget to fix these 

malfunctions, but how can we address efficiency with a more 

universal approach? 

UJ-FI efficiency tecKnlqua '«h es passbe sotar heating (llun e MoOTBte ̂ w* ew 

2OSB, <bp«rtwg«n, Owner*. Soushfateds (top), 
and cooling, natural light and ventilation, water̂ retentlon notihfotoiit(bosom) 

tanks, and all around good insulation, can be integrated into any building without relying on high-tech 

systems. Essentially, the first step is slmpfy how the building is positioned on its site and oriented to the 

sun.41 Envisioning these techniques In the form of a large typology may be difficult so one has been 

Included In flg.8) "Mountain Dwellings" by BIG architects to serves as an exceptional contemporary 

example of these Lo-fi design techniques. Much like the Morphosls building in San Francisco, 

"Mountain Dwellings" definitely has an iconic presence from its exterior perspective; however, there is a 

layer of personal control and efficiency interwoven Into its design: Thh eighty-unit apartment complex Is 

oriented and Bngled to the south to achieve maximum solar heat gain, the parking area is extra high so 

that it allows ease of natural ventilation, and finally, it includes planters which are positioned to collect 

® Brancf, How BuMtxp lean, 110. 

41 European Committor Dvectorste Gene* at XVII for tnergy, A Given Ifrruvto - Prmriptgs ar.(f ftattfrc? ofSujtoiwbte 
ArtM&mtol Gfe*/0ir(Loreton, united Kfrfom: Janet 8 laines 1999), 2-3,57-60. 
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rainwater to irrigate plants during the drier seasons.42 These design techniques require little to no 

maintenance and prove that they can be integrated into more complex programmatic buildings. 

To support another typology of construction, one refers to the design techniques by Olsen Kundig 

Architects yet again. The program for this example is a new Headquarters for a wind«power 

manufacturer. Not only does this design reuse industrial materials produced by the manufacturer as 

seen in flg.9, but h also demonstrates how they can be arranged to function in an efficient manner, for 

example, the main vertical shaft - taken from an unemployed wind turbine - is situated in the cen ter of 

the building from where it can channel all warm air from within the building to the exterior, in the 

winter months, ventilation to the shaft is 

simply closed so that hot air does not 

escape. Additionally, the roof houses 

sotar panels that are angled for 

maximum contact with the sun to 

harvest energy and the roof slopes all 

rainwater to a patch of landscaping in 

front of the building.43 Finally, going back RgoreS T Bailey offices by otsen Kundig Architects, Amconet, 
Washington. 

to the idea of un/mished materidte discussed in the physical deterioration section, one can see another 

important attribute that derives from this material selection. By leaving the materials and joints 

exposed, Olsen Kundig Architects provide increased ability to buiid onto the existing structure. As a 

result, this technique will prepare the building for much more contingency and social adaptation in the 

future. 

4 KJmberty Bradley, 'Makings Mountain: B|arke Ingeb adds a high-altitude feature to Copenhagen's flat landscape,* 
MetropollsMag.eom. accessed on December 10.2010, hUp://wvirw.nietropollsma8.com/storv/20Q81217/maklnfl-d-inountain. 

45 Brideette Melnhold. "Olson Kundig Oeslflns Office Made From Wind Turbine Pans," InhabHaf. Oesign wlB Save (he Wortd, 
accessed Oecember 11.2010, hHp://lnhabilat,com/olH>n-kijMcfl8-desiBrts«offlce-mad®-lrom-wlnd-turt>lrKhpartj/, 
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Contingency: Sodal Deterioration 

In the book 'Architecture Depends", author Jeremy Tilt argues that "Architecture Is defined by 

Its very contingency,"** To elaborate, he states 'that architecture at every stage of its existence—from 

design through construction to occupation—is buffeted fry external forces... lit is) thus shaped more 

by external conditions than by the internal processes of the architect."*5 Thfs notion remains in our 

thoughts os we third; about buddings over time. No matter how well thought out on architect's design 

may be, they can never escape the social temperament of obsdescence; change Is inevitable. Thfs does 

not mean one should dismiss the value of longevity and durability In their designs; In fact, It suggests 

quite the opposite.* Contingent-based designs have the ability to prolong the weathering process of 

building because they anticipate change and therefore adapt much easier when desired. 

In the book, 'Flexible Housing", authors Jeremy Till and Tatfana Schneider begin by describing 

how poorly the housing complexes In the dty around them are planned. They explain, "we watch as 

prefabricated bathroom units are hoisted up and clamped Into place ... Once there, these units are 

Immovable, fixing the layout of Indivfdual rooms with ensulte bathrooms and making subsequent 

conversions to any other form of housing all but Impossible." 41 In response, they propose that flexible 

housing must acoommodate the changing patterns In both sodal and technological needs of fife.40 Many 

early modernist attempted to address these Issues quite Bterally In the past with buildings that contain 

moving parts; "Rjetveld Schroder House- or the "Mason Do Verre-* to name a few. Although moving 

internal partitions may alter space, the fundamental design options in these examples are fixed by the 

architect: They are flexible houses perhaps, but they ore definitely not the same as a socially adaptable 

TM, Artfiiteautt Skptstdt, 1. 
ÎWd. 

44 Brand, HcwSufUtop* imn, jsa 

" T&tjana Stfineitfer and .termer fill, ffeifote tfounVxHAmstodftm: Boston Asdilteeturai Preut 200?]. 9. 
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house.49 Othet architects, such as Charles and Ray Eames, have been more successful in their 

preparation for change as they conveyed in the "tames House* of 1S48, Theoretically, every part in this 

homecouW be demounted ami completely altered with a single sciewdrfver allowing for Imitlessspaflal 

possibilities. This contingent process 

i i i i i i l i i l  

» C WWi fifc «!•» 

Pips* ld«0uroctHiitfc> Open flttdrfhp 

is partly due to the excess space 

provided; however In many cases, 

quantity of space is restricted to 

economical or urban density factors 

making our designs much mote 

difficult to adjust. Till and Scheldet 

define this scenario as "hard space/50 

and provide an example of a multi

storey apartment block by Mies van 

det Rohe is explain a solution to this 

mallei, in Mies' 1327 design, the 

initial floor plans arc constructed at 

fned sizes, but are left completely 

open apart from two structural columns. The bathrooms and kitchens are pushed against the Internal 

walls and stairwells so that the entitles can be stacked. There are only four different sized units to pfck 

from, but al are ready to adapt to their users.91 Mies only designs what is necessary and leaves the rest 

up to the client. Although this system is still somewhat unique In housing today, these Ideas can be 

commonly seen In modern commercial and retail designs, in the book, "Residential open Building* 
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Stephen Kendall and Jonathan Telcher start to lays out tome technical rules based on the Open BuMng 

Approach that many norvr*»ldenlto! building* already use.u Ffg.10 displays a general outline for the 

characteristics that define the Open Buifding process. Some of the key points laid out here ere as 

follows: 1/ Is the user a decision maker? Can they give requests for their layout or do they Just pldk? 2/ 

Oocs tho structure allow for the floor plan to bo open? 3/ is the building accossiblo to different infill 

systems such as partition walls, service zones and raised floors? 4/ finally, what is the user's 

participation level in the construction of these buildings - how much do thoy build themselves?" 

"Next Homes" designed by a team of Architects at the McGill's School of Architecture in 1988, 

incorporates many of these principles and proves that there is great demand for small, adaptable, 

starter homes,44 These houses contain unfinished basements and open plans that are easy to 

manipulate and thus generate economical buildings that can be finished with tTme. It is said that after 

Just three years of their Initial construction, ninety percent of the Inhabitants improved and finished 

these homes in ways that corresponded to their needs. This success follows in Elands' approach; "when 

you are designing a building, start conservative and let the building come to life with time.*" Although 

this Idea may have worted for *Ne*t Hemes', a statement like ihls opens up a very controversial debate 

or creativity. Architects are trained to think In different ways, to give society new options that the 

public may not foresee. Cen one redly believe the answer to contingent-based designs lies within 

building.square, empty shells?* 

This section has focused quite exclusively on housing typology because at the moment, it seems 

to have the largest difficulty In understanding the ooncept of contingency. Nevertheless, what can be 

M Sephen kandaQ wi Jonathan Ttictwr, Open tot/dentiaf BiMtog (London, yx: EfiFN span, 2000). Wndte Edition. Ctwjrar 
M.J. 
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said about all tha new museums, arenas, stadiums, libraries, government offices, and other super-

complexes designed by well-established, highly-respected 

architects of today? These buildings are truly attempting to 

push the Urn lb of the profession; surely they must 

understand this concept? "Once upon a 

time.,.Monsterpiece*'' is e book by two author* from 

Harvard Graduate School of Design that comments on this 

condition by addressing the contemporary architecture of 

the 2000s and how their programs may socially deteriorate 

over time. Tha premise of this book b set In the future 

where archeoiogists and paleontologists, can discuss 

buildings that they find in a rational and functional manner 

with no concern for Iconlcfty." As seen In fls.12, the effect 

Is a somewhat humorous, but critical reflection on how 
Ft|i«r« tl PrtdltBoa fot flitut*pfoffom qf 

these buildings could be used differently than their current 

programs. About half way through the novel, the archeoiogists come across the "Seattle Public Library1' 

designed by Rem Koolhaas, which in the future, has transformed into a communal greenhouse. They 

cannot believe the rumouit that this space was once e library. They ask, "why would people in the 21* 

century need so much empty space in a glass volume? Some say It was for atmospheric storage. Others 

believe in the myth of social gatherings. Some even surmise on the potential storage of books."58 In 

many other examples, the archeoiogists comment on tack of natural light, ventilation, and overall 

structural flexibility due to tha hyper-expresslve, opaque facades that most these contemporary 

buildings Include. Compared to previous notions of architecture such as the 'machlne-tor-livlng' 
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pursued by the modernists, these contemporary monsters ore much more inefficient 'Machines have 

parts (hat wcrk well together; monsters have parts that hardly work together."*6 All this leads us to ask 

a very ethical question; If the post-modern architecture we see today Is due to "teaming from Las 

Vegas" by Robert Venturf, then how will the students of the this generation explore architecture based 

or> the buildings of the 2000**7*° The story makes it quite clear that this style of architecture is not the 

right way to explore creativity, Although these building m create image* that will remain in our minds 

long after there are physically gone, the morals they pass on to the next generation of architects do not 

embrace any concern for the most essentia! etNcs of Inhabitation," 

Responsibility: Ethical Deterioration 

What is the architect's role, or better yet, responsibility in building process? Why do ail the 

ethics and good intentions put into the design process fade away as soon as the project is completed? 

While reasons lor this ethical detertoraifon may be somewhat obvious; money, time, liability or personal 

interest perhaps, it is useful to look at some examples addressing this current memalfty to Illustrate the 

issues at stake. 

Frank Uyod Wrlghfs is known as one of America's greatest architects to have ever lived; 

however, his buildings were notorious for leaking. Instead of learning from his mistakes, the response 

he would give to hfs clients when they told him their roof was leaking was, "that's how you can tell it's a 

roofPH fallowing in this path, frank Ciehry shares the same difficultly with his designs. In 2004, MfFs 

three-hundred million dollar, 'Strata Center" fn Cambridge, Massachusetts, experienced drainage back* 

up, uncontrollable leaks, masonry crocks, and excessive moid growth shortly after* its conttnjctlon. it 

w Ibid IT. 

w»W«.70. 
a IMA 63,70. 
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was claimed that Gehry Partners 'breached (their) duties by 

providing deficient design services and drawings,"55 yot no one at 

Gehry's firm made any comment towards this issue. The 

corresponding construction company was also charged in this 

situation, but they blamed Gehry as well. They said that he 

dismissed all their warnings and their concern for more "soft 

Joints"." Nevertheless, the construction company actually built 

the building so therefore who should realty take responsibility for 

Partners. the defects in design? The question brings us back to the notion 

of separation between the architect and builder; If the communication between these professions was 

better today, then these problems would be less likely to occur, if the contractor and architect could 

make time to discuss these failed details, then a resolution could be most likely be made without 

compromising the architectural intent or quality of construction. To understand why theso legal issues 

might occur, one must consult their governing architectural association. It Is from this research that we 

can begin looking for the degree of warranty, responsibility and trust that is required of architects by the 

regulations of the profession. 

t u t u  / j^TI 
-l' 111 • J. 

« Hi *M; I 
t i n :  4 ,  T <  r .  

Architecture of the Absurd 
- von "Hiatus" olifjfione•»PTUtiiCU »nr 
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f Igura 12 M/7> Strata Center by Gehry 

it was quickly confirmed by the Practice Advisor of the Ontario Association of Architects (OAA) 

and the OAA-6OO document, "Standard Form of Contract for Architect's Sen/ices" that there is no 

warranty provided by the architect. Architect do not build, they only design things to be built by others; 

however, the typical contractor to client agreement is based on a one-year warranty.65 immediately, 

Shelley Murphy. "MIT sues Gehry, otjng leaks in S3Q0m Comdex: Blames famed architect for flam at State Center* 

Bastan.com, accessed November 19.2010. http://www.bostonxorn/nom/loal/artidca/2007/il/06/rnlt_sucs_ 

gehrv.dUT .̂IeabJn^OOmjoomple*/. 

°* Ibid. 

ftBrofr> Altken. Ontario Assoicotbn of Architects, interview by tud.hor (Dcccmeber 7,2010). 
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this makes one think that the issue lies within the regulation. Should the architect not supply a warranty 

on their design as well? This Idea Is quickly rationalized when the notion of contractual liability appears. 

For example, even If an architect did everything that they could to ensures building would last for fifty 

years, there 1s still the chance that something may go wrong. Would any architect really want to be 

tethered to such a contract? Therefore it is understood that a forced-change in the associations' 

regulations (5 not the right approach. Instead, other jurisdictions such as the Association des Architect es 

en Pratique Privee du Quebec (AAPPQ). have found success in reorganizing the standards of the 

profession through the influence of competitions and incentive-based programs.66 These associations 

should not just be used to regulate and control the practice, 

but inform and educated their communities BS well. Public 

communication is D vital tool for architects to understand. 

Unfortunately, this education process Is often put aside while 

architects push forward with their individual designs, if 

designers ever want society's support, they need to take a 

step back every so often to explain to the public what it is 

they are doing. "Every {^evolution is preceded by a form of 

devolution. No progress can ever occur without regression; 

no forward movement,can lake place without recoil."57 

In parallel to this concept. The Cube" is a mixed-use condominium complex by Oppenheim 

Architecture + Design proposed to be built in Miami, Florida. It advertises Itself for having both a 

different strategy to urban living and new approach the common architect-client procedure. At first 

glance of the Image seen in fig.10, It may seem to look as If this building cares more about Its initial 

w Paul Keriouly itoWouft Atthiieeturt, «!terrienr by author (Oecemetwr 8, 2D10). 
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appearance than its long term use due to its modernist fe»m and aesthetics; however, it turn* out that f5 

O 

this U hardly trve at ait. Instead, 'Cube promotes its occupants to design ihelr own domain with the  ̂
3 

possibility of connecting multiple .. . living environments. Generated by desire and need rather than j| 

architectural presumption."61 Thfs project incorporates ail four weathering processes: dunhiiity • the  ̂

steel structure is meant to oxidize over time, efficiency - the glazing is set-in from the facade to adopt 

passive solar heating and cooling techniques, contingency - the module structure allows users to change  ̂
Si. 

their spatial arrangements based on internal and external social factor*, and finally, responsibility • £ 
o o 

"future condominium owners are propelled to communicate with the architect their needs and day to <3 

day functions."** oppenheim Architecture • Design have reconstructed the traditional role of the 

designer; they are committed to the building over its Kfecycle and therefore allow it to change based on 

the Inhabitants desires. 

On a smaller scale we can see this practfce exemplified by designer end builder, John Abrams; 

however, unifke the previous firm discussed, Abrams has applied his techniques on many homes 

already. Through all the steps tho building's lifecycle, Abrams shows an insightful understanding of how 

buildings weather physically, functionally, and socially over time. During the constrvctlon of a home,-

alter the partition walls are framed, but before the gypsum board U fastened In place, Abrams 

meticulously photographs all the walk and ceilings to document Where the services go before these 

elements are hidden." It is an uncommon practice fn construction; however, one can obviously see the 

benefits this system will provide In the future as the building changes 'Most architects or builders want 

nothing to do with the building or its inhabitants once the building is done.1*71 in contrast, Abrams sticks 

"Kelly Winner, Kvbe/Qjjpenholm AretWWurt "draftO&V. accessed November 18.7010, h«pV/www>aitM3tty 
.oom/SWfffctibft-opMnbeifiMrehitecture-de&V. 
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around and take* care of problem that show up after his butkifog are eompieted. it 1} at this stage that 

he can learn from the mistakes. Regrettably, Abrams' story Is a rare ease.'2 Most do not share this 

connection with their projects or even their Inhabitants; hence, there fs a definite need to reorganize 

the status of the architect: 

"A move from the idea of architect as expert problem solver to that of architect as 

citizen tense-maker; a move from a reliance on the impulsive Imagination of the lone 

genius to that of the collaborative ethical imagination; from dinging to notions of total 

control to a relaxed acceptance of letting go.*" 

As one can see, the underlying principles of the weathering process always relate architecture 

with time. Architecture is influenced by many external and uncontrollable forces, yet only time can 

challenge our notions of idealized static perfection.74 Time is the medium that brings our thoughts to 

reality. Beginning *rith the durability of materials, it Is apparent that there is value In planning for both 

physical and aesthetic deterioration when designing our buildings. By learning to imagine with the 

process of weathering in mind, one will not onJy achieve aesthetic longevity, but generate an 

architecture that H eternally changing and improving with ago. tnaddition, maintenance wilt be reduced 

and therefore improve the quality of life for the corresponding inhabitants. The notion of efficiency 

continues in this process by proving to delay functional deterioration not only In materials, but also the 

systems ftnd technique* that power our buildings. The key to creating efficient designs is to understand 

the basis of Lo-S techniques. Technology has an essential role in advandng the knowledge of systems 

and elements In buildings, but one must remember to detail these components In a fashion that is easy 

to operate by Its users. If these systems experiences failure or malfunction and the residents cartnoi 

"ibid. 26:00 
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control or fix their erwironments, then the building will run the risk of becoming obsolete ewer time. P 
a 

evidently, these systems need to be contingent; they need to plan for future unforeseen events Instead § 
3 

of relyfng on spedal repair services, in a much broader sense, contingency Is a principle that every 5 
Gf 

deslgyver should keep in mind. Over time, lifestyles change; families grow and shrink, fads and vends 

transform, and occupants come and go. Weathering Architecture must adapt to these totiafo activities. =£ 
(t> 

It requires careful planning and detailing of space. If extra space is attainable, it should be shaped and  ̂
c3 

located in a fashion that allows it to grow with its inhabitants: One should stay far away from creating 
to 
3 

the infamous "jur&space*" or useless space, that consumes so many contemporary designs, fn 

situations where excess space is unfeasible, then perhaps Mies van Oer Rhoe was correct in adopting 

the phrase, *less Is more". Although it is hard for some architects to conceive, sometimes the ideal 

design fs the unfinished one. Finally, to aflow all these concepts of Weathering Architecture to occur, 

the architect must accept the new responsibilities that follow; The ethics that go into designing a great 

building cannot stop once the construction is complete, if an architect cannot find the time to prepare 

proper details for their buildings, then the least they can do is reflect on their mistakes to prevent these 

issues from happening in the future. If more architects would take the Oppenheim or Abrams' approach 

by following up wfth their designs; either through form of contract, negotiation, or by simply honouring 

their word, then they would do their clients a terrific service. Perhaps, in the future, architecture can 

become more tha n a mere product; perhaps it can return to the service it once was. 

Lars Lerup, recent Dean of Rice University School of Architecture, states that, "Architects are 

hopelessly mired in the perfect object... Ambiguity is (his) hope for redemption."1* Yet, can one realiy 

say that reaching for the perfect object is truly an awful method? Is this not the ultimate desire in any 

Ur > letup «td Albert Pope. *in conventtlons.̂  to Z:l*rs letup end tec ma *en Ttwfv' In e*tjyifting frtuu Mevtr iS Yhtn 
at Ale* SchooScfArduMxturt 1994 '2009, cd. Jessica ttning Luke duliRwi, (Moutton. Texn: tee Unhcn&v School ot 
ArtfcSedure, 2003k Xkndte edition. 
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profession to attempt to put forward ores' best efforts? Admittedly, Utopian visions may ultimately (si 

us In reality, but "without optimism and on aspiration for an Ideal, building declines Wo mere 

technocratic rationality, cynicism, or exploitation.**" Can ambiguity be focused to address world 

concerns, or is this just another self-Indulgent way of blindly rethinking the methodologies of 

architecture? Perhaps the problem is not in the process of thinking about the profession, but instead 

deals with the motivation behind architectural thought. 

There is no hiding the fact that the aims of Weathering Architecture are parallel to many other 

sustainable building philosophies. These days, there are countless organizations and companies that are 

incorporating properties of the building lifecycle. In North America,, there is the use of Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (IEED), while fn the United Kingdom and many other countries, 

Building Research Establishment: Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) Is the standard 

practice.78 Although the supporting philosophies of these organizations are pure In their Intention, the 

systems they utilize do not exist without criticism. In specific to LECO, this relates to their pcorty refined 

point-based rating procedure whkh puts renewable-energy systems at about equal with bike-storage 

rooms.79 It Is understood that change needs to happen over time and that organizations use these 

rating systems to attract public awareness and participation; however, the unfortunate result Is that this 

method creates an Illusion that contaminates their Initial cause. When organizations create labels like 

platinum, gold and silver, people lose track of the morals and fogk that oonstitute their essential 

philosophies; people begin to use these labels for their own means.*1 In contrast, the concepts of 

Weathering Architecture are based on a wide-rango of examples that focus on education rather than 

n Juhani eafetmaa, *At> ArchftKilaeoef Authamfctty. The Task o* Architecture in Consumer Cuttura," fn A/cftff«cn*9, EWsto, and 
fie Ptrtonhood of Pfatt Ed. Grecory Calces {Lebanon, Mew KwwWre: University Press ©I New Engtad, 200747. 
n WikipecSa! Tha Free Encyclopedia. 8ft€£AM, accosted Oaconber 27.3010. ntp://<n.nnpMlia.orfthvilil/BfZEAM 
re1ed Brcvm, 'lILCD |nen<t)uildlng program confront! critics and {rawing subis." Grist: A tenon to fAfl Smog, accessed 
December IS, MIOl http://Wavi.frltf.arg/ailfcle/leedl/. 
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deception. These concepts are raw and actual: they do not hide behind any labels or rating systems. 
o 

The world Is full of signs and Information, which stand lor things that no one fully understands because § 
3 

they, too, turn out to be mere signs for other things. The real thing remains hidden. No one ever gets S 

to see It."*1 In a world that Is undeniably affected so much by the media and consumerlst pressure. 

Weathering Architecture hopes to provide a solution that will bring us closer to the actual environments 

that affect our lives. 

I 

Zurtthor, TMnUnpArcftftrcture, 17. 
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Moving Waste: 

A student-operated "waste" (re)moving program 

APPENDIX. 02 

WHAT DOES IT DO? 

Panel 7, What does it do? A. Slade (2010). 
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HOW DOES rr WORK? 

www 

Panel 8, How does it work? A. Slade (2010). 
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WHY DOES IT MOVE? 
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LEVEL 4 FLOOR PLAN 

Panel 9, Why does it move? A. Slade (2010). 
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Panel 1-6, Developing the project, A. Slade (2010). 
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Community Buildings in Ottawa, Ontario 

APPENDIX. 03 
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HPCA Meeting Records 

APPENDIX. 04 

8.2 Idea #3 - Info Bits, Case Study examples 
These mini-booklets were handed out prior to the brief presentation. 
Some youths showed interest in these images, others did not. 50/50? 

Minutes - Presenting Idea #1 - Interactive Survey .08\ 
November 2nd, 2011 -5:30pm-7:45 

In general, volunteers don't seem to read them, even though there is not much text on 
each section. 
Additionally, people don't seem to open them correctly either until I show them, (even 
though AS tried to 'design' them to easily communicate the information within). They 
need some rethinking. 
However, they are very useful resources for me to explain ideas that come from informal 
conversations with the community members. For example, someone might be talking in 
general about an idea, and then these little books (InfbBits) can be used to relate it to how 
another Community Centre has translated similar ideas into their building. 
The 'Idea Collector' was explained to a few people, but I am unsure if it will take-off. 

Minutes - Site Model Test • 11\ 
November 23rd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

Again, useful to show people examples of other Community Centres. 
The transfer of information works much better when one explain to people how to open 
and read these small books/brochures. (Communicate, Disseminate, Explicate) 
*A- suggested that it would be good to see some case studies of other Community 
Centres in Ottawa. AS could make some calls and see if he can document a few 
centres in the city. 
(These books could be indicated with different colours to show that they are local) 

Minutes - Site Model Test II - 12\ 
November 23rd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

Firehall on Sunnyside (new) 
Banff-Ledbury Community Centre 

Minutes - Meeting .14\ 
January 11th, 2012 - 5:30pm-8:00 

Again, useful to show people examples of other Community Centres. 
AS received a lot of approving comments on these booklets. People found them quite 
useful and effective. 
AS referred to ideas from them about 4-5 times over the course of the Open House. 
Many people found them more convenient online. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

8.3 Idea #1 - Interactive Survey, 'Conversation' 
The unexpected, informal presentation went very well. 
After about 5 minutes, there was a worry that people were not engaged, but the more we 
relied on what we had wrote on the white board (different areas/subject of discussion) 
the easier it was to expand on these ideas. They helped us stay focused on questions 
that provoked responses. 
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Also, both a child and an adult found the 'step-by-step' explanatory diagram of the 
floor plan useful to understand what the image was showing. It was successful in the 
sense that they both understood this in different ways, but were able to clearly situate 
themselves within the drawing after see the 'step-by-step' illustration. 

The process was fairly informal which might question the level of quality, sincerity, and 
therefore, authenticity of this collaborative method. However, overall, a lot of ideas 
were provided and a lot of drawings were actually produced by the youths. 
These techniques were successful in producing true engagement with the existing 
building. 
The circling of ideas at the end was fairly genuine and useful for identifying certain 
needs and desires specific to the youth's age group. 
The ideas highlighted can be expanded on in following meetings and were as follows: 
* A kitchen might provide: interest in food preparation, more hygienic counters needed, 
'Potiucks'. 
* Badminton courts 
* Chess, football, ultimate Frisbee, animals 
"Roof should be rainbow" shape"... & clouds and glass" 
* Games room too small 
* Computer Room 

Reliance on 'InfoBits' was useful at times to explain where ideas could be taken from 
or related to. The youth, generally showed interest in the images that were included in 
these case studies. 
No one would draw on the paper until I physically scribbled all over one of them to 
demonstrate that this was not only okay, but encouraged! 
It actually worked, and about 5-6 different youths took part in collaborative drawings and 
CM (Treasurer and Organizer of WNP) even drew his own ideas as well. 
The figures below show the progression Idea #1 from sketch to digitized format. 
http://Drezi.com/slwaiavdzsok/idea-1 -interactive-survev/?auth kev=fa68fa04r:c31 b89e 
edb9e7f02b9650201 f55ba66 

Minutes - Presenting Idea #1 - Interactive Survey .08\ 
November 2nd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:45 
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The discussion did not happen, perhaps it will continue in the following weeks. 
Learned that we must not be afraid to ask the youth volunteers to help participate in the 
design. They seemed generally interested in the model at the beginning of the meeting. 
We need to get people focussed around the model if we would like to see interaction 
and discussion arise. 

Minutes - Site Model Test. 11\ 
November 23rd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

This interactive process did not fully work in to the informal setting of the open-house 
display. (We can reuse the board for a later workshop. Perhaps on February 28th, 2012, 
for a building committee meeting). 
Maybe we should advertise this meeting on the website. For example, we could say, 
'We're looking for people to come and discuss design ideas for a new community centre 
at Heron Park. We are putting together a document of all this information in the hopes 
that the City will consider our self-conducted needs assessment for the quality and 
cultural significance it contains. 
*JG did draw up one option that has some useful ideas to it. 
He converted the current office into a new kitchen and extended it into the meeting 
space while putting large windows on the south facade. 
AS thought it would be a good idea to extend the building envelop to the south, to (1) 
expand the current meeting room, (2) allow opportunity for new windows that would 
permit south day lighting and views to the field, (3) allow people to see the Community 
Centre from Clover Street. [Creating a proper identifiable entrance]. 
DS commented that this would be difficult because of all the landfill that is currently 
beneath the ground in that direction. Any construction could therefore involve an 
environmental impact assessment. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012- 10:00pm-4:00 

8.4 Idea #2 - BIG) Site Model 
CM was fine with the idea. 
He said he would find space to put the model so it doesn't get wrecked, AS explained 
that this was part of the plan and not to worry. 
He was also fine with the size, 4ft x 8ft. 
JA (thesis classmate) suggested that once the interactive process is complete, I should 
seal the design work with a clear lacquer and turn the process into a piece of art. 
Try to have it ready for next week's session. 

Minutes - Presenting Idea #1 - Interactive Survey .08\ 
November 2"°, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:45 
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AS printed off badminton court dimensions for youth volunteers who were interested. 
Talked about the ideas highlighted from 'Idea #1 - Interactive Survey' conducted last 
week. 
Bring lots of chunks and materials that can be easily moved, or manipulated. 
When model was changed on the site, many ideas arose quickly from small gestures, 
(refer to previous figure.) 
This single photo represents 5 main ideas about the site and building and many other 
smaller ideas. 
1. Change Orientation = better space in front, better alignment with rink, better day 
lighting. 
2. Add look-out bridge. 
3. Rooftop gazebo or patio, or operable glass walls. 
4. Angled Parking = might help us argue to not have a parking lot. The road is extremely 
wide for being a one-way in the first place. (Cars could be directed straight on with the 
building if there was angled parking = nice detail) 
5. No trees need to be removed. 

Minutes - Site Model Meeting . 09\ 
November 14th, 2011 -6:G0pm-7:00 

The interactive design was mainly informal. We will plan to have our meeting around it 
in the BIG! Site model in the following weeks. 
2 main issues were noticed: (1) people need to be sitting around it and focussed, and 
(2) a system for documentation must be organized prior to meeting. Must be formal to 
some degree. 
Nevertheless, in combination with the other participatory methods, the site model 
exponentially generated many ideas for the Community Centre design. (Ideas that 
were interesting, socially, sustainably, politically, and economically resourceful.) 
Ideas generated from BIG! Site Model: lnter[Active] Design Process 
Conceptual 
AD: Graffiti Artists 
Paint buckets 
DS: Roof Garden (it would be nice to even have a little green room if possible.) 
Log Cabin siding 
Public Bath - Statue of Neptune 
Programmatic: 
Mrs. MacLean: Bulletin Board (Big) 
Large kitchen as sort of a centre node. 
Salon Room 
Chimney 

Minutes - Site Model Test. 11\  
November 23rd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

This week's test with the interactive model was much more successful in documenting 
the process of participative idea creating than the last. 
Ideas generated from BIG! Site Model: [Interactive Design Process 
Programmatic 
A-: Soccer vs. Baseball 
The baseball diamond does not get much use for two reasons: 
(1) as R- pointed out, the field is pointing the wrong direction. People could hit the ball 
out the park and into the houses across the street fairly easily. However, even if it is 
re-oriented, there is not enough space to have a practical baseball diamond. 
(2) Baseball is generally not as popular as sports like soccer, (at least with youth these 
days - based on a shared speculation). 
Out of this discussion, we thought of what could happen if 2, 4, or 6 soccer nets were 
spread across the playing field. This could allow adult and children soccer games to go 
on during different times. 
Conceptual: 
GG: didn't feel that HPCA needed to have regulation sized sports fields necessarily. 
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Pertiaps, instead the site needs to act more like a park, considering that is how it exists 
today. 
Assessment: 
A successful design iteration was developed in the 3rd video recorded. 
The central location of the washrooms and the simple T axis for the circulation are the 
two elements that seem to make this proposal so effective. 
The washroom location: 
1/ they provide easy for access from the exterior (Via straight halls), 
2/ they are close to gymnasium 
3/ close to multi-use/gathering space. 
The T axis for circulation: 
1/ provides a quick path through the building from North to South, (potentially useful for 
pedestrian movement in summer months) 
2/ The east-west axis could be expanded to a larger size to double as a hall or assembly 
space. (The Multi-use rooms to the South could have moveable partition walls to open 
or close the space to the hall.) 
31 The east-west axis also frames and leads people to the gym at the back of the 
Community Centre, which (A) will be a nice visual feature, (B) keep loud sounds from 
gym distant from the front lobby and multi-purpose rooms. 
Other Rooms: 
Kitchen: if it is located between the daycare, multipurpose room, and the main hall/ 
assembly space, then it could serve all these different functions (or expand preparation 
into one of these rooms as needed) for various functions and events. 
A staircase could be added to the main foyer space which could provide access to 
quieter rooms above: ex. Games room, exercise room, meeting rooms, study, or more 
multipurpose. 
'Providing barrier free access to change rooms will be a large decision for the design. 
*GG felt that when someone walks into this building, they should see something that 
representing the Heron Park Community. Another big question this asks is; what 
represents Heron Park's culture? 
Section of the Building: 
Because the main gathering space could look over the field to the south, it could take in 
some very valuable passive solar heating by having large window on this side. 

Minutes - Site Model Test II . 12\ 
November 23rd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

Timelapse photos worked great with GoPro. 
Created a short video of a design created by AS. 
Designing alone at the Community Centre works quite well because people informally 
ask questions as they walk by. This in turn, shifts the design as you make it. 

Minutes - Meeting .14\ 
January 11th, 2012-5:30pm-8:00 

Site model was moved to new location. Meant to be in Games Room, but had been 
moved to the Nursery Room, presumably by the Italian card players. 
This location works fine for now as this room is not often occupied and therefore it 
allows for good work space; however, during events, it should be moved back to the 
Games room for presentation purposes. 
AS worked on designing independently. 
Worked out a methodology for displaying the design in more detail for a new Community 
Centre proposal centred on the notion of a communal kitchen. 

Minutes -Independent Work . 16\ 
January 25th, 2012 -8:00pm-9:30 

8.5 Website 
The person's name that created it was DG. 
It does not get updated often. 
CM is going to see if PC and I can be added as guests to the domain so we can upload 
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our design development online. 
Keeping things fresh and interactive (i.e. "[Un]Prejudice Project ideas" or Prezi for 
keeping track of ideas. Or, a prezi-like map for the Idea Collector process and easy 
fold out menus for the case study, Infobits booklets.) 

Minutes - Presenting Idea #1 - Interactive Survey .08\ 
November 2nd, 2011 - 5:30pm-7;45 

AS and CM revised the draft posts for the Heron Paik Website. 
AS posted: Greetings blog, Survey blog, Site Model blog, the following day, Jan 12th, 
2012. 

Minutes - Meeting .14\ 
January 11th, 2012 - 5:30pm-8:00 

AS will try to post more images online this week: InfoBits & Interactive] Discussion. 

Minutes -Meeting . 15\ 
January 18th, 2012 - 5:30pm-8:00 

Almost every person mentioned that they had seen the information posted online. 
They found it easy to access and use. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

11.3 Molson Coors Donation Fund 
DS explained that the government will most likely not be interested in funding this 
project, so the options for finding that money were either. (1) A lot of fundraising in the 
community, (2) Go above the government, see what the corporation can offer? DS 
explained that Molson Brewery has programs to help provide funding for communities. 
The following excerpt is from their website: 
"The Molson Coors Donation Fund has provided funding to thousands of charitable 
organizations across the country to help make positive changes in communities. In 
2009, the Fund donated $1.7 million to oyer 100 organizations including Boundless 
Adventure, Meal Exchange, Timeraiser, Hockey for the Homeless, Canadian Olympic 
and Paralympic Foundations, Fondation Sport-Etudes, United Ways of Canada, 
Waypoints, Bathurst Chaleur Handicap Sport Club." By Steven Gottlieb, Executive 
Director, Boundless. 

Minutes - Site Model Test . 11 \ 
November 23* 2011 - 5:30pm-7:00 

DS explained that they could provide up to $15,000. 
1/ Barrier Free Washrooms: perhaps this could be used for the first phase of renovation. 

Minutes - HPCA Meeting .13\ 
December 6th, 2011 - 7:30pm-9:40 

13.0 Need for a Survey: 
b1) Heron Park region needs assessment of: 
A survey to see how the demographics in the area are divided up: i.e. number of seniors, 
families, youth, children, etc. 
*This information can be found on the city website. It is posted online specifically for 
use of business and making future proposals. 
(Refer to pages attached at end of minutes.) 
a) We could look into using a free surveying program, like 'SurvevMonkev': http://trv. 
survevmonkev.com/?aclid=ClzOk7zO-KwCFQMDQAodXn aTQ 
'Examples of the beginning of a survey created by AS. 
You can write any type of question you would like; however, there are also "certified 
quest ions'  to  select  f rom as wel l ,  (whatever  this  actual ly  means. . . )  

Minutes - HPCA Meeting .13\ 
December 6th, 2011 - 7:30pm-9:40 

http://trv
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Content in Survey was revised by CM. 
Posted on Jan 12ft, 2012. 
3 Surveys complete over the span of one day. 

Minutes - Meeting .14\ 
January 11th, 2012 - 5:30pm-8:00 

Rosella MacNeil was asked to send survey out to the community. 
So far we have received 8 responses. 

Minutes -Meeting . 15\ 
January 18th, 2012 - 5:30pm-8:00 

31 out 100 (approx., people from emailing list + anyone who used webpage) responded 
to survey. 

Minutes - HPCA Meeting II .17\ 
February 7th, 2012 - 7:00pm-9:40 

A lot of the people had already done the survey online. 
People thought it was useful but agreed that surveys never get to the heart of the issue. 
AD asked how could we send it out to more people? 
JM said that we could most likely send it to City Councillor David Chemushenko to have 
him send out to the rest of the neighbourhood through the Ward emailing list. 
They thought it would cost around $160-200 to do so, but it might be worth it spread the 
word, rather than having the same few people talk about the design. 
39 participants for survey. *(50 participants as of May 3rd, 2012). 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Camiva! 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

13.6 "Event Formula" Winter Carnival 

r CHoee^ccs1) 
J 

0. Begin by setting up all the ongoing projects on display: Interactive Survey, InfoBits, 
IdeaCoilector, simulations, etc. 
1. Show people InfoBits: explain how they are similar to 'case studies'. Some of these 
examples are Community Centres that AS came across, some are from others. It 
provides referential material to see what other centres have done in the past. 
2. Explain Idea Collector this is meant to do two things, (a) inform people about 
different theoretical architectural approaches so people can see what this kind of 'stuff 
looks like, and (b) encourage people to bring in images of things they like, highlight the 
element from the image, and write a brief sentence of how or where it could be used at 
the new Community Centre. 
3. Explain how a couple of weeks ago we did an. Interactive] Discussion with the HPCA 
volunteers and found some common interests and ideas that people were interested in. 
The purpose of displaying the information in this format is so that we always remember 
some of the key issues from previous meetings while keeping all the other information 
present at the same time. We can continuously expand on this model and watch what 
direction it grows. 
4. The big site model will be something that everyone can work on and transform, (i) 
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AS will prepare modules and bring other materials to design with, (ii) Don't be afraid to 
change things as it is meant to be a work in progress. AS will be taking a sequence of 
photos showing the different designs that come from everyone's work. (Maybe AS can 
print them off and stick the photos onto the boarder of the model) 
5. Show simulations and visualizations on laptop of how we can create different movies 
which make these ideas look very real in a sense. 

Minutes - Site Model Transfer . 10\ 
November 16h, 2011 - 6:00pm-9:00 

DC explained that having a real serious fundraising event will be the first thing to do. 
This shows that you really want the building. HPCA needs to get the community excited, 
get people motivated. 
Have a party to get people aware of the HPCA cause. 
The Winter Carnival: (Use the event as a fundraiser for the new Community Centre) 
The event begins on February 11 
About + 200 people attended last year. 
This is an opportunity to inform and influence the larger community to participate and 
comment on the ideas for the new Community Centre. 
AS is to create images, models, renderings, or any other form of representing ideas for 
the event to display the participatory design processes that have been preceding during 
the Wednesday Night Program for the last 13 weeks. 
These hypothetical-designs should have a 'comments section' posted beside all of 
them so that people can give feedback. 
It might be a good idea to partner with a charity to raise money. 
Could maybe ask for some money for the Wednesday Night Program. 
Doing a community survey: find out what people want to do here? Build a list of 
supported programs. 

Minutes - HPCA Meeting . 13\ 
December 6th, 2011 - 7:30pm-9:40 

Broom ball tournament: ask Canadian Tire for a donation. 
Hockey Tournament starts at 10:00am. They need female skaters. 
The games will goes on until 1:00pm-ish 
Hockey Day in Canada starts at 2:00pm so people will be using the rink at that time. 
*VIPs David McGuinty, David Cheumoshanko, Jim Wilson, Clive Ducept?, Paul Dewar? 
Food: Chili and Pancakes 
Buffet of Cookies 
Drinks 
Hotdogs, Bun 
Carnival hours: 
We can begin at 10:00am 
12:00am to 3:00pm is probably the most busy 

Minutes - HPCA Meeting II .17\ 
February 7th, 2012- 7:00pm-9:40 

13.8 Community Gardens 
JG mentioned that the empty field to the north of Heron Park is zoned as park space. 
What could be done with this space? 

Minutes - HPCA Meeting .13\ 
December 6th, 2011 -7:30pm-9:40 

15.0 Display Apparatus for Winter Carnival 
AS got approval from CM to build an apparatus to display the design proposals for the 
Community Centre. 
It was suggested that this apparatus would be a gift for the field house to reuse in some 
format. CM suggested some sort of rack for the Hockey Change Rooms. 

Minutes -Meeting . 15\ 
January 18th, 2012-5:30pm-8:00 
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18.2 Presentation Discussion 
AD and his wife said it would help if AS had made bigger panels. 
They suggested that we set up a proper 'Open-House' at Billings Centre where there 
would be adequate room to bring together a focussed group. 
Big posters with less information (like the Ottawa COP open houses) would be effective. 
AS suggested a projector as well to display large images cost effectively. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

18.3 Self-conducted Needs Assessment 
AS spoke with JM about the participatory design strategy. 
He liked what was being done for the purpose of awareness but realistically believes 
that the City will make HPCA use a design made by the City. 
This has cost some Centres over $50,000 in design services in the near past. 
JM explained how they had drawings done for an 'Entrance and Accessibility' design. 
What they found was that after all that money was spent, it was simply not worth the 
money and would have to be replaced sooner or later anyway. 
AS suggested the idea of creating a 15 year plan that integrates fundraising into the 
process. Maybe this option would be something for the City to think about. 

Minutes ~ Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

18.4 Reactions to the KC-KKchen Central Design 
Everyone said they liked this option better than the previous design due to the natural 
sunlight it harnesses and the open and connected spaces. 
CM liked the way people's ideas were referenced at the beginning. 
He also enjoyed the curves. 
AD Asked if more walls could be opened up; suggesting that the Gym could opened 
up to the main gathering and kitchen spaces. (There could be code issues, [ie. fire 
separations] preventing this, but worth looking into further.) 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

18.5 NLR-No Lift Required 
JM thought this was a valid exploration to look into. 
He liked the idea of trying to make the ramp into something other than just and 
accessible corridor. 
He said that this is what he enjoyed about PC's design because they could hang art up 
next to the windows along the ramp. 
AS concern is that art display might be the most efficient use of space in the Community 
Centre. Additionally, the west facing windows that the art would be hung on would 
never receive much sunlight due to the dense forest next to the building. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 . 18\ 
February 11th, 2012- 10:00pm-4:00 

18.6 SI Stacked Up 
AD and GG both thought that this was worth looking into. 
It minimizes the impact the building has on the beautiful park surrounding the existing 
Field House at Heron Park. AS thinks that a structural analysis would be worth doing to 
see if the building could support another storey or even two if possible. 
AS is going to connect with the engineering department contact at Carleton University 
as recommended by PC - Meeting #03 to see if teachers might be interested in this 
type of analysis. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 • 18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 
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18.7 Bocce Courts 
The Italian Card Player whom use the Community Centre almost every day have raised 
over $25,000 for a double bocce court. 
They said the standard dimensions are 3m x 24m (x2) with a lane down the centre. 
The surface is a carpeted material. 
AD and AS discussed with them where something like this could fit into the new 
Community Centre. 
It would be great if it could go along the west wall of the multi-purpose room. Ideally it 
would be best if it could be covered up with a gym floor when they weren't playing so 
that they could get the most multi-functional use out of the room. 

Minutes - Heron Park Winter Carnival 2012 .18\ 
February 11th, 2012 - 10:00pm-4:00 

20.4 "To do" List for City of Ottawa 
o Becoming a Warden: 

AS Are there programs in Canada to learn how to become a warden or organize a 
community centre? 
CM No not really. Although in 2009 when the government was giving out a lot of 
funding to creative spending and there were some people from either the Community 
Development Framework [CDF], (a City of Ottawa program that people paid big bucks 
to be a part of - where they had to adopt a community association and meet certain 
goals within an amount of time) or the 'No Neighbourhood Left Behind' group in Ottawa. 
These people had interest in helping the community, but they weren't necessarily too 
professional or able to provide expert advice on helping the situation. Unfortunately the 
HPCA wasn't very warm to these people because they were foreign, or alien to the HP 
community. 

Minutes - Phone Conversation . 01 \ 
October 2rd, 2011 - 8:00pm-9:30 

Action: Ask David Chemushenko to follow-up with City officials to see if we can get onto 
the list of projects. CM 
Action: Ask Parks and Recreation staff to come to Heron Park for a meeting. Provide 
an opportunity to present what the community has been doing about building a new 
Community Centre. Ask them to request soil sample testing and put Heron Park on list 
of communities requiring a new building. JM 
Action: JM will talk to Sarah Lindsay about what we are permitted to do in regards to 
commemorative activities for fundraisers. Can we sell bricks and put people's names 
on them? JM 
Action: Find out if any City bureaucrats are willing to talk to us about furthering our 
project of getting a new building. What hoops will we have to jump through? How can 
we get the ball rolling? JM 

Minutes - Building Committee Meeting . 20\ 
February 28th, 2012 -7:00-9:00 
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Demographic - Economic Fact Sheet 
City of Ottawa 

APPENDIX. 05 

CENSUS TRACT: 004.00 

Area: 
north - Rideau River 

cast - Bank St. - C.P. rail 

south - Walkley Rd. 

west - C.P. rail - Airport Paricway 

CENSUS POPULATION EMPLOYMENT 2006 B 

By Age and Sex Male Female Total Employment Locations 

Total 1,800 2,085 3,900 Total 6,319 240 
0-4 75 90 165 By sector: 
5-14 195 170 365 Primary 0 0 
15-24 250 230 480 Utilities 0 0 
25-34 315 335 650 Construction 55 14 
35-44 270 255 525 Manufacturing 182 8 
45-54 240 220 460 Trade 870 67 
55-64 170 215 385 Transportation and Warehousing 41 5 
65-74 140 250 390 Information and Cultural 63 2 
75-84 110 220 330 Finance and Insurance 129 9 
85+ 45 105 150 Real Estate and Rental Leasing 27 6 

(usual resident population) Professional, Scientific & Technical Services 120 25 
CENSUS DWELLINGS B I I I I M H I H I B I I I — I M i  Business, Building & Other Support Services 50 10 

Education Services 41 4 
Total Dwelling Count 1,945 Health Care and Social Assistance 177 22 
Total Occupied Dwellings 1,810 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 298 8 
By structure type: Accommodation and Food Services 160 15 

Single detached 425 Other Services 216 41 
Semi-detached 255 Federal Government 3,890 4 
Row / Townhouse 105 Provincial Government 0 0 
Apartments 835 Local Government 0 0 
Other single-attached and movable 5 Other Government 0 0 

CENSUS INCOMES * confidential 
CITY ESTIMATES 

Average income, males 15+ $ 
Average income, females 15+ $ 
Average family income $ 
Average household income $ 
Median household income S 
Household Income Distribution: 

Under $19,999 
$20,000 - $39,999 
$40,000 - $59,999 
$60,000 - $79,999 
$80,000 - $99,999 
Over $100,000 

32,885 
27,985 
65,902 
52,547 
45,087 

355 
430 
340 
275 
225 
155 

2006 mid-year 

2008 year end 

2031 projected 

(total population) 

Population 

4,301 

4,241 

5,200 

Households 

2,102 

2,113 

2,550 

Sources: 2006 Population, Dwelling and 2005 Income variables are derived from the 2006 Census, Statistics Canada. Employment and City Estimates of population 
and households are prepared by the Research and Forecasting Unit, Infrastructure Services and Community Sustainability Department, City of Ottawa. 
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A Further Mapping the Mundane 

APPENDIX. 06 

Map, Locating Community Centres, modified by A. Slade (2012). 
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Map, C/nban Accessibility, modified by A. Slade (2012). 
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12c 

Map, Police Ward Area, modified by A. Slade (2012). 

- - r 

6a 
Map, Police Ward Area, modified by A. Slade (2012). 
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Existing Community Centre [Field House]: 
Building Drawings 

APPENDIX. 07 

f 

Heron Park Field House 
Ottawa, ON 

3D Views DWG. NO.: 

PLEASE NOTE. 

The remaining drawings are rotated to fit at their TRUE SCALE so that others, (presumeably, Heron Park Com
munity Association) can use these drawings for future design decisions. 

Ail interior dimensions have been measured with a DISTO: laser-recording device. Aii exterior dimensioned have 
been thoroughally checked measuring tape to ensure they correspond property. 

Al! site dimensions have been attained from City of Ottawa site plan files accessed from the MADGIC Digital 
Library at Carieton University, Ottawa, Ontario. 
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Survey Analysis 

APPENDIX. 08 

analysis. 
Please ignore 'SAMPLE' watermarks. All information shown in graphs betaw is accurate. 

Where do you live? 

Heron Park North (Ohio to 
Heron. Bank to Clover) 

Heron Park South 
(Heron to Walkley 
Bank to Junction) 

Billings Bridge area? 

West of Data Centre 
Road, or Branson St.? 

Close to 
Alto-Vista Drive? 

South of Walkley Street? 

Which category below describes your age? 

under 10 10 to 14 15 to 18 1*24 25-29 30-3$ 35-39 4<m$ 4&49 50-54 
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What are Heron Parti's THREE MAW recreational needs? 
(Examples: sports, exercise, physical activities, etc.) 

Tomes 
Volleyball 

tn Otfw Response* 

What are Heron Park's THREE MAIN social/leisure needs? 

Kitchen (Wage. sink, 
wen/stove, dishwasher) 

Kitchenette (fridge, 
rruerowsve. sink) 

Youth games room 
(Ping-pong table. 

Main feyer/ŝ thering 
space 

Puttie computer station 

C f̂eilounge (looking 
over Heron Park field) 
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What are Heron Park's TWO MAIN educational needs? 

What are Heron Park's TWO MAIN miscellaneous needs? 
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What is the maximum amount you would be willing to add as a levy to your property tax to 
finance the creation of a new Community Centre? 

lo-i 

Sless £50/peryear $100/peryear $150/peryear S2tX>/peryear Smore 

comments. 

| 1. Where do you live? 

SHOWING 1 TEXT RESPONSES 

haig and kilborn 

SHOWING 8 TEXT RESPONSES 

dirt bmx course 

Re rink, I mean indoor change rooms, etc. 

Re rink, I mean indoor change rooms, etc. 

2 good sized multi-purpose rooms (not gymnasium size) 

community meeting space 

Meeting/class space, kids' activity area (crafts, games) 

More outdoor exercise for youth vis a vis play structure 

Community Garden or Orchard 

12/3/2012 9:29 AM. 

12/3/2012 9:29 AM. 

8/2/2012 1:09 PM. 

8/2/2012 1:05 PM. 

30/1/2012 8:59 AM. 

29/1/2012 9:16 PM. 

28/1/2012 10:29 PM. 

28/1/2012 9:38 AM. 

23/1/2012 11:51 PM. 
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4. What are Heron Park's THREE MAIN social/leisure needs? 

SHOWING 2 TEXT RESPONSES 
no opinion. 

4/3/2012 10:50 AM. 

Multi-purpose private meeting/ club room 

28/1/2012 11:04 PM. 

5. What are Heron Park's TWO MAIN educational needs? 

SHOWING 2 TEXT RESPONSES 
area for fitness classes 

29/1/2012 11:22 AM. 

Playgroup space 

28/1/2012 11:04 PM. 

7. How do you imagine the building structure? 

SHOWING 3 TEXT RESPONSES 
not sure 

30/1/2012 12:43 AM. 

address accessibility by putting lower level at the base of the berm, second level at 
the top (outdoor access to both via ramp) 

23/1/2012 11:58 PM. 

A or B as C is not accessible (see www.aoda.ca) 

14/1/2012 11:30 PM. 

8. What is the maximum amount you would be willing to add as a levy to 
your property tax to finance the creation of a new Community Centre? 

SHOWING 4 TEXT RESPONSES 
for how many years? 

27/1/2012 11:52 PM. 

$20 

27/1/2012 5:43 PM. 

I would rather donate and receive a tax receipt. $100/year would be acceptable 

14/1/2012 11:30 PM. 

Absolutely $0. We already pay taxes. Why should we pay a levy? 

12/1/2012 9:52 PM. 

http://www.aoda.ca
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9. Please add any additional comments, ideas, suggestions, or relevant examples of other | 
Community Centres. Thank you for your time. 

SHOWING 9 TEXT RESPONSES 
the survery is limiting. Example. I was asked what the three main social needs wewre, 
yet I was not asked if I believed there were social needs first. 

9/3/2012 12:20 AM. 

This is VERY important to the community! 

8/2/2012 1:11 PM. 

Question 6 is a mixed bag- surely bike racks are not optional? I consider them to be a 
mandatory part of the landscape design for any public space. Also, I would love to see 
the south side of the building designed with passive solar heating in mind. I like the 
idea of a large room on the lower level for active play/ sport, such as a gym or large 
exercise room, with 2-3 separate rooms on the upper level. They might be: a meeting/ 
club/ classroom; and a kitchen/ playroom for young children/ gathering room. Change 
rooms might adjoin the gym and pool side of the building with a mudroom/ skate room 
on the south side. 

28/1/2012 11:04 PM. 

If the community association had charitable status and we could get a receipt for 
donations, I might be open to give a donation. 

27/1/2012 5:43 PM. 

I see this as a huge asset to our local community. I would certainly support a property 
tax levy to help fund the centre. 

23/1/2012 11:58 PM. 

High time we had a real community centre that is adequate for our meeting, recreation 
and social needs. 

19/1/2012 2:49 PM. 

It would be nice to have a facility where we could offer City of Ottawa activities and 
programming like they have at other community centres. Then locals could also offer 
their own services, like yoga classes, etc. at this facility. If the city would "let" us set up 
a community garden attached or near the facility that would be very nice as well, and a 
good way for community members to work together on something. 

18/1/2012 12:16 AM. 

Improved safety and accessibility at Heron & Clover. Lots of cars run red lights here 
and this could be more problematic as we aim to draw more pedestrians to the new 
centre. Also, the Heron Road Community Centre exists at #1480.1 see this is a potential 
challenge to fundraising efforts if there is a perception that we already have a community 
centre. Are they open to renaming? Or could we call ours the Clementine Community 
Centre, for example? Jennifer Walker (forbes.communications@gmail.com) 

14/1/2012 11:30 PM. 

A community centre is not necessary in Heron Park. 

12/1/2012 9:52 PM. 

mailto:forbes.communications@gmail.com
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Publications and Interviews 

APPENDIX. 10 
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The Charleton Newspaper, Interview on Cardinal's Group Discussion, Anne McKinnon 
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PANDORA 
LFS JEWELLERY 

2446 BANK ST 
61^733-3838 

YOUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER TOTAL EMC DISTRIBUTION 474,000 

Ottawa South 
fbimSteinfjeiy 

. (613)725-1171 
t (613) 791-5453 

1315 Coding. 

BOTALUmCt 

jjTeotn fecfty 

THURSDAY, JANUARY S, 2012 www.EMCOttawaSouth.ca 

! Inside Heron 
Park 
centre 
up for 
redesign 

-toot 2 

COMMUNITY 

Tbe Ottawa Newcomers 
Oub helps all women who 
«*ae* tad* nation) 
capital. 

«Papll 

COMMUNITY 

Ottawa poDcc Oik* Vtro 
Whttf opens ap about hh 
waridtravebandhkwfc 
ajaprsfessat 

-Pagt14 

EMC News - The renovation 
ai\ri c.\pans.«an of Heron PaA 
Community Centre cuniinues 
to feature high on tbe Hst of 
priorities in Capital Ward. 

Coun. David Cfcenmsh-
enko sod the four community 
association presidents in the 
ward have identified (he cen
tre as one of the priorities in 
Deed of funding to undertake 
a needs assessment. 

While the city did on des
ignate any funding in its 2012 
budget for the projccc that 
has not deterred residents to 
begin a process of discussing 
whaj and how (heir desired 
cumniuniiy cenire would l<x& 
like. 

Since the cariy fall. Heron 
Pait residents ha^f been 
worlins with a group of Car-
Ictrm University architecture 
student* to do a demngiaphic 
Study of residents in the area 
and disoiss *ilb them their 
needs and wishes for o rr no
vated cratfre. 

Originally tbe ccntrc was 
built u> serve as changing 
conns for hasehail teams, 
according to the Heron Pari 
Community A»uciiitiun web
site. 

The needs of tbe somwad-
iag communities have has 
long since wngiwn that sim
ple purpose. 

Currently, the ceiitns is 
shared between the city and 
residents to nm different pro
grams. 

Andrew Slade. a student 
in his final year of gradu
ate studies in architecture ai 
Carletfm, has been attending 
resident meetings for the past 
14 «Tck* trying owl different 
participative and interactive 
design toch&iqocs with vari
ous people in the community. 

S*eRSSO£XTSoepefe7 

GOOD FOOD, GOOD TIMES AMONG OTTAWA SOUTH MEMORIES 

Phmo by Emma Jackioa 
Twyford-CentnaQa resident Awa Zxddt enjoys a free hot dog at River Cooa. Maria McRae'S annual commu
nity barbeque on Columbia Avenue In July. Local firefighters handed out firefighter hats for children and 
the local neighbourhood watch group encouraged residents to sign up. Residents brought desserts and 
salads to complement the free burgers and hot dogs provided. For more photos and stories from part two 
of our 2011 year in review, turn to page 3. 

The toCowtxg fe an oxarnpto o» the hnpoct tbe Ontvto Clean 
Energy Benefit wfli have on monthly electricity NO*: 
(s*ete »r iftcafawweeieei e<r. oweausmw*s/ray 

Lower Hydro Bills For Your Family 
Die Ontario government wants to help your family budget because we know 
that we need to worfe hard together to gel through challenging times. The 
government is providing your family with a 10% reduction on your electricity bills 
for the next 5 years. 

The government has made the long-overdue investments in electricity system 
infrastructure that were needed to make sure the lights stay on. We are 
creating a clean, modern, reliable energy system that is attracting investment 
and creating jobs. 

Oalton McGuinty, MPP Ottawa South 17SS Kitsorn Avenue Otts*o.ON K1H6.NA I r. 6.1.3-736-S&73 1 F; 613-735-7374 \ crrtcau-irymooco îocratola crz 

Ottawa South EMC Newspaper, Advocacy for New Design, Eddie Rwema (part 1) 
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NEWS EWC - Ytaur Community ttewapepcr 

Residents renovation to cater to changing needs of community 

*TV i«Va <jf ifitwtt-

Ucm is ut gather a collective the Htno Pask." said Stade. trucb iBfomaikni as possible <cod for the fimire of the «o-
aod diverse range of «tos fat He said their main focus from rcsidecK with ao aim of tie is. as w*0 as Uaerpnsiag 
a new comuntttity ccoirc la fa>< been trying to & utttestaarfing what ttxii vi- txchdccmtsl drawings 10 ihc 

rcsidccu> 
The npaiewc ha been 

way valuable." said Sbde. **i 
have definitely learned & k» 
ttou bow pwyit reset and 
respond to eichiteanrn] dnjw-

crai design, 
"Also, mrae imjwrfcntly, 

I'm teaming a kn about whin 
SO* (he lypes "J# thingv that 
maner lu peop!e and M *»r 
can team & b* abcwi space 
through the way thai ether* 

agiik il" 
From what he has heard 

from residents. they arc 
tnr^in« far a facility thai is 
better obie to ateei tbe chang
ing demands of the neigh
bourhood. 

Tbe ultimate goal is to 
raise enough awareness, scp-
port, and money, evctBusljy. 
to get (be Heron Part, cum-
tnunity u cvmtramity centre," 
said Sbtlc. 

I_jick of funding i> certainly 
an obstacle, Kii nru cite thai 
can he held ai hay forever. 

mesflscojif 

mm 

SEEDLESS MEDIUM SEEDLESS 

NAVEL ORANGES BLUEBERRIES RED GRAPES 

17 
prod, of Cftllo CO proa, of Chuo prod, of U.S.A. 

ROYAL GALA 

APPLES EGGPLANT HEARTS 

0 0 u? 0 0 Kfl 
/pO0 of 3 , ' /& 

prod, of U.S-A. prod, of Mexico prod, of U.SJ*. - - ~4r 

FAT FREE 
TURKEY BREAST 

PARTLY SKIMMED 
MOZZARELLA CHEESE 

ALLEN'S 
JUICES & COCKTAILS 

VuuRTMA'N S ROLL 
PACK COOKIES 

0 0 UO 

sqmkeias qmpsb. tow® 2ju e2t^) 

2MB Bei @ rent Gcb 1555 Carrag @ CSriitera 
B1W21-S353 6t3-722-0tf)B 

esesategas/shsssi' 

"I thick we all undereiand thai 
ihk will lake a fair amount 
<sS time and thercfora we will 
have to set many goal* in the 
process to eehicviag dun lit-
rimrre oce in the cod." said 
Stole. 

His tsggxst goal for now ta-
vchrs creating a display of all 
tbe tdcos they hove cons up 
with so fa-, tor the 21) 12 Wro
te* Carnival taking place ««o 
Ivb. 11. 

""We arc hi (piny ti> make this 
year's eveia a fundraiser for 
the new comaiimity cat!re ti) 
spread the vrad in the wider 
ooramunhy." said Slade. 
1 will be taking ail these 

interactive design ideas and 
cresting a first set of drawings. 

renderings. visualizations, 
models, or whatever seems 
best tpctnciauntcae the ideas 
to the wnfcr public." 

He hypo their architectural 
design* wuuld help motivate 
and tnvile mure peuple within 
the comtnunily to cusnc yut 
and give ideas for the new de
sign. 

^5-

Hitting the ice 
Fred Barrett, an Ottawa native and former Motional Hock
ey toogue player, and volunteer Ray Henry were at the 
Frod Barrett Arena atongs&o Gtoocastor«South Nepoon 
Court. Stovo Oawochot to kktt off the 2011 edition of the 
BeD Capital Cup on Doc 29. 

Canal ice dangerously 
thin, NCC warns 

liMC news - Member* of the 
public are being reminded not 
to venture onto the Rideau 
Canal despite ihe bya iif ice 
ttn iu surface. 

The National Capital Con»-
ntkuun iasd on Doc. "2R thai 
the canal's ice .ai/face is "dai>-
gctously duo" and could break 
under a person's wcijtu. Wb-
ar levels mogt to depth from 
I metre to 43 metres bcwcco 
doatuow-n Onoa'a and Daws 
Leke. Ice surfaces most be 
30 cctttizEctro thick to allow 
members of the public cm (he 

tee. which the NCC said uso-
all>' aocure in the tint half of 
Jinraxry. Omx the icc thick
ens. (he NCC will work hard 
Ui <rpat the sfczteik'ay, rtuhheil 
the Wiirtd's I jir^csi Slating 
Rink, as utoo t*. pns«ihte. a 
pnsw release said. 

The aottce ur^cd icsidem^ 
to "keep personal safety in 
mind" and to stay off the ice 
until the skmeway is deemed 
safe tmd officially opened. 

Far more information oboot 
ice cocsGltozs -visat the NCCs 
«rbsi:e m wwxcnadascapi-
lal^cxo/skiaewiiy. 

/ 
\J / 

'i ^ f fcwca 3«5 m mk s wtk 
Otbwa; H!H flW OOMk im 81>-;«s-flWI 4H1 VWRM ft t;3>;»<0Ca t, wm **>•( c««* S13-2k^?di 

deiteteM 6l>-CT-afi£ 5»3-5?&-U)Q K£l!erfnt* S13-T25-OTU 
2 <te3»«.t»aeSF.UC. XiarMtfj; Aaoe»yl. »/? 

6!U.»(C<ikA SSN«e>»S. lt3>^7>i?Ji 
Bdb Cneri: I3t MmmBl £l3-7?^(Hi 

Mtihjlt PUbc; m VlMl M H3-?2MIH 

Ottawa South EMC Newspaper, Advocacy for New Design, Eddie Rwema (part 2) 
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PAGE 6 THE HERON PARK HERALD WINTER 2011 

COMMUNITY CENTRE VISIONS - Part 2 

Photo 1 - aerial perspective of existing building 

Illustrates the maze of rooms in tbe current building, with the 
limited amount of movement between tbe rooms and the small 
number of wiodows. 

Photo 2 - south-west perspective of model for possible building 

Proposes to have a lower level skate changing room, with a ramp to 
the upper level from the field. 

PART 2 - COMMUNITY NEEDS DISCUSSIONS 

In the last issue of the Herald, wc looked Qt two community centres 
thai rose from field houses. Wc will be looking at more field house 
conversions in the next issue, after some of the board members have 
a tour of the Banff-Ledbury facility., it is widely hailed as one of 
the few purpose built ccntrcs that deals directly with the specific 
needs identified by members of the immediate community. In 
the interim, the work continues with the assistance of the Cartcton 
University architecture students who arc currently setting up to do a 
bit of a demographic study in conjunction whh meeting Heron Park 
residents and discussing our needs. Photo i shows the current field 
house (which is fondly called a community ccntrc) and il should be 
no surprise to anyone who has entered the building that h is a maze 
of rooms, ill suited for the demands and uses which are currently 
made of it. 

The original purpose of this building was to serve as rooms 
for baseball teams. At one time, during baseball's peak 
period in Ottawa, there were two ball diamonds in the park, 
allowing two games to be played at onec, and requiring four 
change rooms. Thai purpose has long since been outgrown. 
The adaptation to current needs has led to some frustration 
as it is the only city owned building in the community which 
can be used for any neighbourhood activities. Efforts to run 
programs are often ill-fated, in large part because of the 
crampcd quarters. Nonetheless, the residents of Heron Park 
and the City euntinue lo share the building to run different 
programs and Heron Parkers dream of the day when a 
building that is more fitting to modem demands is bull! here. 
That time has come. 

Students from Carieton's Students' Design Clinic met 
with board members and undertook some preliminary 
discussions of what the vision for the future might look like. 
The models in the pictures here were assembled by Andrew 
Slade, a graduate student in architecture, and are based on 
drawings prepared by Pamella Cornell and her colleagues 
at the Design Clinic. They serve as tools for inspiration 
and in no way commit to a building that will resemble what 
the model illustrates. Further conversations to solicit wider 
input from the larger community are planned in the future. 

You can see in Photo 1 of the existing building model that 
there are pillars on either side, which mark the extent of the 
concrete slab which forms the footprint of the building. One 
thing that has to he considered in looking forward is cost, 
and that may he a factor to keep in mind here, as it is believed 
the levelness of Heron Park was achieved through the use of 
landfill, it is assumed that the (ill was clean, but if it wasn't 
there will be remediation costs to prepare the land before an 
expanded footprint can be considered and approved. 

For now. let's assume thai soil remediation is not required, 
and that the community decides that a multi-purpose room 
is desired. Such rooms exist in other community centres 
and schools. They serve as needs dictate, which range from 
dance studio to small gymnasium to social events. These 
multi-purpose rooms are built to be used interchangeably 
and ore designed with daily flexibility to meet the needs. 

In Photo 2, a view from the west side of a possible building, 
it shows a sloped roof leading to a lower level entrance which 
takes into consideration an easier skate change room access. 
It's long been a concern of the skaters that both the slope and 
the concrete stairs present problems that have causcd some 
folks to be injured, although not seriously so far. 

You will also notice a 'see-Lh rough' vision that shows a ramp 
up to the main floor which addresses concerns of people for 
whom stairs are an issue. This makes washroom facilities 
available from the field level, hut don't forget that there will 
still be a street level entrance. 

Another view in Photo 3 shows the street access from the 
east Hen; you can sec how truly accessible a building can 
be while keeping the existing land form as pari of the overall 
design. 

Weil this is all very nice, you may well be saying, but we 
have not. as a community, decided on what it is. cxactly, that 
wc need or want. Should h be a brand new building, to heck 
with the cost, and including a gymnasium? Should wc just 
patch up the current building, remove a feu- wails to make 
the space a bit more useable? What is the real need? How 
do we work through that process to find out? What will the 
City actually agree to? At the last community association 
meeting. Councillor Chcmushcnko discussed some of these 
questions with the board and also informed them that the 
Cily had not designated any funding to undertake a needs 
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assessment in the current budget year. Me proposed seuirtg 
up a field trip to Oanff7l,edburyrs new building 10 get an 
idea of the kind of facility the City might ultimately consider 
here. 

The lack of funding is ccrtainly an obstacle, but not one 
that can be held al bay forever, nor is tt one that cannot be 
initiated to a ccrtain degree from within (he community -
with a bit of belp from volunteers who have the required 
expertise. And on this point. Heron Park can count itself 
as fortunate, as the Carlcton sJudcnts who worked on the 
drawings and the models have started thinking along the 
path of bow this moves forward. They are looking at how 
community consensus building couid be developed here in a 
way that reflects broad community interest. 

Some approaches were tried ai the most recent Wednesday 
Night Program. At first the young folks were intrigued with 
the models, and were quick to identify the layout of the park 
and their familiarity with it was quite clear. Without being 
prompted beyond viewing the models, they were 
what they wanted to see in a community centre, if one was 
built. Most wanted a gymnasium. Some wanted it to be for 
basketball while otliers thought that badminton would be 
a good use. They did not linger after casting their ideas, 
as the freshly fallen snow beckoned them to the outdoors 
where snowman making took precedence. 

The adults remained inside and more detailed conversations 
took place. Some humour arose when one resident thought 
that greek columns and statues should grace the building, 
and another proposed that the skate change room should 
be designed to look like a log cabin. Humour uside, issues 
of costing such a project were discussed, and whether 
the city would agree and then fund ii was also discussed. 
II was determined that while cost would definitely be a 
consideration, and will need to be addressed - this is the 
time to ariiculute a common vision, and to work forward to 
develop an implementation strategy. 

Some of you might rccall similar sessions a few years back 
when Leadership Ottawa held a series of brain storming -
sessions with community members and those meetings 
were quite well attended - better than anticipated and quite 
wcleomcd by the organizers. There was cxchcnveitt m the 
room, just thinking about making this a better community 
by focusing on the strengths and addressing the weaknesses. 
Further exercises were undertaken to assess how both the 
strengths and weaknesses could be acted upon and the need 
for a community facility was number one then, and remains 
the case today. 

The participants from the leadership Ottawa program 
wrote a draft report on their wortc with the community and 
they were as clear in that report as were the participants 
from the community. Not much forward momentum can be 
achieved in Heron Park without access to community space 
to accommodate program needs, meeting spaces and indoor 
recreational and social opportunities. .Some participants at 
those sessions were disappointed that those conversations 
appeared at the time to lead nowhere, hut the work that is 
happening now to engage the broader community is in its 
infancy and will only grow from here. 

Since that time, a good amount of conversation has been 
directed towards the current building, its dcficicncics and 
its limitations ai board meetings. More often than not, 
casual conversations among neighbours arrive at the same 
conclusions - the growing numbers of young families moving 
into Heron Park have made the need for a community ccnirc 
more pressing. 

Photo 3 - south-east perpspective of model for possible building 

Shows (he access points to the building at street and field levels. It 
also shows the many windows facing the playground which makes it 
easy for day care operators or play group care-givers to keep an eye 
on children. 

Photo 4 - east perpspective, street level elevation of model for possible 
boitding 

Shows an ubundance of north and east facing windows, as well as 
exposing the second floor space that could hold smaller rooms for 
meeting and program spaces. 

NEXT STEPS: 

In the end, the next steps will require a lot more on community involvement 
to make h happen. The building committee is currently working on the 
creation of a needs asseessmeni study and will be engaging with the 
community in developing a clear vision of what kind of space we want/ 
need/require. For volunteers, h could mean leading or taking pan in a 
good number of fund raising activities such as those that were undertaken 
for the incredible improvements to the play structures. It could also mean, 
given the many time constraints that people have, simp!)' turning up aj 
community or city held open houses to learn about the progress of this 
project and providing your feedback. More details regarding who to be in 
touch whh will be in the next issues Community Centre Visions • Part 3. 
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NEW HERON PARK COMMUNITY CENTRE: 

DESIGNS BY THE COMMUNITY 

Alter about 4 months of trying out different wsys 
of collecting ideas from the community for a new 
Community Centre (a self-conducted needs 
assessment perseXws have recertify started to put 
some of these comments Into effect in the form of 
various design options. 

The purpose »to explore a range of possibilities for 
a new Community Centre so that we can figure out 
the variety of needs (his fac&ty might require to suit 
the Heron Part; community. 

The basic design methodology .is as follows; 

V Create a Project Symbol 

This is meant to encapsulate the idea we have for 
the community or Community Centra, It can help 
us remember and quickly identify the main idea 
inherent to each design option 

a „ p ' 

Above; 2/ Provide a summary of the {(tea. 

Each 'design option' booklet displays a smal chart to 
help compare certain-quaffies between the various 
design options. The Grsi column describes (he 
estimated cost of construction - which is primarily 
based on square footage, or design complexity. 
The second column measures the amount of multi-
useable space In the design proposal - this is based 
on the amount of multi-use rooms and/Or open and 
flexible spaces thai can offer different actrrfties 
at different times. The third and final column 
represents the amount of phasing possible in the 
design - planning for future growth. 

Below, possible use of roof as an outdoor area. 

Interior rendering of centrsiy located kitchen, with Clover Street 
entrance on the left and rink level entrance on the right 

3/ Identify where the Idea came from: 

The first section. Design Premise, explains 
where the idea came from - be it ah "informal 
conversation or interactive design discussion 
during the Wednesday Night Program, an email, 
a note from meeting minutes, a comment or 
outcome from survey results, or even something 
mentioned on today's discussion. References to 
these sources are used as often as possible artd 
can appear on other pages of the 'design option' 
booties as wefl. 

The second section, Design Process* briefly 
explains how this idea was interpreted through 
the design on the budding. 

4/ Visualizing the idea: 

Ibis step demonstrates the ad of transforming 
the idea from words to diagrams, sketches, or 
any other type of drawing. 

5£Programming the building 

This section shows which programs (or room 
types) are Involved in the design and their rough 
location in relation to the ste. 

6/ Shaping the programs 

This section explores how the programs can be 
manipulated to suit the Initial idea, (tor exalte, 
"Kitchenas a central node* in this design option) 

The Heron Park Herald. Information & Progress on Design Process II, Donna Silver (part 1) 
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71 Assessing tte design 

After the Initial design idaa has found a 
balance with the functional requirements of 
the building, there is one final step: The 
refining stage metes any adjustments 
possible to ̂ crease: 

(A) Multi-useable spaces » allow for 
flexibSity of spaces for different activates 
and events to take place. (Useful technique 
Sn a Community Centra because activities 
are always changing due to the seasons or 
new members or programs for example) 

(B) Level of phasing possible - ABows 
the design to be constructed in phases 
over the years. This could be a useful 
approach to help provide lime for adequate 
fundraising. (La. Phase I. build Kitchen and 
gathering spaces. Phase II, buid multi
purpose room). 

(C) Energy Efficiency - the Integration 
of passive solar orientation or natural 
ventiation for example are traditional 
techniques that can be used to cut back on 
energy consumption end use fen a building, 
it Is worth incorporating these detais 
wherever it is possible es it twll reduce the 
operating costs of the budding end rely (ess 
on mechanical heating end cooing. 

8/ Communicating the Experience 

FineSy, what Is the point of e$ this work If 
no one can understand it? The last section 
focuses on making these ideas, drawings, 
and images coherent and essy-Jo-read 
so that everyone can get a sense of what 
these "design options' cotdd look like. 

Vignette. *tn theatrical script writing, sketch 
stories, and poetry, e vignette is a short 
impressionistic scene that focuses on one 
moment or gives a trenchant impression." 
(source: Wikipedia) 

The" ^design option* booklets end. with 
a series of images to communicate the 
budding's use. 

Please use the website to provide your 
comments and feedback on these design 
options as we post them onfine. We look 
forward to hearing more great ideas from 
the community! 

solar. v^nuanon. 
PI *p CZT-rS3  ̂==> SZ c 
pssrn Cz c=b tzZrzC.a 

^3**£:atcde!cz3^«^ws=ofcsr==fii^'ei3iefsb!!33ee3r?.£i^'=»=a=s.*i3rcfc^c^s 
picJK 5*aeM=a ss casi 
fi«} ttocp-s^eosi cxyryrjj (*==** a ss?=* 

Above illustrates the site's sotar advantages 

Photo below illustrating the appeal of moving the entrance to Clover Street 

The Images included here display an idea discussed In tale 
November based on the premise of having a kitchen space 
become the 'centre node* of the new Community Centre. 

tn response to this, the folowing design option looks at what this 
Kitchen Central' idea could be. 

For more detafted information, and to provide your comments, 
please see the Heron Park Wabeto, httpe/!7hefonparfcxa/) 

AB materials submitted for this pegs, and those that appear 
on the web site were prepared by Andrew Stada. Andrew is a ' 
graduate student of architecture at Certeton University. 
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